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. Preface

A workshop on applications and enhancements of the TOUGtt/MUI_,KOM family of
" multiphase fluid and heat flow simulation programs was held at Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory on September' 13-14, 1990. The workshop was attended by 62 scientists from
seven countries with interests in geothermal reservoir engineering, nuclear waste isolation,
unsaturated zone hydrology, environmental problems, and laboratory and field experimenta-
tion.

The meeting featured 21 technical presentations, extended abstracts of which are repro-
duced in the present volume in unedited form. Simulator applications included processes on
a broad range of space scales, from centimeters to kilometers, with transient times from sec-
onds to geologic time scales. A number of code enhancements were reported that increased
execution speeds for large 3-D problems by factors of order 20, reduced memory require-
ments, and improved user-friendliness.

The workshop closed with an open discussion sessionthat focussed on future needs
and means for interaction in the TOUGH user community. Input from participants was
gathered by means of a questionnaire that is reproduced in the appendix. There appeared to
be agreement among participants that this kind of a meeting is useful, and that another
TOUGH workshop should be held in 1 1/2 to 2 years. Strong interest was also expressed in
printing some kind of newsletter, that would help to distribute information about current
TOUGH/MULKOM applications, including new technical reports and papers, and code en-
hancements. Many participants volunteered to provide items and articles for the newsletter.
It was agreed that contributions would be mailed to LBL, which would begin to produce and
distribute such a newsletter in an informal way.

September 1990

Karsten Pruess

w

*To receive the TOUGH Newsletter, or to submit contributions, write to: Karsten Pruess,
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, MS 50E, One Cyclotron Rd., Berkeley, CA 94720.
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Welcome and Introduction

TOUGH Workshop

,September 13-14, 1990

- Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
Berkeley, California, iJSA

Welcome to the TOUGH Workshop! We are pleased to host a meeting that is devoted
to applications and enhancements of the TOUGH numerical simulation program. TOUGH
has been available for 3+ years, and the workshop was organized in response to a growing
interest for more interaction and support among TOUGH users. This workshop gathers
people with different backgrounds around a shared focus on numerical simulation, and pro-
vides an opportunity to exchange experiences and advances from different fields. This fold-
er contains the technical program, a preliminary list of attendees, and extended abstracts of
the papers that will be presented.

Numerical simulations discussed in these papers address a broad range of topics in the
areas of geothermal reservoir engineering, geologic disposal of nucle.'.trwaste, unsaturated
zone hydrology, environmental problems, and design and analysis of two-phase flow exper-
iments. Several authors report on code enhancements to achieve a more comprehensive de-
scription of multiphase flow processes, improve speed and efficiency of computation, and
facilitate applications to complex problems.

Multiphase fluid and heat flows in the subsurface are of interest in a number of engi-
neering disciplines that deal with the development of energy resources and with environmen-
tal protection. Numerical modeling has emerged as a powerful tool for increasing our un-
derstanding of complex flow systems.

A number of people have expressed an interest in code demonstrations, and in ex-
changing enhancements to the TOUGH code. In planning the workshop, we had expected
that two days would provide sufficient time to have some code demonstration sessions, in
addition to sessions with technical papers. However, the number of papers submitted easily
filled the two-day program so that, unfortunately, it was not possible to include code
demonstration sessions. We strongly believe that an open and interactive approach to devel-
opmen', and sharing of software can offer large benefits to all participants, and we encourage
workshop participants to seek out appropriate contacts and exchanges on a personal basis.

" The discussion session at the end of the workshop will give an opportunity to examine needs
and possible means for furthering contacts and communication in the TOUGH user corn-

. munity.

Karsten Pruess

Earth Sciences Division
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
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w
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M. J. O'Sullivan, The University of Auckland, New Zealand



Injection of Cold Water and Air into a Two-Phase Volcanic Hydrothermal System
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Simulator MULKOM-GWF
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Laboratory, Berkeley, CA
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7:00 Banquet (Speaker: T. N. Narasimhan, LBL and University of California, "The Lure
: of the Computer")
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(chairman: Tom Nicholson, NRC)
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3'30 Session 8: Cpen Discussion: Whither TOUGtI?
(chairman and moderator: Mike O'Sullivan, University of Auckland)

5' 30 Adjourn
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Two-Phase NonisothermalHydrologicTransport
Simulationsat the Apache Leap Tuff Field Site

M. Shaikh, T.-C.J. Yeh, and T.C. Rasmussen

Department of Hydrology and Water Resources

University of Arizona, Tucson AZ 85721

" INTRODUCTION

A field-scale heater test is proposed for investigating hydrothermologic

• processes in unsaturated fractured rock related to the disposal of high-
level radioactive waste in an underground repository. The test will be

conducted in moderately welded tuffat the Apache Leap Tuff Site in Central

Arizona (Figure i). The data collected from the experiment will be

provided to the INTRAVAL program which is an internationally sponsored

effort to validate hydrologic transport models.

An earlier heater test by Davies (1987) was conducted near the proposed

heater site in densely welded tuff and provides initial data sets which are

being used to design the field-scale experiment (Figures 2 and 3). Davies

also conducted laboratory hydrothermologic experiments on unfractured
drillcores which are interpreted by McCartin et al. (this meeting).

Additional laboratory nonisothermal experiments are currently being

conducted to provide supplemental data sets.

TOUGH (a multi-phase, nonisothermal computer simulation program) is used as

part of the experimental design phase for the purpose of determining the

optimal heater size and heating duration, as well as the location and
number of monitoring intervals surrounding the heater. The monitoring

equipment will be employed to obtain temperature, water saturation, matric

potentials, solute concentrations and other variables critical to the
understanding of thermally induced hydrologic transport on field scales.

Described in this presentation are the salient features of thermally

induced flow and transport as determined from experimental experience with

previous laboratory and field nonisothermal tests. Also presented is a

discussior_ of ongoing simulation efforts used to guide the experimental
design. Due to the paucity of experience related to thermal disturbances

at depth in unsaturated, fractured media, the experimental design has
evolved as more data and monitoring tools have become available.

IMPORTANT PROCESSES

The processes which may affect non-isothermal flow and transport include

thermal, liquid, solute, vapor, and gas movement, which can be described by

five coupled nonlinear partial differential equations (PDE's). Of special
, interest is the coupling between processes which causes complex inter-

actions. The five PDE's must be solved using theoretical or observed

phenomenological coefficients. Some of the coefficients are highly

nonlinear and hysteretic functions of fluid potential and water content.

Predictions based on the solution of the equations described above must be

tempered by observations. Experience from laboratory experiments indicate
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a number of important phenomena which substantially affect fluid flow and

solute transport. Laboratory experimental results indicate:

• Latent heat transport in the vapor phase, with sensible heat transport
in the solid, liquid, and gas phases;

• A strong heat-pipe effect arising from countercurrent liquld-vapor flows
which causes desiccation near the heat source and a concomitant ac-

cumulation of water away from the source;

• The possibility for osmotic potential to reduce the magnitude of the

heat-pipe effect due to solute concentration effects on vapor pressure

reduction and osmotic potential near the heater; and

• The dissolution and precipitation of silica in fractures which can alter

the physical properties of the bulk rock.

These laboratory findings must be balanced by experimental evidence
conducted over field scales using less artificial boundary conditions. The

field scale findings include:

• Heat transport occurs from the source as sensible and latent heat,

causing a desiccation of the rock near the source which expands over
time.

• Liquid water accumulates in boreholes and openings near the heat source,

with little water accumulation in the rock matrix (Figure 4).

• Substantial air movement occurs through fracture networks due to

orographic and barometric gradients.

The nonwaste portion of the waste-repository structure will undoubtedly

affect the hydrothermologic regime as well. The placement of shafts,

seals, drifts, boreholes, ventilation ducts, and drains will have an impact

on fluid flow and solute transport. In particular, the operation of the

ventilation system will affect the transport in the vapor phase by:

• The injection of dry, cooler exterior air which will be circulated

through the open repository;

• The resultant transport of water through the repository as vapor;
• The discharge of warm, humid air to the atmosphere; and

• The alteration of the existing orographic and barometric circulation
within the subsurface.

By circulating air through the repository, substantial quantities of water

will be removed and discharged to the atmosphere, thus causing the desicca-

tion and cooling of interior repository surfaces. For isolated chambers

within the repository, substantial condensation may or may not occur

depending upon the moisture and thermal gradients across the chamber.

SIMULATION OBJECTIVES

The proposed field-scale experiment is being designed with the above-

described hydrothermologic features in mind so that important aspects of

coupled heat, liquid, gas and solute transport can be observed. Knowing

what kind of monitoring equipment to install, where to place the monitoring
equipment, and where and how the heater should be placed and operated

requires that a simulation model be employed which incorporates as many of

the processes as possible.

Simulations will be used to identify the important features of the heater

experiment including zones of saturation, regions where fracture flows are

expected, and accumulation of high salinity waters near the evaporation
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front. Once the size and location of these zones have been identified,

various monitoring and sampling strategies will be examined and tested

prior to conducting the field-scale heater experiment. The effects of

gravity, fracture properties, initial water saturation, initial solute con-
centration, and material heterogeneities will be examined using sensitivity

analyses. The types and locations of sensors to be installed will also be
simulated to determine the required sensor sensitivities and the regions

• where the greatest changes are expected.

SIMULATION INPUTS

Inputs to the simulation model include physical properties of the rock
matrix a_; well as fracture properties. To obtain the physical properties,

laboratory tests of rock cores obtained near the proposed heater site are

used to provide preliminary estimates of rock matrix parameters, such as
the rock thermal, hydraulic, pneumatic, and solute transport properties

(Rasmussen et al., 1990). Coupling between processes are also estimated

using laboratory experiments conducted under nonisothermal conditions in a

closed system, and monitored using a dual-source gamma ray attenuation
device. The fracture network at the field site has been inventoried by

Thornburg (1990) and is presented as Figure 5. The location of the heater

with respect to the fracture network is an essential component of the

experimental design.

Other necessary simulation inputs are the boundary conditions. An impor-

tant requirement for boundary conditions in the unsaturated zone is the

ability to impose constant gradient, as opposed to constant flux, boundary
conditions. For saturated me':' _th conditions are interchangeable, but

for this application the coefficient relating the gradient to the flux is a
nonlinear function of water content. The proposed modification consists of

allowing a constant gradient boundary condition to be prescribed, which is

equivalent to a constant flux boundary condition only when the hydraulic,

pneumatic or thermal conductivities remain constant as a function of matric

suction. Additionally, model inputs of borehole surfaces must be con-

sidered. Rather than treating the borehole walls as no flow boundaries,

transport into and along boreholes must be considered.

SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed field heater experiment is simulated by TOUGH using two-

dimensional cylindrical space coordinates (Figure 6). The heater is

initially placed at a depth of three meters. As an example of the use of

TOUGH for experimental design purposes, Figure 6 also presents simulation

output at 127 days following the initiation of the heat pulse. The simula-
tion assumes uniform material properties (no fractures or boreholes).

Drying around the heat source is evident, and a zone of near-saturation is

• appearing above and away from the heat source. The fact that the zone is

not directly above the source is most likely due to the shallow position of
the heat source and the resultant affccL of the surface boundary condition.

Thus, the depth of the heat source will probably affect where saturation

zones will appear. Additional simulation results will be presented at the

meeting to demonstrate other examples of the use of TOUGH for experimental
design purposes.

q
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FIGURES

i Proposed location of field heater test at the Apache Leap Tuff Site.

2 Diagram of heating element and thermocouple located behind packer (right

borehole) and packers isolating psychrometers (left borehole) at Queen
Creek road tunnel site.

3 Observed water content in tuff around the heater borehole as a function

of time for heating experiment in the Queen Creek road tunnel.

4 Simulated and observed rock matrix water content in prototype field
heater test at G-Tunnel, Nevada Test Site. (From Nitao, 1990)

5 Structural lineaments interpreted from aerial photographs of fracture

planes exposed in outcrop at heater site.

6 View of simulated heat source located three meters below ground surface

(above) and simulated liquid saturation distribution around heat source

at 127 days (below).
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Figure 2 Diagram of heating element and thermocouple located behind packer

(right borehole) and packers isolating psychrometers (left

borehole) at Queen Creek road tunnel site.
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Modeling ltydro_hermal Flow innVariably
Saturated, Fractured, Welded Tuff During fine Prototype Engineered Barrier

System Field Test of the Yucca Mountain l)roject

Thomas A, Buscheck and John ,I, Nitao

Earth Science Department

. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

1. Introducthm

, invcstlgaUng the- The Yucca Mountain Project (YMP) of the U,S Department of Energy (DOE) is '
suitability of the tuffaceous rocks occurring in the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain, Nevada tbr
nuclear waste storage, 'Ihe Engtne.er_ Barrier System Field Tc,sts (EBSVI') will be conducted within
the Topopah Spring member of the Paintbrush Tuff at Yucca Mc untain, primarily to "amine the ther-
mohydrological response of the repository environment to thermal loading from waste packages (Yew,
1985), The Prototype Engineered Barrier System Field Test (PEBSD'I') was carrted out by Ramirez and
others (1989, 1990) in G-Tunnel complex of the Nevada Test Site to test and evaluate components of
the geophysical instrumentation network and to support the validation of thermohydrological models.
This report describes the modeling of the PEBSVF carried out by Buscheck and Nitao (1990) with the
V-TOUGH code (Nitao, 1989) which is a modified version of the TOUGH code (Pruess, 1987),

2. Discussion of Numerical Models, Physical Data and Assumpth)ns

The Grouse Canyon member of the Belted Range tuff found in G-Tunnel consists of a highly
fractured, densely weld_l tuff, In situ permeability testing found fractures to be major conduits for
fluid flow (Ramirez and others, 1990) which are discretely accounted for in our fracture/matrix (F/M)
model, As such, we utilize distinct fracture and matrix properties considered to bc applicable to Grouse
Canyon tuff, including data obtained by Peters ;rod others (1984) for Topopah Springs sample G4-6,
Bas_l on Zimmerman and Blantord (1986) we assumed an initial matrix saturation, S,,. of 65 percent
and a matrix porosity, Cm of 20 percent, Based on permeability measurements and fracture surveys
conducted by Ramirez and others (1989 and 1990), we assumed a fracture aperture, b of 100 _n and a
fracture spacing, B of 0,3 m and determined the fracture permeability on the basis of the cubic law,

The F/M m(xtel assumes an infinitely long, horizontal heater, orthogonally intersected by uni-
formly spaced fractures, with periodic boundaries along the symmetry planes down the center of the

i;acturc and matrix, respectively, (Figure 1), With gravity neglex:ted, the model is radially symmetric
about the heater axis. Table 1 lists the numerical grid spacing, The heater is a 0,25-m-diameter heat
generation cell with a thtr-stage heating schedule: (1) full-power at 1 kw/m (0 < t < 4 months), (2) a
line,u" "ramlxtown" from full power to zero (4 < t < 6 months), and (3) no heating (6 < t < 12 months),

A comparison with the temperatures m_sured during the PEBSVI' found the infinite heater
assumption rc_,;ulLsin the F/M model ov._rprcdicting temperatures, lt is necessary to account for the
finite tieatcr length because heat flow around the heater is spherical (rather than radial as is assumed in
the F/M model), Due to the impracticality of discretely accounting fl)r ali ()I' the fractures along the

entire heater length, it wtL.; necessary to account for fractures with an equivalent continuum m(xtcl
(ECM), For situations in which the matrix and fractures are el'fectivcly in equilibrium, fracture and

• matrix properties may be volume-averaged with the bulk porosity, ¢_, bulk saturation, Sh, and bulk
conductivity, Kb (either thermal or hydraulic) of the equivalent medium given by:

. ¢_,: ¢,/+ (1- ¢I )¢,,,

Q¢: + s.,(1-,I,1)¢.,
Sb =

¢1 + (l - C/)¢,,,

K_ :: I(,,,(1-¢.f)+ !(1.¢1

whore ¢,,,, Sr,,, ¢1, and Sf arc the porosity and saturation of the matri× and l'raclurcs, rcspcctivcly, In
gcncral, the ECM is appropriate for situations whcrc the fracture spacing is :;mali cn()ugh to rcsult in a
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negligible lag irl the hydrothermal response in the matrix relative to that of the fractures, For tile ECM

we applied the actual PEBS.wr heating schedule: (1) fvll-power at 1,12 _.w/m (0 < t < 128 days), (2) a
linear "rampdown" to zero power (128 < t < 195 days), and no heating (t > 195 days), Note that this
only deviates slightly from the schedule used in the F/M model, With gravity neglected, the model is
radially symmetric about tile heater axis and, due to the remoteness of the constant prol)erty txmndaries,
is axially symmetric ab(z,_t tile midpoint of tile heater, Table 2 lists tile numerical grtd spacing,

3, Discussion of Results
, '4

3,1 Fracture/Matrix Model

In addition to simulating the reference case, a parameter sensitivity study was carried out, investi-
gating the following matrix properties: porosity, permeability, and initial saturation; and I'r.'mture pm.
perties: aperture, permeability, and spacing, The impact oi" vapor venting through tile healter boreho!e
to tile access drift was investigated as well as the functional dependency of the rate of drying-out ofthe

rock oa the heating rate. For ali cases, heatt Ilow was found to be conduction-dominated, accounting ibr
885 percent of tl_e total heat tlow during the fullqx)wer su._ge in the reference case,

Drying of the matrix i,,.lseen to prefere,ntially occur along the heater borehole wall and the frac-
turn ,"ace (F:igure 2), As in Figure 1, axial distance is with respect to the fracture midplane and radial
distance is with respect to the heater axis, Due to tile low matrix permeability, high gas-phase pres-

sures are required to drive water vapor to the free facts (Figure 3), Uixm reaching the fractures, most
of the vapor is driven radially away from the boiling zone to the condensation zone where, due to the
high suction potential it IS imbibed by the matrix. Irl cases where tx)rehole venting was allowed, some
vapor flows radially towards the heater and out to,the access drift. During the full-power surge of :he
reference case, venting removed 35 percent oi' the moisture driven from the dried-out zone, thereby
removing 4,4 percent of the cumulative thermal input, The volume of the dried-out zone was found I.o
be prolxmional to ",]-k-_m/Band Qj,s/2 where Q_, is the heat generation rate per unit length of heaiter, For
b > 10 p.m the volume of the dried-out zone is insensitive to b, Therefore, for most of the fractures

observed in G-'Funnel, tlow resisUmce in the i)'_,'.tures is unlikely to throttle the rate of drying,

As the r_k cools below boiling conditions, vapor flow, particularly along fractures, dominates
rc-wetting of the dried-out zone, Due to the largo increase in vapor pressure, nearly ali of the air has

been driven away from the boiling zone, Condensation results in gas-phil, le pressures dropping below
atmospheric, pulling vapor in towards the dried-out zone, In addition to the bulk tlow of vapor, satura-
tion gradients and the corre:;ponding relative humidity gradients result in binary diffusion-driven valx_r
flow from wetter to drier regi(ms, particularly along t'raclures, Upon reaching drier rcn:k, this valx_r
con0eqses along fracture faces and iu imbibed by the matrix, Be'.:'au_ re-wetting is dominated by
binary gas dift'usion and capillary condensation along fractures, re-welting is strongly dependent on tlm
fracture distribution and connectivity, and is much less sensitive to fracture aperture and permeability,

3.2 Equivalent Continuum Model

In the rock the agregment between the ECM-predicted and the measured temperatures is outstand-
ir_g (Figure 4), At the borehole wall, the ECM overpredicts temperatures (with a 7°C discrepancy at
the end of trill, power heating), This discrepancy is at least partly due to heat source itself, Both during
ttle PEBSFT and benchtop testing 0f the heater, the top of tile heater was observed to be approximately
40_'C hotter than the bottom o1"lhc' heater, "['he borehole temperatures in Figure 4 wore measured at the
bottom of the Iltmter borehole, Had temperatures been measured on the upper borehole wall, it is likely
that the predicted temperatures would be bracketed by the measured temperatures, The outstanding
agreement between the predicted and measured temperatures is at least partly attributed to heat flow
around tile PEBSFT being dominated by conduction, Consequently, even though certain aspects (not-
ably wetting behavior) of the lluid tlow tield are not well represented by the ECM, the temperature field
is relatively insensitive to discrepancies between the predicted and actual heat convection behavior,

Figure 5 is a comparison of the prcxlicted and measured radial saturation profile at the midlx.qnt of
the heater at the end of full-power heating, The measured profiles were obtained by neutron logging
along two (,bservation boreh(fles, ne2a (l(_cated above IIle healer) and no6 (Iocat_xl beh,w the heater),
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For the dried-out zone, the agreement bmween the ECM anti the trleasurc:ti clara is quite good,

Apparently, the assumption that flow resistance in the matrix is negligible helots reasonably well lhr
drying, Conversely, this assumption (along with the assumption that, gravity is negligible) results in a
stgnifl:;ant discrepancy between the predicted and observed wetting behavior, Because matrix hnbibi-
tlon Is very slow relative to the time-scale of the PEBSt_'I", negl_cting the time. it takes for the matrix to
hnbilye tlm conclensate, results irl the ECM ccmflning the _tturatiort "halo" tc, a very tight interval,
Saturation measurements showed a negligible increase in saturation beyond the boiling front, More-
over, temperatures measured along one side of the boiling zone inclicated a region where two-phase

" cHnctttions persisted, prHbably caused by gravity drainage of condensutt; from above, Figure 5 also indi-
cates the lr,_pact of gravity ctrainage on ttryll_g behavior, Although temperatures above the heater were
hotter than below, drying above the heater lagged behind drying below the heater, Above tile heater,

" condensate clrainage causes retluxing, thereby retarding the clrying rate, while below the heater, conden-
sate const_mtly drains away from the boiling front,

4, Cot, duslons

Using the V-TOUGH code the PEBSIVI' was modeled using two) different conceptual models: (1)
discretely representing the fracture and matrix properties (F/M model) and (2) volume-averaging their
prol)erties through the use of an equivalent continuum m(×tel (ECM), Using the F/M mc×lel, the dis-
tinct hydrotherma', respHnse c_fthe fracture and matrix could be observed, along with some Hf the func-
tional depender_:',ms of drying and wetting behavior to various parameters, including heating rate, Heat
tlow was t't,,_nd to be dominated by conductien, with the explicit representation Hf the finite heater
lt.,.gth (irl the ECM) being crucial to obtaining a go(_t match with the observed temperatures, While
tile ECM was tound to adequately represent drying behavior, neglecting/low resistance in the matrix to
imbibition and the effect of gravity on condensate drainage, were found to result in significant
discrepancies between prexlicte,t and observed wetting behavior,
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Table 1

Numerical Grid Spacing for the
45x26 R-Z Fracture/Matrix Mcxtel Mesh

Radial Direction, ,,3.R(m)

(1,125 0,025 [ 0,05 18'0,1 1(/'0,2 ___1 2'(),3 0,4 I 4"(I,5 "
1,0 2"2,0 .1 2*4,0 10, 1,0x10-"3°| "" I,Pu

Vertical Direction, _ (m)

0,00005 0,0001 I 0,00015 0.00023 0.00034 0,(X)051 0,0()076 t 0,001 i4-0,00171 ().00257 0,00386 0,00578 0,()0867 12'0.01 0,0(,413
,b-"__ J :

'Fable 2

Numerical Grid Spacing for the
34x 17 R-Z Equivalent Continuum Model Mesh

,, ,

Radial Direction, bR (m)
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............ ...y ...... , :,

............... _/'ertical Direc'ti,m, AZ (m)
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Figure 2. Contour plot of saturation at the end of full-power heating (t = 4 months) for the F/M
model. Axial distances are exaggerated by a factor of 10.
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Figure 3. Contour plot of gas-phase pressure (atm) at tile end of full-power heating (t = 4 months) for
tile F/M model. Axial distances arc exaggerated by a factor of 10.
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UNSATURATED ZONE MOISTURE AND VAPOR MOVEMENT INDUCED BY
TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS IN ASPHALT BARRIER FIELD LYSIMETERS

Diana J. Holford and Michael J. Fayer
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
P.O. Box 999, MSIN K6-77
Richland, Washington 99352

" 509-376-8318, FTS 444-8318, FAX 509-376-4428

Protective barriers are being considered for use at the Hanford Site to enhance the isolation
" of radioactive wastes from water, plant, and animal intrusion. Lysimeters were constructed to

evaluate the performance of asphalt barrier formulations under natural environmental conditions.
These lysimeters (Figure 1) were constructed of 1.7-m lengths of PVC pipe that have a diameter of
30 cm. The lysimeters were filled with layers of gravel, coarse sand, and asphalt (Freeman and
Gee 1989a). The sand and gravel placed under the asphalt barrier were wet when installed
(Freeman and Gee 1989b). TOUGH was used to conduct simulations to assess the effect of
temperature variations on moisture and vapor movement beneath the asphalt layer in field test
lysimeters. All variables in TOUGH were converted to double precision so that simulations could
be run on a Sun-4 UNIX workstation. A radially symmetric grid (Figure 2) was used to simulate
the lysimeter.
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Figure 1: Cross Section of Lysimeter. Figure 2: Cross Section of radial grid
(Scale 2x that of Figure 1).
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Figure 3 shows measured monthly water drainage from a control lysimeter (with no asphalt
• layer) for the 2-year period since the lysimeter was installed in July 1988. Also shown is the

average monthly rainfall and soil temperature measured at a nearby site (Stone et 'al. 1983),
Because there is no barrier to impede infiltration, drainage correlates to rainfall with a lag time of
one month.

2000 ....... I .. , , . ! .., ,. 1 ..... 75 "

Rainfall 65

,600 ',A,_.._ainage 55 "

i 1200 "' I]/[/ ,''_xTemperature '.-3545!

' 800 , _,_, ,,/\ 25

400 ^\iii\ ]_I[_..NX ){,\%_/ 15!
u 1 ,-S

1-1ul-88 30-Dec-88 1-Jul-8930-Dec-89 1-Jul-90

Figure 3: Drainage from lysimeter #9 (control) compared with average monthly
rainfall and soil temperature at 1.3 cm depth.

Figure 4 shows drainage from a lysimeter with a rubberized asphalt layer compared with
the same rainfall and temperature data shown in Figure 3. Unlike the control lysimeter, drainage
correlates to temperature. Also, the amount of drainage is small compared with the control
lysimeter and shows no correlation with rainfall. For these reasons, we hypothesize that the
drainage water is not from leakage through the barrier, but is residual water from the installation of
the barriers. This hypothesis is fuaher borne out by the fact that salt placexl above the asphalt
barrier has not been found in the drainage water.
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Figure 4: Drainage from lysimeter #2 (rubberized asphalt barrier) compared with
average monthly rainfall and soil temperature at 1.3 cm depth.
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TOUGH was used to conduct two axi-symmetric simulations of the lysimeter to assess the
effect of temperature variations on water movement in the liquid and vapor phase beneath the
asphalt layer. In the first simulation, the lysimeter temperature was maintained at a constant
tenaperature of 15,3 °C (the yearly average soil temperature). For the variable temperature
simulation, the average monthly temperature at 1.3 cm depth (Figure 5) was applied along the side
boundary of the model (Figure 1). The drain was held at a constant temperature of 15,3 *C. The
initial temperature throughout the entire system was 32.9 °C (the average July soil temperature).

- The initial water saturation for the sand layer was 90% and the gravel layer was 10%.

'_ 35 . i i' i i I'' i i---l--I-i' i' I I I' I i I •

25 Temperature .
,.-, =

20

5-

0

-5 ' " ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' I "' " ' ' I I W",' , ,

1-Jul-88 30-Dec-88 I -Jul- 89 30- Dec-89 1-Jul-90

Figure 5: Monthly and yearly average temperatures at 1.3 cm depth in soil at the
Hanford Meteorological Station,

Thermal conductivities at saturated and dry conditions (0,29 and 2.2 W/m°C) were
estimated from properties for average soils (Hillel 1980). Specific heat of quartz (Hillel 1980) was
used for the sand, and specific heat of granite (Weast 1982) was used for gravel. Nodes next to
the variable temperature boundary were given a large (108) specific heat so that they would remain
at the specified temperature.

The parameters used for the hydraulic properties of the soils (Table 1) are for van
Genuchten moisture retention and Burdine hydraulic conductivity functions (van Genuchten 1980).
The coarse sand parameters were fit to data tbr coarse sand from the literature (Mualem 1976), and
the gravel parameters were fit to estimated gravel properties from (Fayer et al, 1985).

Table 1. Parameters for Describing Hydraulic Properties with the van Genuchten Functions

o_ Ks

Material Slr S Is ( 1/Pa) _, (nVy r)

" Coarse Sand 0.02247 1.00 0,000741 0.64331 1,09x10-10

Pea Gravel 0.01193 1.00 0.050365 0,54260 3,57x10-10

Figure 6 shows a comparison of drainage predicted by constant temperature and variable
temperature simulations.
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Figure 6: Comparison of drainage predicted by constant temperature and wu'iable
temperature simulations,

The variable temperature shows a decrease in drainage relative to the constant temperature
simulation when temperatures are below the ye,'u'ly average and an increase in drainage when
temperatures are above the yearly average. However, the increase in drainage in summer is not as
great as actually observed in many of the lysimeters (Figure 7). Drainage from an asphalt barrier
lysimeter reached a maximum of 54 ml in August 1989, whereas the simulated drainage for that
month was 13 ml.
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Figure 7: Comparison of drainage predicted by variable temperature model m'_d
measured from an asphalt barrier lysimeter.

The difference between the drainage rates in winter and summer is illustrated by the
simulated flow fields tbr February and August 1989 in Figures 8 and 9. Overall, flow velocities
are much higher in August than in February, delivering more liquid mass to the drain in the lower
left,hand corner. The absolute temperature is much higher in August, with the highest temperature
(32.8 "C) along theright-hand side and the lowest (2.9.4 °C) at the lower left-hand corner. The
saturated vapor pressures '-aremuch higher in August, and the vapor pressure gradient is an order
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of magnitude higher. The vapor pressure gradient in August follows tile temperature gradient fro:n
the right-hand side to the lower left-hand corner, driving water in the vapor phase to the drain,
where it condensed at the cooler &'ain temperatures. In August, the higher temperature along the
right-hand side caused the column to dry out slightly, causing some upward flow along that side.
This effect may have impeded the simulated drainage slightly.

The most interesting feature of the flow fields is the convection cell that formed in the wet,
sandy layer. Because the dry, gravel layer a_.ztsas a barrier to downward flow of water, the water
in the wet layer circulates because of liquid density differences caused by the temperature gradient
across the system. The convection cell flows counterclockwise in the summer and clockwise in the
winter; however, the convection cell flows counterclockwise during Janu_u'y and February because
temperatures in the column are between 1,5 and 4 °C, and the density of water is highest at 4 °C.

The effect of temperature on the hydraulic conductivity of the soils was not included in this
simulation, and this would enhance the differences in drainage simulated in winter and summer,
Also, diurnal ten:tperature variations could cause greater drainage to occur in the summer months,
while freezing of soil moisture during the winter months would stop drainage from the column.
Future simulations could include the effect of a temperature gradient in the air gap around the
lysimeters, rather than imposing a uniform temperature. Also, simulations for individual months
could be rerun using diurnal temperature variations rather than just the monthly average
te_nperature.

Although the simulated drainage does not match the observed drainage in magnitude, the
seasonal trends are the same. This provides supporting evidence that temperature variations can
affect drainage of residual water from beneath the asphalt barrier in the lysimeters.

This work was funded in part by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract
DE-AC06-76RLO 1830.
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GASEOUS TRANSPORT OF VOLATILE ORGANICS IN POROUS MEDIA:

COMPARISON OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS

John M. Farr

LevineeFricke, Inc., 1900 Powell St., Emeryville, CA 94608

ABSTRACT
h

In diffusion dominated transport, traditional mathematical

formulations, _such as used in TOUGH, do not rigorously handle cases

" where the phase mass density is significantly dependent on phase

compositiorl. Such is the case for near--static transport volatile

organic compounds in subsurface gas, a case currently of great

interest in the study of environmental problems. The "Dusty-Gas"
Model (Mason, et al., 1967) is a set of complex constitutive

equations that simulate observed transport behavior more accurately
than the traditional models. However, for worker's accustomed to

the modeling framework described in the transport phenomena

literature, the dusty gas model is difficult to understand and

implement for general transient simulations. Rigorous numerical

simulators, such as TOUGH, have yet to be developed around the

Dusty-Gas Model. Thus, there is a need to update the mathematical

formulations used in traditional transport models to enhance the

generality and accuracy of existing numerical simulators.

As an alternative to the dusty gas model, a Simple new transport

formulation was developed using the traditional modeling framework
of the transport phenomena literature. Identification of the

reference advective velocity given by Darcy's Law, as a function of
the species drift velocities in a mixture, allowed for derivation

of new molecular diffusion equations. These new constitutive

relations were coded into a modified version of TOUGH, where the
representation of water was replaced with that of a volatile

organic compound, and Klinkenberg and Knudsen effects were added.

The new formulation was compared to that used irl TOUGH, where the

Darcy seepage velocity is taken as a mass-average velocity, and to
the formulation commonly used in chemical engineering, where the

Darcy seepage velocity is taken as a mole-average velocity.

Significant differences in transport behavior Js shown by each of
these three models. The new transport formulation is found to

reproduce experimental results and represent the Dusty-Gas Model
behavior quite well.

INTRODUCTION

• Existing transport models in the hydrclogic community fail to

adequately describe cases where phase mass densities depend

significantly on composition. Diffusive fluxes (or more generally,
non-advective fluxes) must be referenced to an advective reference

velocity, and existing models are inadequate because the advective

reference velocity represented by Darcy's law has been

misinterpreted.
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There are two common forms of the binary molecular diffusion

equation that, while quite general, describe fluxes in different

ways. The first,

describes the molar flux relative to a mole-average velocity, which

is given by:

_ci_i
uN_ (2)

The second diffusion flux equation,

jMM = _pDij'V_i (3)

describes the mass flux relative to a mass-average velocity, which

is givenby (see list of symbols for definition of terms):

ZPi_i
_M =.._ (4)

Textbooks in chemical engineering recommend the use of equation (1)
for modeling gaseous transport in tubes or porous catalysts (eg.,
Bird et al., 19601 Cussler, 1984). The use of equation (1) in a
molar continuity equation for porous media transport modeling
assumes that Darcy's law yields a macroscopic mole-average
velocity. In contrast, most subsurface transport models use
equation (3) to describe diffusion fluxes, thereby taking the Darcy
seepage velocity as a macroscopic mass-average velocity (eg.,
Abrio]a and Pinder, 1985; Pollock, 1986; Pruess, 1:987). Equation

(i) is generally incorporated into a molar continuity equation,

along with the required state equations, to form what is referred
to here as the "Mole Model" for transport simulation. Equation (3)

is generally inconel;orated into a mass continuity equation, along

wlth required state equations, to form the "Mass Model".

It was suggested by Farr and McWhorter (1988) that the Darcy

seepage velocity gives a macroscopic mole-average velocity (in
kee)ing with the chemical engineering literature) and that the Mole

Model, with equation (i) should be used to describe the diffusion

f].ux relative to the Darcy advection. (Using the Mole Model does

linearize many subsurface transport problems that are otherwise
non-linear because the total molar density, c , in equation (i) is

a function of only pressure and temperature for an ideal gas,

whereas the mass density in equation (3) is a function of

composition as well.) However, use of the Mole Model is incorrect

in light of confirmed experimental observations supporting Graham's
law of diffusion (Graham, 1833; Hoogschagen, 1953; Wicke and Hugo,

1961; Wakao and Smith, ].962; Rothfeld, 1963; Remick and

Geankopplis, 1973). These observations show that the ratio of

molar fluxes (relative to coordinates fixed on the porous medium)



under isobaric conditions is given by Graham's law of diffusion:

----. = - (5)
N. [ MA J

and this holds for all pressures and pore sizes (not. just in the

• Knudsen regime). This is in contrast to the equimolar and equimass

counter diffusion predicted by the "Mole" anu "Mass" Models,

respectively. Thus, the Darcy seepage velocity represents neither

a macroscopic mass-average velocity nor a mole-average velocity.

The Dusty-Gas Model was developed (Mason, et al., 1967) to

address the shortcomings of the Mass and Mole Models. The Dusty-

Gas Model, recently reviewed by Thorstenson and Pollock (1989),

rigorously represents multicomponent diffusion etfects, but it

provides only constitutive equations, an( no transient simulators

ir,corporating the Dusty-Gas Model are currently available. In

contrast, several rigorous transient simulators, such as TOUGH, are

available which are based on the traditional modeling framework of

the transport phenomena literature (eg., Bird, et al., 1960). In

order to correctly utilize the transport phenomena modeling
framework, the meaning of the Darcy seepage velocity must be known

in terms of a weighted average of species drift velocities

(analogous to equations (2) and (4)), and this is identified below.

The Graham-Average Velocity

Using equation (5) and the general modeling framework of the

transport-phenomena literature (Bird, et al., 1960; Clazie, et al.,

1967), the weighted average of species drift velocities given by

the Darcy seepage velocity can be shown to be:

7_MI_ ci_i

= (6)
ZMI_ c i

or in terms of mass densities,

ZMi'_pi_,i
/J = (7)

ZMi '/' Pi

The reference velocity given by equations (6) and (7) will be

• referred to here as the Graham-average velocity, in recognition of

the much overlooked work of Thomas Graham during the mid-1800s, and

the superscript G will denote this reference velocity. Equations

• (6) and (7) represent the macroscopic velecity that is directly

related to the viscous flux given by Darcy's law.

Derivation of New Molecular Diffusion-Flux Equations

Now that the required reference velocity has been defined, new

diffusion-flux equations can be derived. Clazie's equation (3-15)
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(Clazie, et al., 1967) allows for general transformations in
diffusion flux equations given tI_e diffusion flux equation relative
to one reference vslocity, and provided that the required reference

velocities have been defined as weighted averages of species drift

velocities, as in equations (2) , (4) , (6), and ('7). Using equation

(6), the transformation of equation (I) results in the following
equation for molar diffusion flux of species A relative to the

Graham-average velocity in a binary mixture:

j,,l= - i + cDAVx^ (s)'A
CAMA'A + claMB

The second term in equation (8) represents the difference between
this new diffusion flux equation and the traditional equation (i).

Equation (8) can be further reduced to give

M# 1 '
j_,o _. .... CDABVXA (9)

'A
XAMA + x_3MI__

The corresponding equations for binary mass diffusion flux relative
to the Graham-average velocity are

Mli'_ ]
j2 (, = - PDA"av_ A (i0)

.I/l

eAMA + _i_Mii'_

and

M/'_ 1
J = .... n (iI)-'A -'A

¢OAM̂ 4- 0)jimB

Code modifications were made to incorporate these new diffusion

equations into TOUGH's general mass continuity equations. The

resulting modified mathematical model, refferred to here as the
"Graham Model" can be shown to be equivalent to the Dusty-Gas

Model for the molecular diffusion regime when thermal and pressure

diffusion ,are neglected. To better handle transport in lower-

permeability media, representation for Knudsen and Klinkenberg
effects were added to a second modified version of TOUGH, and the

simulation results from both these modified versions of TOUGH were

compared to results from two less-modified versions of TOUGH. The
least modified version leaves the transport equations of TOUGH

intact (with the properties of water replaced by those of a

volatile organic compound) to represent the "Mass Model". The "

other modified version replaces the existing TOUGH diffusion-flux

equations (binary equations (3)) with equations (I) to represent
the "Mole Model".

Knudsen and Klinkenberg effects represent the po_-tions of the

diffusive and advective transport, respectively, that are not

accounted for in the constitutive equations discussed above.



Darcy's law and the moledular diffusion equations discussed above

are not applicable in the Knudsen regime, where molecule-wall
collisions dominate over f_,,_ecule-molecule collisions, such as

occurs in very low-permeability media and/or at low gas-phase

pressures. Under environmental conditions, the transition from the
molecular diffusion regime in gases begins at about k=5 x i0 "t3m2,

and the importance of Knudsen and Klinksnberg effects increases

° with decreasing permeability. To handle the t_-ansitional and

Knudsen regimes, modififications to TOUGH's MULTI Subroutine were
made to add Knudsen diffusion to the molecular diffusion, and

modify the permeability used in Darcy's law, using Thorstenson and

Pollock's equations (60) - (69) (Thorstenson and Pollock, 1989).
The differences in simulation results between the three models

presented here are most pronounced in near-static conditions, where
diffusion fluxes dominate over advective fluxes. Comparisons of

simple steady-state results are described below, followed by

comparisons of transient simulation results using the modified
versions of TOUGH.

comparison of Steady-State Diffusion Fluxes

To evaluate the maximum difference in fluxes given by the

models presented here, comparisons are made of the predicted
steady-state diffusion fluxes under isobaric, isothermal conditions

in coarse-grained media (molecular-diffusion regime). Equations

(i), (3), and (i0) are used to represent the "Mole", "Mass", and
"Graham" Models, repectively, with the flux units of equation (I)
converted from moles to mass. For horizontal counter diffusion of

i,i DCE in moist air, where the mass concentration of DCE varies

linearly along a 50 cm column from zero at one end to saturation at

the other (i atm and 20'C), the Mole Model gives 5.25 x 10 .4mg/cm2s,

the Mass Model gives 2.07 x 104 mg/cm2s, and the Graham Model gives

3.40 x i0 _ mg/cm2s. Taking the results from the Graham Model as the

correct flux, the Mole Model over predicts by 1.85 x 10 .4 mg/cm2s

(54% relative error), and the Mass Model under predicts by 1.33 x

10 .4 mg/cm2s (-39% relative error). It is also worth noting that

significant errors can arise when using the Mass or Mole Models for

water-vapor transport at elevated temperatures, such as in

geothermal modeling applications.

Comparison of Transient Behavior

Comparing the transient behavior of the various models is

. important because during transient simulations, diffusion-induced

pressure gradients develop unless the system is completely open

(eg., in a thin slab of porous medium bounded on both sides by

• constant-pressure chambers). This type of behavior is predicted

using the Mass Model, although the process details are incorrectly

simulated. Under the equimass counter diffusion simulated by the

Mass Model, a diffusion-induced pressure gradient (that is larger

than that actually observed) develops, modifying the behavior from

that given by the isobaric steady-state flux equations. This
behavior has generally gone unnoticed in the hydrologic community
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due to the fact that in prominently published works, the gas-phase
has been taken as static and the equation of motion has not been

explicitly solved. In the Mole Model, where equimolar diffusion is

predicted under static conditions, no pressure gradients develop.
This is also incorrect, as discussed below.

TOUGH Simulatiom Results

Using the modified 'rOUGH codes, modeling simulations were run to

compare the behavior of the three mathematical models for gaseous

transp_rt. As a reference, all of the modeling results will be

compared to the experimentally observed behavior that is well
described by the Dusty Gas Model (DGM); this will be referred to as
the DGM behavior. It should be understood that the DGM contains

only constitutive relations, and that the DGM behavior referred to
here is is either steady-state or transient behavior deduced from

DGM theory (Mason, et al., 1967; Cunningham and Williams, 1980).

A set of simulations were run for horizontal counter-diffusion of

chloroform and air in a closed 10-cm column with small (closed)

reserviors at each end. At time zero, the column and one of the

end reserviors contain pure air, while the other end reservoir
contains air with a known concentration of chloroform vapors. For

counter-diffusion in this type of closed system, the DGM predicts

that the initial non-equimolar inter-diffusion of differi21g

molecular-mass species creates a pressure gradient that produces a

viscous flux. A quasi steady-state then rapidly develops, wherein
the total molar fluxes of the two species are equal a_d opposite.
The diffusion-induced viscous flux then exactly counterbalances the

non-equimolar inter-diffusion flux, and this balance is maintained

until large concentration differences have occurred in the end
reservoirs. Simulations were performed for a wide range of media

conductivities, from k=10 5 to k=10 2° m2.

Horizontal, closea-system simulations using the Mass Model showed

unrealisticalll large viscous fluxes caused by the _arge diffusion-

induced pressure gradients that develop. Despite this lack of

proper representation of the process details, the Mass Model shows

the expected quasi steady-state equimolar counter-diffusion down to
k=10 °I_ m 2. Below this conductivity, the mode] results rapidly

deviate from the DGM behavior, and the expected quasi steady-state

does not developed.

As expected, closed-system simulations using the Mole Model show

that equimolar counter-diffusion is maintained over all

conductivities, although in this case the process details are

incorrectly simulated, because no pressure gradient or viscous flux

develops as a result of the inter-diffusion. (Note, as an aside,
that due to the more linear nature of the Mole Model, solution

convergence times were found to be significantly less than those

required for either the Mass Model or the Graham Model.)
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The simple Graham Model produces quasi steady-state equimolar

counter-diffusion down to k=lO "14m2, and by virtue of the equations

used, properly represents the viscous flux and the purely

diffusional fluxes. By adding Knudsen and Klinkenberg effects, the
Graham Model maintains the DGM behavior down to k=10 q_m 2. Pressure

diffusion effects were found to be insignificant for the cases

studied, and due to the additional computational time required to

. represent it, pressure diffusion was neglected in most simulations.

A second set of simulations was performed for open horizontal

• systems, where significant pressure gradients develop only in low-

conductivity media. The Mass Model fails to match DGM behavior for

all media; it predicts equimass diffusion. The Mole Model also

fails for all media; it predicts equimolar diffusion. For an open
svstem such as this, the DGM predicts that the counter-diffusion

wl±l follow Graham's Law of diffusion (equation (3)), which the

Graham Model shows down to k=10 Iv. When Knudsen and Klinkenberg

effects are added, the Graham Model simulates the DGM behavior down
to k=10 2° m 2.

Finally, vertical open systems (otherwise identical to the

horizontal cases) were simulated, and the magnitude of differences

between the chloroform fluxes predicted by the three models was

found to be greater than the density-drlven advective fluxes
created by saturated vapors in air at 20°C for media with k < I0 "11
m 2.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

c = total molar phase density = P/RT (for ideal gases)

p = total mass density of gas phase

ci,0i = molar and mass concentrations, respectively, of species i

Xi,_i = mole and mass fractions = Pi/P and ci/c , respectively

vi = species drift velocity (relative to fixed coordinates)

e

Dij= effective diffusion coefficient (for i in j), accounting for
porosity and tortuosity of media

j_k= diffusion flux of i in units of "F", relative to the "R a''

advective reference velocity

Ni = molar flux of i relative to fixed coordinates

M, = molecular mass of species i

M = superscript for mass diffusion flux and mass-ave ref. vel.

N = superscript for molar diffusion flux and mole-ave ref. vel.
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STMVOC: A NUMERICAL SIMULATOR FOR THREE PIIASE

CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT IN NONISOTIIERMAI_

SYSTEMS

R.W. Falta and K. Pruess

6 Earth Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Subsurface contamination by nonaqueous-phase liquids (NAPLs), such as organic solvents and
hydrocarbon fuels, is a serious problem in the United States and other industrialized countries. The
complete removal of these chemicals by conventional technologies is difficult, time-consuming, and
expensive. Recently, the sweeping of contaminated areas with steam has been examined as an alterna-
tive remediation method. Several laboratory-scale experiments (Hunt et al., 1988; Basel and Udell,
1989; Udell, personal communication, 1989) and a field experiment (Udell and Stewart, 1989) have
demonstrated that steam treatment may be an effective cleanup method. A ,schematic illustration of a
possible steam-injection remediation system is shown in Figure 1. To gain a better quantitative under-
standing of the steam-injection process, and to aid in the design of future experiments and remedial
efforts, we have developed a numerical simulator that can model the complex fluid- and heat-flow
processes arising in a steam-sweep operation. This paper pre_nts a brief de_ription of the simulator
along with some numerical results obtained using the simulator. Full details of the numerical formula-
tion along with several examples of the code's application may be found in Falta (1990).

NUMERICAL FORM ULATION

The numerical simulator, which will be referred to as STMVOC, has been developed for the pur-
pose of modeling true three-phase flow in systems undergoing rapid ¢'hanges in temperature. The simu-
lator is based on a general integral-finite-difference multiphase formulation known as MULKOM
(Pruess, 1983, 1988). Several versions of MULKOM have been developed for solving various multi-
phase flow problems. The features and capabilities of these different versions have been summarized by
Pruess (1988). The STMVOC code is a direct descendent of the TOUGH simulator (Pruess, 198'1)with
appropriate modifications to account for the NAPL/organic chemical.

In the present formulation, the multiphase system is assumed to be COmFy)sodof tl_reemass com-
ponents: air (or some other noncondensible gas), water, and a slightly miscible organic chemical. These
three components may be present in different proportions in any of the three pha_s, gas, water, and
NAPL, Each phase flows in response to pressure and gravitational forces according to the multiphase
extension of Darcy's law, including effects of relative permeability and capillary pressure between the

- phases.

Transport of the three mass coml'x)nentsoccurs by advection in ali three phases and by multicom-
portent diffusion in the gas phase, lt is assumed that the three pha_s are in local chemical and thermal
equilibrium and that no chemical reactionts are taking piace other than interphase mass transfer,
Mechanisms of interphase mass transfer for the organic chemical comlxment include evaporation and
boiling of the NAPL, dis_lution of the NAt'L into the liquid-water ptm._e,condensation of the organic
chemical from the gas phase into the NAPL, and equilibrium ph_tsepartitioning of the organic chemical
between the gas, water, and solid phases, lnterphase mass transfer of the water component includes the
effects of evaporation and boiling of the water phase, dissolution of water i_ ttie NAPL (not usually
important), and condensation of water vapor from the gas pha._t:. The intcrphasc mass transfer of the
air comf_ment consists of equilibrium phase partitioning of the air between the gas, liquid-water, and
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NAPL phases.

Heat transfer occurs due to conduction, multiphase convection, and gaseous diffusion. 'l'he ht._lt_

transfer effects of phase transitions between the NAPL, water, and gas pha_s are fully ac'counted for by
considering the transport of both latent and ,sensible heat. The overall l_rous-media thernaal conduc-
tivity is calculated as a function of water and NAPL saturation and dep,_nds on the chc.mical charac-
teristics of the NAPL.

Secondary water and NAPL phase parameters such as saturated vapor pressure and viscosity are

calculated ,as a function of temperature, whereas parameters such as specifit: enthalpy and density are _
computed as functions of both temperature and pressure. The gas-ptm_ prol_rties, such as specific
enthalpy, viscosity, density, and component molecular diffusivities, are considered to tw, functions of

temperature, pressure, and gas-phase composition, The ,solubility of the organic c'.hemical in water may
be specified as a function of temperature, and the gas-water Henry's constant for the organic chemical
is calculated as a function of temperature. The gas-water and gas-NAPl., Henry's constant for air is
assumed to be constant, as is the water Solubility in the NAPL phase.

The neces_ry NAPL/organic chemical thermophysical and transport properties art_ computed by
means of a general equation of state package. This equation of state package is largely based on semi-
empirical corresponding states methods in which chemical parameters are calculated as ftmctious of the
critical properties of the chemical such as the critical temperature and pressure. Because the_ data are

available for hundreds of organic compounds, the NAPL/organic chemical equation of state package is
tlexible in its application.

The STMVOC simulator may be used for one-, two-, or three-dimensional anisotropic, hetero-

geneous Ix_rous or fractured systems having complex geometries. The porous-media porosity may be
specified to be a function of pore pressure and temperature, but no stress calculations are made, The

simulator has been verified by comparisons with analytical solutions fc)r one-dimensiomd two-phase
flow (Buckley and Leverett, 1942) and with a semianalytical solution for a two-phase heat pipe with a
noncondensible gas (Udell and Fitch, 1985).

VAI,IDATION WITH A ONE-DIMENSIONAL LABORATORY EXPERIMENT

The results c,f a series of laboratory-scale column experiments were recently reported by Hunt Ct
al. (1988). The experinaents were designed to evaluate the mobilization and transport ola NAPL dur-

ing water- and stcam-llcxxting. The_ experiments were conducted in a _nd-packed glass column with
a length of 91 cm and diameter of 5.1 cm. The sand in the column had a porosity of 0.385 and a per-
meability of about 1.6 x 10-llm2 and was initially water saturated. The column was fully instrumented
with pressure transducers and thermocouples providing detailed pressure and temperature measurements
during the experiments. A diagram of the experimental geometry is shown in Figure 2. Further details
of the experimenlal apparatus and methodology are given by Hunt et al. (1988).

Three experiments were performed, each using a different NAPL: trichlor<w_thylcnc (TCE), a mix-
ture of benzene and toluene, and gasoline. In each experiment, 18 ml of the NAPL was illjezted into

the column centerline 27.0 cm from the inlet. This was followed by cold.water injection at a Darcy
velocity of 15 m/d for several pore volumes. The flow rate was then lowered to at_)ut 1.5 m/d prior to
steam injection. During the TCE experiment, cold water was injected at a rate of 15 m/d for 9.5 pore
volumes, and at a rate of 1.5 m/d for 3 pore volumes. Following the cold-water injt_ction, steam with a
quality of about 0.5 (a specific enthalpy of about 1560 kJ/kg) was injected at a rate of 0.127 kg/h until
some time after steam breakthrough at the outlet. The water mass flow rate u_d during the steam
injection is equivalent to that used during the 1.5 m/d waterllood.

D

For the purpo_ of validating the STMVOC simulator, the TCE exl_eriment was modeled. The
one-dimensional mesh consisted of 50 elements with a uniform mesh spacing of 1.82 cre. During the
course of the simulation, _veral boundary conditions were required to mc×tel the differc:nt experimental
conditions (i.e., NAPL injection, water injection, steam injection). The three-lihase c_q_illary pressure

curves were calculated by using functions given by Parker et al. (1987). '-l'hc valtles of the empirical
constants u_d in the calculation of the capillary pressures are those suggc_'stcd by Parkc.r el ai. (1987)
for use in sandy systems. The three.e-phase NAPL relative permeability was computed by Stone's first
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mcth¢:×l (Stone, 1970) with tile normalization of Aziz aJul Settari (1979). The watt:r- and gas-pha_;e

relative permeabilities were taken to be the restmctive _aled saturations cutx:d (see, lhr example,
Stewart and Udell, 1988), The residual TCE phase _turation (below which _parate-pMse 'I'CE flow
cannot cx:cur) was assumed to be 0.05. Most of the TCE thermophysical constants required by dm

STMVOC code are given by Reid et al. (1987).

Figure 3 shows die simulated TCE phase .saturation after the wate_-ll_:a)dand the temlmrature
prolile and TCE phase .saturation during the steamflcxxt.' In the simulation, the TCE becomes distri-

•, buted over a large portion of the column at a saturation of slightly lnore than 0,05 during the high-
tlow-rate waterllood, At this point, the separate-phase TCE is nearly immobile and the translx)rt of
TCE in the column is dominated by dissolution oi" the upstreanl edge of the TCE and ttdvection in the

flowing water phase. When steam is injected into the column and the steam-corldellsati(m front reaches
the zone containing the TCE, the TCE is very effectively mobilized. As the steam front propagates
through the column, the TCE (which has a normtd boiling point of 87 o C)forms a sharp NAPL bank
just ahead of the steam-condensation front. In the narrow zone occupied by the TCE, transport of the
TCE occurs primarily due to advection iri the gas-phase and _pavate-phase "['CE flow. As the Vailing
edge of the TCE boils and evaporates, it is carried ahead by the gas phase to a cooler part of the
column, where it condenses. Due to the rapid drop in temperature ahead of the steam..conden_tion
front, and the strong dependence c,f "FCE vapor pressure on temperature, the region in which TCE boil-
ing, evaporation, and condensation occur tends to be very small. This results in an increase iri the q'CE
phase saturation in this area to a value greater than the residual saturation. As a result of this increa.,md
TCE ,saturation and the decrea.',m.,dTCE liquid viscosity at the higher temperatures, separate-phase TCE
flow is facilitated.

Stewart and Udell (1988) present a thea_retical evaluation of tile mechanisms of NAPL displace-
merit by steam injection and conclude that the maximum possible NAPI, _m_ration ahead of the steam-
condensation front is determined mainly by the ratio of NAPL and water viscosities. The maximum
NAPL saturation shown in Figure 3 of about 0.3 is in approximate agreement with their thex,retical
results.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the experimental data with the numerical simulation results for
the pressure gradient between the first two pressure tran.',:,ducers. As explained by tlunt ct al. (1988), the
pressure-gradient data reflect three distinct multipha,;c-ttow conditions. The early part of the curve,
from about 12.5 to atxmt 12.65 displaced Ix_re volumes is indicative of single-phase liquid-water flow
between the pressure Ix)rts. "Itm cer,ter part of the curve, from about 12.65 to atx,ut 13.0 displaced Ix_re
volumes, rcltects multiphase flow between the pressure Ix)rts. The large rise in the pressure gradient
from at×mt 12.65 to about 12.7 displaced Ix)re volumes (x:curs as tile steam l'rorlt pasts the first pre>
sure transducer and is a result of the rapid change in capillary pressure at tllis location.

From about 12.7 to about 12.9 displaccd Ix)re volumes, the pressure gradicnt continues to increase
as a high-velocity steam zone develops between the pressure ports. At aNmt 12.9 displaced lx_re

volumes, the steam front passes by the second pressure tran,',alucer, and the capillary pressure gradient
between the transducers diminishes. In the final part of the curve, from a_×)ut 13.0 to 13.5 displaced
Ix)re volumes, the pressure gradient becomes nearly constant at a value of about 25 kPa/m and is

• representative of single-phase high-velocity steam flow between the transducers. The calculated pres.
sure gradient shown in Figure 4 reflects the dilferent flow conditions discussed above and zq_proximately

. matches the experimental data.

Figure 5 shows the measured and calculated cumulative volume of TCE removed from the
column during the experiment. Prior to steam injection at 12.5 displaced lx_re volumes, TCE was

I rernoved from the column by dissolution and advection in the ware, phase only. Hunt ct al. (1988)
reix)rt that the concentration of TCE in water leaving the column was at the T(?E ,v_lubility limit. After
about one l_re w._lume of fluid was displaced by the steam injection, and just before steam break-

through at the outlet, _parate-phase TCE was prcxJuced. The numerically calculated result is iri good

quantitative agreement with the experimental data, The exlverimentally mcasurc.d and numerically cal-
culated lcx:ations of the steam-condensation front arc compared in Figure 6. Again, the numerical simu-
h:ttion closely matches the experimental data.
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SUMMARY

A nunmrical simulator has |w.,endeveloixxl for mc×leling thre.cqflm_ flow in n(_uis(_tllernml sys-
tems, The c(xle has been successfully verified with atualytif.:al solutions for multiphase II_w and he:at
transfer, "I't_esimulator has been validated in part by the simulation of a lat',(_ratc_ry-.c_;luznnste,arnll(_od
experiment involving TCE, In addition to the validation effort summarized here,,we Imve t×0.enable t(_
successfully simulate a series of two-dimensional steam11(××t experiments performed by Basel and Udell
(1989) and by Udell (l×-rsonal communication, 1989), These two-dimensional exIx_rilnents included the
ellcots of gravity, variatfle initial water saturation, and heterogeneity, The |wo-dinmnsi_mal sirJ_ulntiorl ,,,
_esults are presented in Falta (19ox)),

With validation of the c(_le nearly complete, our future elforts in this area will largely be directed
l_p,vard the simlilalJon of field-_ale experiments arid the effective desi!,n oi relue._lial systems, J'
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A Simple Model of a Vapour-Dominated Geothernlal
Reservoir

' by

" M, J. O'Sullivan

Engineering Science Department
University of Auckland

AI_STRAC["

Numerical experiments with a simple model of a vapour-dominated geothermal system are

described, The model, representing a typical vertical slice through the field, is used to

investigate the effect of the bottom boundary conditions on the behaviour of the model, lt is

found that the pressure and vapour saturation must be fixed at the base of the model in order to

obtain a stable vapour-dominated state. The simulations described were carried out with a

modified version of the MULKOM reservoir simulation package.

INTRODUCTION

The models discussed here were set up by the author and co-workers (GENZI_,, 1986, Saptadji,

1987) as the preliminary stage of a modelling study of the Kamojang (Indonesia) geothermal

field. The first simple model of Kamojang considered was a 2-I) vertical slice 3.5 km long,

1.2kln deep and 2km thick, consisting of six layers each divided into 7 blocks (set Figs. 1 &

• 2). The model represents the high pemaeal)ility Valr_Our-dominatedregion at Kamojang. The

surrounding rock must have a very low permeability to prevent cool wate_ flooding the vapour-

dominated zone and therefore for this simple model the vapour-dominated zone was considered

to be laterally sealed, Similarly the low permeability cap-rock was apl_roximated by a sealed

top, "l'he escape of steam to hot spril_gs and stealnil_g grotll_d was represcl_tcd by a well on

deliverability (discharge proporti(mal to pre!;stlrc above some cut-off value) located in the top



fight (block AAA7), Conductive heat loss through the cap was represented by heat sinks in tile

top blocks,
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Figure 1, Location of the simple model of Kamojang

This simple model was used to try to set up a natural state representing the pre-exploitation of

K;unc)jang. The basic idea of natural state modelling is to choose a pemieability distribution,

heat inputs arid mass inputs for the rnodel and then run it for a very long time until a steady state

pressure arid ternperature distribution is obtained (see O'Sullivan, !985, Bodvarsson et al,

1986) for more details. The idea is to simulate the evolution of the geothermal system over'

gcol()gical time to its pre-exploitation state, Comparison of the measured temperatures arid

pressttres in the system with those predicted by the model can then be used to adjust the model

l_arameters.
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Figure 2. Block structure for the simple, model of Kamojang.
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Well testing data from Kamojang indicate that tlm wells can be divided approximately into two

categories: shallower wells feeding fron1 very permeable rock and deep wells feeding from

moderate penrleability rock, Therefore the model was set up with a very simple permeability

distribution, The model was assumed to have a high permeability upper half with kh = 200 mD

and kv = 100 mD and a medium permeability lower half with kh = 40 nlD and kv = 20 IIlD,li,

Other rock parameters m'e llsted in Table 1,

Table 1 Reservoh' Rock Properties ......... .

Density 2500 kg/m 3

Porosity 0.10

Thermal conductivity 2,5 W/m.K

Specific heat 1000 J/kg,K

Relative pex'meability Sn'aight line

Immobile water 0,3

I::ttl!y mobile steam 0,7

The conductive heat losses from the top of the model were represented by heat sinks, removing

(),786 MW, ft'ore each of the top blocks, The well representing discharge of steam to the taot

springs had the fornl

Qm = PI (1z - p0)/vt

where Qm is mass flow, PI is the productivity indc×, p is the reservoir pressure, Po is the
I

trigger pressure at which the well stops flowing and vt is the effective kinematic viscosity of the

two-phase mixture of steam and water in the reservoir, The parameters Pl a_d po are not known

a_d have to be selected to give the correct mass flow of 35kg/s to the hot springs and the correct

temperature near the top oi' tlm vapour-dominalcd zone of 230 -235°C.
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BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT THE BASI_

Using exlmrience from otlaer modelling studies the boundary conditions tit the base of tlm model

were tqrst chosen to be constant mass flow and energy flow (Model I), 'l'he total mass flow of

35kg/s through the system wt_s divided eqtmlly between the seven base block (FFF 1-7) and the

enthttlpy of the inflow was gradually incre_tsed, As tlm enthalpy of the inflow was increased the

reservoir changed from w_trm water to hot water and then into a liquid -dominated two-phase
Ib

system, As the entlmlpy was increased still further it proved impossible to obtain a steady-state

a_ld u v_tpour-dominated system was not obtl_ined, Eventually it was decided to force the

desired vapour-dominated state by specifying a constant pressure, p, trod vapour satur_ltion,

S, at the base of the model (Model II), These bouIld_u'y conditions were implemented in the

_noctel by having a block with a very large volume at the base. The l_trge volume ensures tht_t

lhc pressure und wtpour saturation specified in the block remain constant, With this choice of

bcmndary conditions a st_tble vapour-domintlted steady-state wtls quickly obtained and after

some experiment_tion with tlm choice of b_se pressure and the trigger pressure po in the well on

deliverability a good match to the f'ield pressures and temperatures was obtained,

/Ising the results from this successful steady-st_tte simultttion the heat flows Qei and mass flows

Qt_i, i = 1,2 ...... 7, into the base blocks were c_tlculated, These flows were then used _ls inputs

intt) mo(Icl I as bottom boundary conditions, The simul_ttion was run with the wtpour-

(lc)min_tted stendy..state from model II as initial data, lt w_ts found that tlm v_tpour-dominated

state persisted for some time but eventually ch_tnged c)ver to a liquid-domin_tted state, To

i)_vestig_lte this phen,,m_enon further al:d to check the st_tbility of each model (I and II) they were

both rc-run with their boundary conclitioils perturbed by small amounts, Model II (constant p, S

at the bttsc) quickly established _tnew stettdy state close to the previous one, However Model I

c{)uld not est_tblisl_ _t stendy-stnte, either v_pot_r--clominated or liquid-dc)minuted, Instead _m

(_scillatc_ry st_.ttedeveloped, _l'ypic_.tl results are sll(_wn below where vapour s_tturtttion is plotted

vc_sus ti_mstel) I_ttl_bcr, I"igure 3, and time, Figure 4,
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Figure 3, Vapour saturation in block CCC4 vs timestep count,

Fig, 3 clearly shows tile cycle of a transition from a vapour-dominated to a liquid-dominated

state and then back to a vapour-dominated statel This cycle is repeated periodically, As Fig 4

shows tt_e liquid-dorninated part of the cycle is extremely short-lived, The reservoir quickly fills

with water, then quickly ejects it, like a giant geyser, and then settles back into a long vapour-

dominated period.
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Figure 4, Vapour saturation in block CCC4 vs time,
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As the time between eruptions predicted by the model is very long at approximately 106 years

the vapour-dominated system will certainly appear to be a steady state when observed over a

short period of time like 10 - 100 years.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

These numerical experiments for the 2-D model confirm the numerical and analytic

investigations of the 1-D heat pipe and related work by M_u'tin et al., 1976; Schubert and

Straus, 1979; Pruess and Truesdell, 1980; Straus and Schubert, 1981; Pruess, 1985; Blakeley,

1986; Ingebritsen, 1986; Pruess et al., 1986; McGuiness and Pruess, 1987; McGuiness, 1988;

Ingebritsen and Sorey, 1988. In particular, McGuiness et al, 1990, have considered the

stability of the 1-D heat pipe and have shown that a vapour-dominated reservoir is likely to have

saturation control at depth.

The use of the constant pressure, constant vapour-saturation boundary conditon at the base of

the model raises two important questions: Firstly, what effect does this type of boundary

condition have on simulations of the reservoir behaviour under exploitation? And secondly,

how does such a boundary condition arise in the real world?

The author has used the simple model above for simulations of future production at Kamojang

and found it to be completely unsatisfactory. After quite., a short time an equilibrium state is

established where the pressure drop between the production wells and the bottom boundary is

sufficient to produce a mass flow through the base of the model equal to the production rate.

Thereafter the bottom boundary conditions can supply an effectively ilffinite quantity of high

enthalpy steam and the model predicts that the reser_,oir will last forever. This problem can be

solved pragmatically by increasing the numbe_ of layers in the model, thus pushing the constant

p,S boundary further away from the production zone and delaying the onset of the spurious

equilibriuna state beyond the 20-30 ye_u"production period of interest.

The question renaains, however, of what if anything provides the constant p,S control at depth

irt a vapour-dominated system. Perhaps they me not in a stead), equilibrium state at ali and the

" peculiar long-term oscillation shown in Fig. 4 is a real phenomenon.The model described here
=

represented the reservoir :,s a uniform porous material. Possibly a fracture/matrix model,
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similar to that used by Pruess and Narasimham, 1982, would give a better model of a vapour,

dominated system.
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ABSTRACT the reservoir simultaneously to mass and heat
extraction with reinjection of "cold" fluid and air

This paper contains a brief description of the _emperature of injection: 40-50'-'C, at 0.8 bar).
thermodynamic effects observed during the injec- This sector is presently under study and is being
tion of cold geothermal water mixed with air into monitored to detect its response to these parallel
the I_)s Azufres (M6xico)reservoir. We include processes. Presented herein is a brief, updated
an explanation of the idealized processes modeled resume of the Tejamaniles observed behavioural10
with TOUGH simulator. The physical problem its numerical simulation. This work corresponds
involves anisotropic flow of heat,liquid,vapor and to a most general group of multidisciplinary stu-
air within a saturated fractured/porous media with dies in progress.
simultaneous injection and production of a two-
component fluid (water + air). The three dimen- TIlE NATURAL STATE OF TIlE RESER-
sional mesh constructed to represent the reservoir VOIR
consists of 140 elements distributed in four verti-
cal levels, 273 interfaces connecting them and 29 For the la:st14 years a large amount of data has
sinks and sources. We could reproduce the pro- been gathered from the Los Azufres reservoir and
duction-injection history of the field and our final a quantitative integrated conceptual model of the
results agrce well with the observed behaviour of field is under development. The system consists of
Nitrogen and fluid enthalpy. In this way we could a complex andesitic layers series of different tcx-
estimate a global value for the absolute permeabi- tures and rhyolites in the upper levels. The distri-
lity existing between injection and production zo- bution of hydrothermal alteration minerals sug-
nos. gests a geometry for the field corresponding to a

: main reservoir at depth discharging ascending
INTRODUCTION fluids through convective circulation cells. These

cells are closely related to two highly fractured
- _==_..... -Fx_sJ;_zufresis a volcanic hydrothermal system sub-systems which define two connected gcothcr-

intensely fractured and faulted. The field is loca- mal zones identified at LOs Azufres: Marftaro in
ted in the western part of the Mexican Neo- the north and Tejamani]cs in the south, (Cathcli-
Volcanic Axis (Fig. 1) at an elevation of about neau et al 1985; Viggiano 1987). A central zone
2800 masl. The reservoir has been discovered in of high resistivity separates the northern and sour-
1972 and the first successful well (Az-l) was hem portions of the field. In this zone, at shallow
drilled by the Comision Federal de Electricidad levels, the hydrothermal alteration is very low; but
(CFE) in 1976. Its total explored area using geo- deeper (below 1800 m.) there is a continuity in the
logical, geophysical and geochemical techniques alteration linking Maritaro with Tcjamanilcs. This
covers about 60 kmz.Today, about 60 wells have suggests the existence of a deep common aquifer
bccn c¢_mpleted and the installed capacity is 90 underlying the total area of the rescrvoir, q'hc
MWc. Los Azufres is the first Mexican geother- field's abnormal geothermal gradient generates a
real field that genvrates electricity from fluids broad, central dome structure which is dclorrncd
_turating volcanic rocks and is the second energy's by hydrothermal alteration brought out by asccn-
producer field in Mexico, after Cerro Prieto, Baja ding fluids and creating two main zones of altcra-
California. tion and discharge. In Tejamaniles this circulaticm

= The exploitation of Tejamaniles, the field's zone is narrow, bringing out fumar¢_lcs,btfilinl_.
southern sector (Fig. 1), started in 1982 subjecting mud p<x)ls and steaming ground. These surtacc
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manitcstations are _attered between the Agua
Fria arid l_x)sAzufres faults (Fig. 1). '/'here is no TIlE RESPONSE OF TIlE SYSTEM
isot()pic evidence of mixture of meteoric water or
shallow groundwater with geothermal fluid, the- In the a_uthern sector the wells Az-6, Az-16D
rcfore a caprock must exist and the recharge, if and Az-17 have a rich history that shows an
any, may be lateral and deep (Su_irez et a1.,1989), interesting chemical evolution. In this region the-

In the southern sector,the fluid feeding most of re is a second group of wells (Az-2,33,37 and 46)
the wells is two-phase in natural state, with a non having le_s information becau_ they are younger
homogeneous steam saturation, which ranges productors. Data from both groups show that
between () to 70 %. Pressure and temperature chlorides in liquid, Argon and Nitrogen in steam
profiles measured in several Tejamaniles wells, have been growing since June 1986 (Fig. 7); this
ar'_ exhibited in Figures 2 and 3. These profiles effect has a close relation with the injection of "
clcal! y sllt)w that in this sector, between 1600 and fluids into the reservoir that induces multiple eva-
z,..(X)masl, pressure and temperature gradients are poration of the injected water within the produc-
small, indicating a nearly vaporstatic distribution tion zones. Molar ratio NtAr has been decreasing
of thermodynamic conditions; but between 0 and with time reaching, in _me cases, the same value
1550 xnasl the thermodynamic profiles cortes- as in the atmosphere (83.6); this is also a conse-
[)()hdtr, hydr()static conditions, quence of the continuous injection of tluid into

wells Az-7 and Az-8. The air mixed with the fluid
A syltthcsis of pctrophysical measurements could flow through the fractures and high conduc-

perti)rmcd in 24 drilling cores of 17 wells are tivity faults finally arriving to the production
prescnted in Figs. 4,5 and 6 (Contreras et al 1988). zones. This effect extends to wells Az-16D, Az-
'l'hc vertical distribution of these properties clearly 16, Az-33, Az-37 and Az-46 (Moreno, 1989).
sl_()w that porosity decreases exponentially with Wells Az-22, producing vapor and liquid and well
depth, while rock density and thermal conducti- Az-6 (100% steam), do not show any important
vity increase quadratically with depth. In horizon- trend on their chemical behavior.
tal plumes the same rock properties appear ran-
dc)relydistributed, l_x)sAzufres may be visualized
a.sa discontinuous volume of fractured andesites, SIMULATION OF WATER
if_tcrscctcd by several high permeability faults, AND AIR INJECTION
with vc_y little permeability in the bl(mk matrix
a_d fractured meshes around faults. The permea- We have three implicit purp()ses in the nume-
t)ilily is als() vcly low at the top and bottom of the rical simulation of Tejamaniles : a)- To integrate
_cscrvoir, but the system permits the communica- data from different sources into a single detailed
ti()n tc)the surt'acc by small .pen c_-)nduits(cracks) model, b)- To reproduce the injection/production
ltmr()l_ghthe caprock, which is quasi-scaled, field's history and c)- To estimate the global or

average permeability acting between the injection
TIlE FIELI) SUBJECT TO EXPLOITA- and production zones. For the last point we have

TI()N learned, from our own direct cxpcriencc, that air is
a very g(x)d and cheap natural tracer. We emplo-

Since August 1982, two)_ellhcad non-con- yed TOUGIi (Pruess, 1988) to perform the nume-
dcnsiJ_g ui_its,generating 5 MW each, were insta- rical experiments of a 3-1) simplified porous model
lied at q'cjamanilcs" Unit 1 conn_'cted to wells Az- representing Tejamanilcs. Our simulation inclu-
(i algolAz--161), and Unit 2 connected to well Az- des reinjection/production of geothermal water
17 In Sct)tcmber ]987 Unit 6 has been connected and air with heat injection at the bottom of the
tc) well Az-18 in order to generate 5 additional reservoir and simultanc()us flow of liquid, steam,
MW 1_ N()vember 1988 a 50 MW unit was air and heat into an ani_)tr()pic medium.

_', C ,

installed in "l'cjamaniles; it is feeding w,th steam
czmling fic)m wells Az-22, Az-33, Az-34, Az-35, RESERVOIR CIIARAC'I'ERISTICS.-C, ore
Az-36., Az-37, Az-38 y Az-46 (Fig.l). These analysisaccomplishcdatsevcralwells(C'()ntreras
pl_l_l.'-; hltve been in c_)ntinuous operation with a ct al, 1988), points out that reservoir's porosity
tc)t:d mass extraction indicated in Table 1. The varies between 1% and 24%; the matrix pcrmea-
prcsczntf)[c_;s:lreand temperature profiles of the bility is very low (between 0 and 2 microdarcy),
l_r()dta(.'ti()nwells exhibit changes. The system as a but _)me pressure tests have shown average pcr-
wh()l_;,has started tc) abandon its natural steady meabilities up to 180 rod. ()n the other hand, total
._tatc. lost circulati()n ()ccur very ()ftcn during drilling
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and must be related to fractured networks around h of water. By technical and practical reasons we
the faults. This indicates an extremely high per- couldn't make more measurements of air rcinjec-
meability acting by a multiporosity mechanism, tion rate, but performing a global balance of gas
For example, a drilled well's mud column presen- N2outflowing from the production wells, we esti-
ting total lost circulation at 1500 m depth, exerts mated the v',duesshown in _FtZ.11),Oxygencx_ming
a pressure gradient _.tthe bottom equal to 170 bar/ together with Nitrogen into the reservoir is not
m, producing a mud flow (viscosity of 20 cp, taken into account beacause it does not appear in
density of 1.1 g/cm 3) into the formation at a linear any production weil; it must be "consumed" by

° velocity of about 0.08 m/seg. This corresponds to reducing agents present in the reservoir within
an effective permeability of about 100 darcy. The reinjection wells' neighborhood. The influence of
real influence of these high permeability conduits ali the other gases forming the air mixture is
has an unknown areal extent, neglected.

TIIE COMPUTATIONAL MESIt.- We did The calculation begins with a time step of 10
not intend to simulate the faults but we have days and convergence is achieved in two or three
idealized the complex geology of the sector as it is iterations. The time step grows automatically until
shown in figure 8. The reservoir's volume is a maximum of 320 days with simultaneous extrac-
divided into 140 elements of different sizes with tion/injection. A typical calculation required about
273 interfaces between them and distributed in 46 seconds for every group of convergent itera-
four vertical layers. The deepest layer NIV D, is tions, that means a duration of 38 minutes h)r a
1000 m. thick and represents the deep aquifer complete run of 50 time steps. The duration of a
underlying the whole reservoir's area, having a complete cycle could be four to ten times longer
very small measured porosity (2%). The layer when .serious no-convergence problems appear.
NIV C is the contact region between the produc- The calculations were performed on a CYBER-
tion zones of the reservoir and the deep aquifer. 932 a 3.0 mips and 64 bit machine. The simulation
NIVB is the transition zone between the two- was stopped in August 1990.
phase vapor dominated layer N1V A, where most
of the wells are producing and the compressed RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
liquid layers. Porosity at each layer was calculated
using a simple exponential model obtained from The simulated flow of cold water and air in
the interpolation of available data. The same ope- the Tejamaniles geothermal field, agrees reasona-
ration was done for thermal conductivity and rock ble well with its observed behavior (Fig. 11).
density. We assumed ali these parameters being a When extraction starts simultaneously with rein-
function of depth only. Areal distribution of rock jection, the air mixed to the injected water propa-
permeability was estimated by numerical trial and gates very fast through the fractures network and
error during the modeling of the field's natural arrives to the producing regions with negligible
state. The values for vertical permeability are thermal interference. From figures 9 and 11, one
shown in Fig. 8 and agree with those obtained can estimate that the air injected in well Az-7 and/
from pressure tests, or in well Az-8 takes about 50 days to arrive at

well Az-16D, corresponding to an average velo-
Simulation of the natural state of the system city equal to 22 m/day, and about 35 days to arrive

was performed in order to get a group of coherent at well Az- 17, meaning an average velocity equal
initial thermodynamic conditions similar to mea- to 46 m/day. The distribution of permeabilities
sured profiles. Some final vertical v',duesare shown (Fig. 12) calculated by trial and error during the

- in Fig. 8; they are referred to the center of mass of production/injection history match, permits to
every clement. No natural recharge of fluid was deduce some preferential dispersion paths folio-
considered, wed by Nitrogen during its rapid migration from

reinjection to extraction zones.
EXTRACTION/REINJECTION MODE-

LING.- We started the exploitation modeling in The initial response of the field to exploita-
August 1982, the date at which the first two tion is primarily reflected by geochemical chan-
Tcjamaniles' plants started up. The rates of mass ges. The production history of the sector show
extraction and of fluid injection are averaged from some important local alterations. From a ther-
those presented in figures 9 and 10. For the rate of modynamical point of view, Tejamaniles presents
air injection we only had two measured values at three different vertical zones distinguishables by
well Az-8:35 Kg/h and 250 Kg/h of air in 231 T/ their vapor saturation. The response of the field to
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exploitation is heterogen.eous and will require tc) I'RUI.,SS K 1988. 'SIIAI:I', MUI,KOM
incortx)rate more realistic details inlo future simu- TIIOUGIt: A Set of Nulnerical Simulators for
latkms. Multiphase Fluid and lteat How.' (leotcrmia-

Revista Mexicana de Geoenergia, Vol,4, No.l,
MASS BALANCE pp. 185-202.
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WATER-CO 2 VERSION OF MULKOM CODE= A TOOL FOR STUDYING THE ORIGIN AND

TRENDS OF CO 2 IN GEOTHERMAL RESERVOIRS

C. Calore ('), G, Glanellt ('), K. Pruess (+)

(') Istltuto Internazlonale per le Rlcerche Geotermlche - c,N,R,, Pisa, ITALY,
(+) Earth Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, USA.

INTRODUCTION

Most wells in the Larderello vapor-domlnaled geothermal field produce superheated steam, with
a non-condensible gas content of 3-10% by weight, of whk_h typically 95% _onslst of CO2, For most

wells the gas content of the discharge shows remarkably small temporal variations, even as over a
period of several decades well flow-rates decline by an order of magnitude,

A study was undertaken In order to obtain useful Information on reservoir conditions and
processes from observed trends of CO2 In the well discharges (Pruess et al,, 1985), Some general

considerations on the amounts of vapor and CO 2 produced from the Larderello field led to the

conclusion that the produced CO 2 could not have been stored In the original reservoir fluid, This

conclusion was supported by results of numerical simulations, which were carried out by the
H20-CO 2 version of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory general purpose simulator MULKOM (Pruess,
1983; O'Sullivan et al., 1983),

Most of the CO2 produced at Larderello, therefore, must originate either from external or from
Internal sources.

]'he external source hypothesis was considered to be somewhat Improbable sines obsepled
temporal variations in CO2 content of discharges are generally small over several decades, whereas

the flow.raise of individual wells often change by an order of magnitude or more.
As several authors considered that the non-condensible gas concentrations tn geothermal

reservoirs, and In particular CO 2 partial pressures, are controlled by equilibrium reactions involving

mineral assemblages (Giggenbach, 1981; Cavarretta et al., 1982; Arnorsson et al., 1983;
Giggenbach, 1984) lt was decided to Investigate this by numerical simulations, Incorporating an
internal CO2 source Into the MULKOM code (Pruess et al,, 1985),

In the present paper, after discussing some mineral reactions tl"at could be responsible for
buffering the CO 2 partial pressures, Pc, In the reservoir at Larderello, we present the actual

implementation of mineral buffers for CO 2 Into MULKOM, as an example of Incorporating

heterogeneous reactions that involve the release or uptake of gaseous constituents. Some simulation
resulls of individual malrix block depletion with mineral buffers proposed for the Larderello
reservoir are also presented.

MINERAL BUFFERS FOR 002

At Larderello the coexislence of spiders, prehnlte, calcite, K-feldspar and of k-mica, calcite,
k-feldspar, has led to the proposal of the following reactions as CO2 partial pressure buflers

(Cavarretta el al., 1982)'

2 clir_:_zoisite+ 2 calcite + 3 quartz + 2 H20 <.--> 3 prehnlte + 2 CO2 (R1)

3 muscovite + 4 calcile + 6 quart,z <---> 2 cllnozoisile + 3 k-feldspar + 4 CO2 + 2 H20 (R2)

These reactions are dominant in the temperature range 230-320 °C, For higher lemperatures we can
u_e other mineral reaclions involving diopside, trernoltte or phlogoptte, which occur tn the hottest
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part of the field as end members In cllnopyroxene, cllnoamphlbole and btotlte (Bertlnl et al,, 1985):

3 calcite + tremollte + ;2quartz <---> 5 diopside + 3 CO2 + H20 (R3)

2 ollnozolslte + 5 calcite + 3 quartz <---> grossular + 5 CO2 + H20 (R4)

Figure 1 shows the equilibrium curves for reactions R1 to R4 In a Pc va temperature diagram,

In computing these curves we have used the thermodynamic data of He_geson et al, (1978) and
have taken Into account the activity of diopside, tremollte, cllnozolslte and muscovite, on the basis of .,
the most frequent composition of cllnopyroxene, cIInoamphlbole, epldote and k-mica present at
Larderello (Cavarretta et al,, 1980, 1982), Bird and Norton (1981) have emphasized the Importance
of considering the real mineral compositions In water-rock Interaction modeling, In our calculations
we have used for epldote the actlvlty-composltlon relationships given by Bird and Helgeson (1981),
For the other minerals we used the relationships proposed by Bird and Norton (1981), Bird et al,
(1984) and Bishop and Bird (1987), The variation of equilibrium partial pressure of CO2 with respect

to solid solutton compositions can be estimated by considering, for example, reaction R1, Figure 2
shows the dependence of pceq on plstaclte mole fraction for the reaction R1,

Absolute values of Pc also depend on uncertainties In thermodynamic data, To give some Idea of

the dlscrepancles Involved we have computed the CO2 partial pressures controlled by reactlorls R1

using the data of Helgeson el al, (1978) and Chatterjee et al, (1984), The result, reported In Fig, 3, Is
that the poeq computed with the data of Chatterjee et al, (1984) Is about 5 times higher than that

computed with the data of Helgeson et al, (1978),
In conclusion, variations In CO2 partial pressures from the presence of solid solutions and from

uncertainties In thermodynamic data are of similar magnitude, and are substantial, The former,
however, can be reduced by using reasonable activity-composition relationships for minerals,

IMPLEMENTATION OF A BUFFER FOR CO 2 INTO MULKOM CODE

Since very little ts known about the kinetic rates of the above reactions, a first-order rate law
was used to study the depletion of a reservoir with a mineral buffer, assuming that the volumetric
rate of CO;:! release/uptake from minerals Is proportional to the difference between equilibrium and

actual partial pressure of CO2:

q CO2 = u (Pceq-Pc) (1)

An internal CO 2 sink/source, as given by Equation (1), was Incorporated Into the MULKOM
simulator,

The buffering of CO 2 partial pressure by mineral assemblages ts a prototype for heterogeneous

reactlonr_ that Involve rh. release or uptake of gaseous constituents, Because of the broad
significance of such processes in _uosurface flows, a code fragment showing the programming of the
reaction Into subroutine MULTI ts reproduced in the Appendix, This can serve as a guide In
Implementing other fluid-mineral reactions, ..

The buffering of CO 2 can be performed by uslng a constant or temperature-dependent CO2

equilibrium partial pressure (PCEQX), The temperature dependence of Pceq Is expressed by empirical

fits to data for the various reactions. The relationships for reactions R1 (curve c) and R2 (curve a)
are now implemented (Equations 1 and 2, below),

A library of mineral buffers for CO2 can be provided by coding the approplate relationships for

Pceq. The choice of the reaction is made by supplying an Integer parameter In the Input deck; the

kinetic rate constant c_ is also provided in the Input deck (parameter EQ In MULTI),
Since the mineral buffer reactions are believed to proceed only In the presence of liquid

water, the mineral buffer segment Is not performed for elements having SI = 0. lt Is also assurned
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that lhc rate constant should go to zero for SI ...,, 0. This Is achieved by replacing cxwith (:¢' S I/SLEQ

for 81_ SLEQ (the parameter SLEQ Is supplied In the Input deck; we used a value of 0,05),

Changes In reservoir porosity and permeability from the mtneral reaction are neglected here,
Such changes would depend on the total cumulative 00 2 release/uptake, calculated, after

convergence Is achieved, In subroutine OONVER (see Appendix), Implementation of this would be no
problem from the oodtng standpoint, but little Is known about the porosity-permeability relationship
In real subsurface media,

• In the present version of the' code no allowance Is made for using different equilibrium reactions
In different grid elements, for chanl;Ing the reaction for temperatures above or below the range of
validity, or for exhausting the reagents,

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS WITH AN INTERNAL CO 2 SOURCE

At the beginning of the study, with Ilttla detailed Information on possible mineral buffers
at Larderello, Pruess et al, (1985) Implemenled a buffer as given by reaction R1 (curve c In Fig,li to
investigate physical processes, mechanisms and numerical performance of the code, and assumed
that lt was valid for the entire reservoir and In a wider temperature range, The temperature
dependence of the equilibrium partial pressure of 00 2 for curve c Is expressed by the relatloshlp:

log pceq = 1.437 x 10.2 T - 1,4x 10.5 T2 - 2,81 (2)

This relationship has the peculiarity of giving, over the temp_r'_ture Interval 200.300 °C, pce q

values such that the ratio between pceq and the saturated vapor pressure Is practically constant,

thus Implying that equilibrium CO2 mass fractions In vapor are Independent of temperature,

We then Implemented In the code the other CO2 buffer given by reaction R2 (curve a) that Is

valid In the range of temperatures present In most of the Larderello exploited reservoir, The
temperature dependence of poeq for curve a Is expressed by the relationship:

log pceq = 3,115 x 10.2 T - 2,48 x 10"5 T2 6,31 (3)

The equtllbrlur_ partial pressure of CO2 given by the above equation decreases more rapidly than the

saturated vapor pressure as temperature decreases, We thus expect that the CO2 discharged from

matrix blocks will tend to decrease with time, after an Initial rise due to diminishing liquid phase
flow, as a consequence of the decrease In temperature due to boiling of liquid,

Some s_mulatlon results of the depletion of Individual matrix blocks using Equation (3) and
different values of Ez are shown In Figure 4, which also reports the results obtained by Pruess et al,
(1985) with reaction R1, The simulation parameters are given In Table 1 of Pruess et al. (1985),
except for initial temperature, T = 280 °C, and Inttlal partial pressure of CO2, which was assumed

equal to the equilibrium value at 280 °C (2,9355 x 105 Pa). The results for simulated block depletion
with the two buffers are slrnllar, although, as expected, even with high o¢ we obtained a decline of

- CO 2 concentrations with time with reaction R2, due to the decrease In temperature, A description of

the slrnulallon results with reaction R1 is given In Pruess et al, (1985),
A faster Increase In the discharged enthalpy car, also be achieved with a lower permeability

" (Fig, 5)Instead of a lower Initial liquid saturation (Pruess et al, 1985), thug avoiding the reduction In
li le depletion time,

Although the parametric analysis has still to be completed and we have considered only the
depletlorl of individual matrix blocks, reaction R1 seems the best candidate for mantalnlng the CO2

concer_lratJons Irl the reservoir that will produce the small temporal variations In CO 2 content of well

discharges, Higher simulated values of CO2 concentrations can be obtained by considering different

equilibrium curves for reaction R1, Equation (2) used In the simulations gives lower Pceq than the
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other possible curves computed with different solid solution compositions and thermodynamic data
sets (Fig, 3), Since these curves are almost parallel to curve o, we _hould obtain similar 00 2 trends
but with higher values,

On the other hand, we cannot a prtorl exclude a buffer for 00 2 as given by Equation (3),

Observed 00 2 concentrations In the field represent an average of fluid discharge from many matrix
blocks, As the drainage volume of a well expands with time, matrix blocks at greater distance from
the well will contribute Increasing 00 2 concentrations, while matrix block8 near the well will

discharge fluids of declining 00 2 content,

CONCLUSIONS

The MULKOM simulator Incorporating a buffer for 00 2 has proved a valuable tool for Improving

our knowledge of the physical processes and mechanlnlsms ocourlng In reservoirs in which the partial
pressure of 002 Is controlled by a mineral buffer,

Block depletion simulations suggested that reaction R1 Is a very likely candidate for generating
co 2, as observed in the central zones of the Larderello field, This Is also supported by the fact that

the mineral asserllblage involved In reaction R1 Is found more frequently In the parts of the
reservoir with temperature In the Interval 250-320 °C, Through an appruprlate oholse of formation
parameters, Initial conditions and kinetic rate factors for 00 2 release, _1Is possible to adequately
represent the observed trends of non-condensible gas content and produced enthalpy, Unfortunately,
lt Is not possible to make reliable predictions for absolute partial pressures of CO2, as these are
strongly affected by relatively minor uncertainties In thermodynamic data as well as In solid solution
cmposltlons,

Further constraints will probably emerge when we consider the long-term trends In
temperature In linear deplatlon models,

Improvements to the simulator should Include:
- the implementation of a two-phase front-tracking technique to limit the oscillations In CO2

concentrations and consequently the need for finer space dlscretlzatlon;
an option to use different mineral buffers for different parts of the reservoir;

- an option to change the buffer for temperatures above or below Its range of validity,
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APPENDIX

SUBROUTINE MULTI
I
I

" C ADD ROCK,ENERGY

ENR - CD • PAR(NLM2+NSEC-1)

D(NKI,M) = D(NK1,M) + ENR
C ...... ' ......... BUFFER FOR CO2 PARTIAL PRESSURE ****************

= QCO2(M) = 0.
IF(EQ.EQ.0..OR.PAR(NLOC2+NBK+I).EQ.0.) GO TO 101
PCEQX =PCEQ

IF(PCEQ.NE.0.) GO TO 99
C.... " .... ** COME HERE TO COMPUTE T-DEPENOENT PCEQX *********

• TX = PA._.(NLM'2.NSEC-!}
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IF(MOP(18).EQ.2) GO TO 555
ELOGPC = -1.4E-5*TX**2 + 1.437E-2*TX - 2,81

PCEQX -, 10.**ELOGPC * 1.E5

C_) TO gg
555 ELOGPC = -2.48E-5,TX,*2 + 3.115E-2,TX - 6.31

PCEQX = 10.**ELOGPC * 1.E5

99
PCO2 = X(NLOC+3) + DX(NLOC+3)
IF(M.EQ.4) PCO2 = PCO2 + DELX(NLOC+3)
EQX= EQ

IF(PAR(NLOC2+NBK+I ).GE.SLEQ.OR.SLEQ.EQ.0.) GO TO 137
C*********** COME HERE TO INTERPOLATE RATE CONSTANT *******

SL = PAR(NLM2+NBK+I)
EQX = EQ * SL/SLEQ

137

QCO2(M) = EQX, (PCEQX - PCO2)
101 _INUE

QC(N) = QCO2(1)
'C * * _ _ * O * _ * * _ t * t * * t * * * * * • * • * • * * Q * t O * * * * * * t * * • Q * * * * * * * * * * * * O * * * * * *

IF(MOP(3).GE.4) PRINT 200, ELEM(N), ((D(K,M), K=I,NK1), M=I,NEQ1)
200 FORMAT(/" ACCUMULATION TERMS AT ELEMENT 'A5/(10(1XE12.6)))

I
I

C ..... AT BEGINNING 04: TIME STEP, ACCUMULATION TERM CONTRIBUTION TO
C RESIDUAL tS ZERO.

IF(ITER.NE.1) R(NLOC+K) = R(NLOC+K) + D(K,1) - DOLD(NLOC+K)

IF(K.EQ.2) R(NLOC+2) = R(NLOC+2) - QCO2(1) • FORD

C ..... SET DOLD(NLOC+K) AT BEGINNING OF TIME STEP.
I
I

C ..... COMPUTE MATRIXELEMENTARISINGFROM DEP_ .,DENCEOF _ENT K
C UPON PRIMARY VARIABLE L.

IRN(NZ+I) = NLOC + K
IF(IAB.EQ.0) ICN(NZ+I) = NLOC + L
IF(IAB.NE.0) JVECT(NZ+I) = NLOC + L
CO(NZ+I) = (D(K,L+I) - D(K,1)) / DELX(NLOC+L)
IF(K.EQ.2) CO(NZ+I) = CO(NZ+I) + FORD • (QCO2(L+I) - QCO2(1)) / DELX(NLOC+L)

IF(PHINN.EQ.0..AND.K.EQ.L.AND.K.NE.NEQ) CO(NZ+I) = 1.
106 NZ ,,,NZ+I

I
I

SU_E CONVER
I
I

DPHI = PHIN • (COM(NMAT) • DX(NLOC+I) + EXPAN(NMAT) • (PAR(NLOC2._NSEC-1) - T(N)))

PHI(N) = PHIN + DPHI
C** ............ COMPUTE CUMULATIVE CO2 RELEASE/UPTAKE ..... **********

QCI(N) ,, QCI(N) + QC(N) • DELTEX

C ..... INCREMENT PRIMARY VARIABL.ES.
DO 3 M=I ,NEQ
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Fig, 4 Block depletion model with mineral buffer: CO 2 mass' tractions and

enthalpy trends let the discharged fluid. A) with mineral buffer given
by Equation (2) and initial temperature oi 240°C; B) with mineral
buffer given by Equation (3) and Initial temperature oi 280 "C. Cases 1
to 4 with a kinetic rate constant of 10"10, 10.12 10"13 and

10"14kg/(m 3 .s. Pa) respectively,
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Fig. 5 Simulated CO 2 and enthalpy transients tor

fluid discharge from a porous block with
rnineral buffer given by Equalion (3)
and a kinel,c rale constant oi 10' 14

kg/(m 3. s Pa). Cases 1 and 2 with a
matrix perrneabllily ot 1017 and 1018
m 2 respectively.
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Case Study Using Faster TOUGH

Takashi Okabe, Kazumi Osato and Shinji Takasugi

Department of Technology, Geothermal Energy Research and
Development Co., Ltd., Tokyo 103, Japan

Abstract

The original version of TOUGH (OLD TOUGH) requires a large
amount of CPU time for large 2D or 3D problems. This has

. prevented us from using OLD TOUGH on several actual field
simulations. OLD TOUGH has been modified to use less CPU time,

mainly by using two new matrix inversion methods, allowing us to
use the NEW TOUGH on large problems.

In this report, we first check NEW TOUGH for accuracy and

speed, and we then use the NEW TOUGH to optimize a porous medium
model before applying this model in a case study. In the case

study we try to simulate build-up data from PTS (Pressure/

Temperature/Spinner) logging. In this report we examine in

particular how to choose grids when modeling porous media, and

the application of such an optimized grid in a field simulation.

I. Introduction

I-I. Analysis of Build-up Data

Build-up data are obtained from either PTS logging or

pressure monitoring, in most cases. When analysis build-up data, ,!

in the single-phase case, we use a "Multi-Well Multi-Rate
simulator. The assumptions made in this simulator are that the
reservoir is unbounded (no closed or constant pressure

boundaries laterally) , homogeneous (field parameters are

constant) , isotropic (flow independent of direction) and
confined above and below (no leakage). Because we use an "Early

Time Analysis" option the reliability of the results is
excellent. If two-phase conditions occur in the reservoir, it is

necessary to use a simulator like TOUGH. We also find that the
wellbore simulator we use is useful in both single-phase and

two-phase cases.

I-2. OLD TOUGH Limitations and Modifications

(I) Limitations
OLD TOUGH could not be used for actual field

simulations because it required too much CPU time and did
not allow enough elements to give the resolutions we

required.
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(2) Modifications
Modifications to TOUGH were done in cooperation with

the New Zealand Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research (DSIR). %'he aims of the modifications were to

- reduce the CPU time needed to solve problems
- increase the number of elements that could be

included in TOUGH simulations

These aims were motivated by the desire to perform the
actual field simulation described later in this report.

I-3. Contents of this Report

(I) Assessment of this report

Two aspects of the NEW TOUGH have been assessed, the

accuracy and t}le speed improvement. To check accuracy,

Garg's model as specified in the TOUGH user's guide was

used. To check speed, ID, 2D and 3D model were used.

(2) Analysis of build-up data
Before analysing build-up data, the model was

optimized. The model assumes ID radial flow, and includes

the well block. Optimization involved the construction of

find grids near the well, and consideration of the build-up

response. And we tried to match with the actual PTS data.

The PTS data obtained by PTS logging in Japan.

2. Improvements to TOUGH, and Assessment

2-I . Improvements

The following improvements were made to TOUGH, to reduce CPU

time and to allow more complex simulations:

(I) To reduce CPU time used by TOUGH

In OLD TOUGH, when the number of connections is large,
much of the CPU time is spent inverting the matrix directly
with subroutine MA28. Two new matrix inversion methods are

made available in NEW TOUGH. One method is a direct one for

ID problems such as a one layer radial flow problem, and the
other is a modified Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR) method,

intended for use on 2D and 3D problems with a large number
of elements.

(2) To increase the size of problem that could be solved

The improved speed of NEW TOUGH allows a larger number
of element. The iterative SOR method for matrix inversion

requires significantly less storage space than the Harwell
subroutine MA28. With these improvements, we can now handle

problems with 2500 elements and 6,000 connections.
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2-2. Assessment of NEW TOUGH

(I) Accuracy
To verify accuracy, Garg's model as specified in the

TOUGII user's guide was used. Figure-1 (a) shows the results
of this calculation. NEW and OLD TOUGH are in good

agreement with each other, and also match Garg 's

semi-analytical theory. The NEW TOUGH was I .9 times faster
, than OLD TOUGH.

In the 1980 Stanford Geothermal Workshop, there was a

DOE comparison of existing geothermal simulators and

. analytical solutions. We have compared NEW TOUGH with these

reported results. Figure-1 (b) shows the results of this

comparison in enthalpy, for two-phase radial flow in a

porous mediu_l.

(2 ) Speed
A comparison of CPU time is shown in Table-1. A speed

iiltp_ovement is observed, with simulations being I .9 times
faster for the ID problem, I .5 times faster for the 2D

p_oblem and 23 times faster for the 3D problem. The nature

of the problems simulated is indicated in Table-1.

3. Build-up Analysis of PTS Logging Data

3-I. PTS Data and Analysis

PTS logging has been available for five years, and has been

used in many geothermal regions in Japan. The quality of PTS
data is excellent, and the analysis of such data is very useful

for reservoir evaluation. Methods for analysing PTS data are

mentioned in Introduction.

3-2. Optimization of the Model
Before running the case study we optimized the grid used to

model the area surrounding the well.

We assume radial flow in a uniform porous medium towards a

well of radius 0.2 meters.

The initial grid consisted of a well block, 500 equal

thickness (I meter) cylindrical blocks followed by I00 elements

of gradually increasing thickness.
This grid was optimized in the following way.

(I) Calculation of drawdown and confirmation of thermal front

Using the initial grid, pressure drawdown was

, calculated and the presence of a thermal front was
confirlned. The grid was then refined out as the thermal

front and the calculation repeated.

Figures-2a and -2b show pressure and temperature curvesw

after 20 days production for various block thicknesses.

As can be seen the thermal front lies between I .75 and 2

meters from the well block.

Refining the grid around the well smooths the curves

out to the thermal front but has little effect past the

front.



The temperature and pressure calculated using the

finest grid were used as initial conditions for the pressure

build up calculation.

(2) Calculation of pressure and temperature build-up, and
confirmation of convergence

Figure-3 shows pressure and tempe L'ature curves for
various block sizes 8,000 seconds after well shutdown. As

block size is reduced these curves converge to a limit. It P

is apparent from these curves that there is little benefit
in reducing the blocksize below 0.5 meters.

The 0.5 meters blocksize mode] is used as an opt lmized

model for the case study.

3-3. Case Study
Data used in this case study was acquired by PTS logging in

September 1989. At that time the well was in a two phase
condition and flashing was in the formation. Before shutdown the

pressure and temperature at the main feedpoint (I ,940 _neters)
were 3.4 MPa and 23'7.4 deg. C respectively, and flow rate was

13.94 kg/s. After shutdown we recorded PTS data at the fee,]point
in the well for 137 minutes. In this time the pressure recovered

to 6.2 MPa and temperature to 271 .9 deg. C.

4. ConclusiOns and Future Task

We drew the following conclusions from the work described in

this report.

(I) We confirmed the speed increase and accuracy of NEW TOUGH.

The speed increase was most dramatic for 3D problems.
Here NEW TOUGH was 23 times faster than OLD TOUGH.

(2) Grids were optimized using a uniform porous medium model.

Using the optimized grids, we ',ried to match with actual PTS
data.

In this report we have mainly discussed optimization of the

porous model. We will use this method of simulation in the
future. As a future task we will try to match this PTS data

using a double porosity model.

5. References

Pruess, K. (1987): TOUGH USER'S GUIDE, LBL-20700.

Stanford Geothermal Program (SGP) (1981): Proceedings of the

Special Panel on Geothermal Model Intercomparison Study, Rep.
SGP-TR-42. Stanford University, Stanford, California.
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Ivncorl)orallon into T()UGII of an Analytical Source/Sink Term

for Fracture/Malrix Flow

Robert W, Zhnmerntan atm Gudmundur S, Bodvarssr_n
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I..,awrence Berkeley l.,abcmttc._ryII

University of C£,_llfornltt

Berkeley, CA 94720

Introduction

The pre,posed underground radioactive waste reposttc)ry at Yucca Mountain would
be locatecl in the unsattlrated zone above the water table, in a region consisting of"
highly t'rnctured volcanic tuff, As part of the process of characterizing the site for the
pttrpc_ses of determining its suitability for the repository, lt is necessary to develc_p
models for studying the tlow of water in an unsaturated fractured rock mass w!th low
matrix permeability, For quasi-steady-state processes, the t'ractured/pc,_rcms medium
can be treated as an equivalent porous mediuna, For transient processes, such as the
intiltration that would occur after a precipitation event, the "dual-porc_sity" nature of
the medium must be accounted for, Large-scale simulations accomplished by explicit
treatment of the fractures and matrix blocks in a numerlcttl simulator such as 'I'OUGII

(lh'uess, 1987) would require an impractical number of computattcmal cells, Our
apprcmch is to treat tlow between the fractures and matrix via an analytical source/sink
expression, in which case we need to explicitly discretize only the fracture system,
Absorpticm into the matrix is described by a single analytical expression thut relates
the cumttlative intlux into a tnatrix block to the elapsed time of absorption, the
hydraulic properties of the matrix block, the initial saturation of the matrix block, and
the surface/vc_lume ratio of the matrix block, This naethod has been used on the prob-.
lcre of water infiltrating into a planar fracture, with transverse lenkage into the fcmna-
tion. The ccmaputaticmal mesh consists only of "fracture elements", with leakage
treated as a source/sink term for each element, Tlm agreement between the results cal-
culated using both a fully-discretized fractured/porous mediuna and the scmrce/sink
approach is excellent, with a savings in CPU time on the order of a factor of teta,

Absorption into ,'l Malrix Block: Formulation of F'roblem

. q'he basic analytical ingredient needed for the dual-pc_rosity model is a closed-
t'om-] expression for the rate of imbibitior_ of water into a matrix block that is sur.-
rounded by saturated fractures, Absorption of water into a matrix block is governed
by the highly ncmlinear Richards' equation (Hillel, 1980):

kkr(_l/) /] i)S(_tl)
div -_-grad_l = --- , (1)
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in whicl_ xt/represents th_ pressure, pot_ntial ()f the water in th_ bl()_k, S r_l)rc,scnts tll_
liquid sattlration, k is the abs()lute t_erme,ablllty ()t' the block, 1.1.is the vl:,_c()sityof the,
,,rater, @ is the lmrosJty (d' the block, and kr is the, "rcllttlvc l)erllmc.;ltl)ilily"t'tliIcllorl,
l:!qu_ttion (1) cmb(xllcs the prirlciplc of c()ns_,_rvatio_(_t'lnass l'¢)r tilt water, with the
lcl't baird side rel_resenting the local net lntlux ¢)t'water (thr¢)ugh a nl()tlilicd l'ornl ¢_1'
l)arcy's law), aral tl_e right hattd side, re,l'_rcsel]ting the, change it_ tile vc)lutrl_tric water
c',ot_te_t,Each porous medium has [ts own set of characteristic curves that dr:scribe the
rcl_tionshtps between S, _1t and kr, The t'ul]ctional forms of the characteristic functions
that we have used to rcprcscznt the hyclrattlic l_ropcrties of the volcanic tttl'l's at Yucca
Mt_untain arc tht)se prOl:l(_scdby van (]er_ttchten (1980):

S= S,+(S.,,- S,)l1+(o:lxttl)nl*"', (2)

kr {1- (ezI_ltI)"_tI1+ (__¢IttLI)"l'"}2= _ , (3)
[1+(ctI_Itl)"l"'_

where ct is a scalt'._g parameter that has diment,',lons of 1/pressure, and m and n are
di_nensionless parameters that are related by na= 1- lh_, n > 1,

The basic problem to be solved is that of a block of porous material which is ini-
tially at sc)me uniform saturation, Sl, Tl'_rough (2), this correspc,'tds tc) some initial
potential xi/l, Irl the tield, the initial saturati()n (under equilibrium ccmditi()ns) will gen.-
orally wu'y with depth, At Yucca Mour_tain, however, the fracture spacing iu small
el+ottgh (less tllan 1 tta) that any individual matrix block can bc considered to be ini-
tially at a unil'orrr_ saturation (Rulor_ et tri,, 1986), At some time t=(), the, fractures
th_tt i'()rm the b(+undary (+1'the block tmcome saturated at zero potential, Since the per-
_ncability of the ['ractures greatly exceeds that of the matrix bl¢wks, wt assume that
this botlladary cotaditi(+n is established instantaneously, If the block oecttpios a region
ot' space (lcn¢+ted by _),, with bottndary i)£',_(Fig, 1), the bourldary and initial cor_ditions
life

_tt(x', t--0) :=_lti for ali x' t" (2 , (-4)

_lt(_, t> 0) = 0 for ali x' e i)o., (5)

l:(_ra giveI_ bl()ck geoIl_etry L_, the irr_l)ibition proctzss iu delined by e¢lttati()ns (1-5.).

I)evelopment of Source/Sink Expression ..

There are tw() difficulties with devel()l_ing a general expressi(m to represent imbi..
biti()n i)_to '_ block (_['arbitrary shape, ()he is that of accottnting for irregular block
_,c()rnetries, amt the ()ther iu that ()f treating the it+hcrent I+(mlinearity (+t the imbibiti()ll
lW()ct_ss, We cat_ c(w_ceptttally break up this [._roblc_l int()a few diflcrcrlt ,',;tcp,,,;,how.-
cvtr, ill cwder t()arrive at a general method ()t' rel_rescrlting imbibition ii_to l)()r(_u;;
rrtatri× bl()cks, l"irst, dirnensional ccmsiderati(ms (and anal()gy with satttrate(l ft(tw
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Im_blems) shc_wthnt the process is gcwerned by a dtn_enstcmlesstime prc)pcmlcmnltc_
k l/o',l.t,c_l,_, where I., ls souncclmrac.:tm'Jstlc.:length of the block, An obvh_us choice for
!, is V/A, where V is ll'_evolume of the blc_k, _tndA ts the outer surt'ac_nren of the
I',iock,

Next wt t',onsJderlmblbltkm Into n bJcwkof shnl_le gecmletry, nnmely _tthin slab,
wltlc,i_cnn be lre_ttedby tl_leintegrnl method (Ztrnmermlu_eL al,, 1c)_9), Altl_ougll this

" melt lc_dle,als only to al)prc_ximae results, Ltdoes reveal the mnnner in which the imbt-
bitlcm nile depends on l.mrim_etm'ssuch _ts the initial saturation, Sl, and the hydx'nullc

, l)llrltmcters S,, Sr, (:z, rn, and n, This solution shows that, at least until tile wetting
front reaches tilt mtdplane of the slltb, the frncttonal uptake.;of writer is given by

i_(2_ = 2nk (Ss-S lYt"t . (6)
Q= oq.t(n+1)cl lm(S J II/"(V/A)2 '

where Q.... is the amount of water absorbed when lmbLbition is complete, Numerical
simulaticms using TOUGH (Zlmrnerman and Bodvarsscm, 1989) show that (6) overesti-
mntes the flux by n few percent, We assume, however, tha this _lppm×lrnnte expres-
stem correctly ncccmnts t'or the effects of the hydraulic parameters, as well rts the inlthtl
scttttrntiort, nnd that the error is only in the r_urrlerical coefticient 2 thnt nppenrs in the
nttmerntor,

We t_ow note that, regardless of the shape of the block, tile penetrcltion depth of
thtr wetting frcmt will initially grow as _ (Philip, 1969), Since this occurs over an
area A, the total liqttid uptttke will be proportional to A_, When the irnt)ibiticm pro-
cess is ccmaplete, the total liquid uptake will equal _V(Ss-Si), Hence tbr small times,
the frnctionul uptake Q/Q_..,will be proportional to ",/t'/(V/A),regardless of the shape of
the block, 'l'he next asstlmption is tc) nssume thnt the dependence follows that given
I_y (6), with ctdifferent nunaerlcal t'uctor in place of the 2, Hence wt am led to define
_tclitnensic_uless time z cts

nk(Ss- St)- "lt

'_= c*__t_(n+i)lmfS_- Sr)l_/n(V/A)2 ' (7)

nncl pc_stttlnte that, for sm_dl times, Q/Q,,,,= constunt×_/Tv, where the constant is
_. inclcl_Cndcnt ¢)1'the bio)ck geometry, By pie)Icing the restllts of numericnl si_nulnticms for

iml_il_itic)nil_to spheric_tl und cylindricnl blc_cks in log-log l'orrta, wt see, thnt the cunau-
laive uptnke eventually tncrc_,ses at ct slower rate than ._1/2, Since wt know that the

- next tc.rhr in un cxnct seri_;s solution would be proporti(mul to t1, the simplest func-
tio_al form to use t{_fit the results over the entire rnnge ot'z is
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The numeric:tri vnlue, of the ctmt"tic:it:nts (7.1 ttnd C 2 c'.tul be f'oulld by fitting (Pl) to the,
results of n nurneric_d simultttion for, s_ty, tl sphericul block, !t' ttlis is done, we fiml
tl_nt C, , "I 1,25 nnd C2=()39, Sensitivity stttdms performed with IOt (_ll I_y vnrying
the initinl sttturtttion, the n i)m'_m_eter, m_d the I)lc_ck shttpe sltow thnt with these, vttlttt;s
t'()r C',1 rind C2, ecluttti()rt (8) fits the tmblbltion dltttt very well (l;ig, 2), l!cluntion (8) is

of' course used only ttntll Q/Q,o= 1, which occLm.; ttt x = 2,55; nt ttmes grtmter thnn this,
tile instttntnrtc(ms flux is zero,

Ali computntitmnl blocks used during n "dtlnl..i'_c_rosity" sin_tllntioll nx'c_tissttrned

lo rcpreset_t t'ructure elements, Flow into Itd jttcent tnntrix bl¢_cks is citlculttted ns n
source/sink tern1, The, CIENI!:,R block is modified to ncc:epl n _,_w "type" o1'

st+urce/sink, uttlled "M"I'RX", Tlm stlrt'ttce ;trett ot' the intert'ncu Imt,,vtt,eti the t'rltc.:turc
elclnent ttt_cl the mtttrix block, rts well Its the voltlrne of the rrmtri× block, is nls() nrl

inptit in the, GENI?',R block, Another of the input vttriables irt Gli,_NEI,P,is used to

specit'y n minirnurri saturtttion in tbc f'rltc:ture ttt which ttbsorption into the tnntri× is
nssunmd to ccm_rnerlc:e, Cltlculatiort of the mngnitud¢ of tile inllux terrn tttkes plttce irt

the subroutine QU, '+l'lm totnl irltlu× between time steps t I _.tild t2, for exmnple, is

t'ound by first clflculating "t:1 ttnd *2 t'rorn e,.lUtttiort (7), lind tiler+ c:nlc:ultttirlg

Q(I:2)-Q(_I) t'rorn eqtlltti<::m(8),

Flow Along it Single Fructure vvilh i,eakage Io the Malrix

One Lmsic problem which hits rnuch rele, vlmce to ur_der,:tnnding the hydrologicnl
behnvior of the Yucca mountairt site is thttt of wnter ttowing down tt trnctum with

lenkage into the, ttdjttcmtt matrix, 'Fl'lis problem hits beer+ studied by mttrtirlez (1988)

ttild Nittto ttnd Buscheck (1989), using ttd hoe numericttl/tulttlytic_tl ttppronches, These
rnetl_ocls ttre somewhttt "inverse" to our me,thod, irt thttt the lenkltge wits treated

r_urnerically, while the tlow ttlong the frncture was treated nnttlyticnlly, A schematic

drawing of this problem is shown in f:ig, 3, H':,w into the, t'rttcture is driven by ttn

imposed potcrttial ttt the y=0 boundary, which could repre.sent pondcd wltter under tt

very srnnll hydrttulic head, 'l'his problem ml)resents lt qimple cttse of tl_e type of prob-

lem t¢) ,,vhict+_tt dun!-porosity c¢)cte should be wt.ll-.suite¢l,

l:or sirr_plic:ity in our sample problem, we use the snrne charncteristic curves t'or

Iu)tl_ lhc t'r;tcture nnd the matrix, but tnke their nbsr)lute l)erme_tbilities tc) t)u 3.9/. 10 '1°

_tnd 3,9.,<1(I 211, respectively, The van (;ent_c:hte, n p;.trttmeters ure tnken to t:m

S s::-0,984, S r = ('/,318, <++t= 1,147 _. l()5/l'tt, n = 3,04, t_nd rn = 0,()71 (fbr 'l'ol)()pah Spri)lg
ur_it; see Rul(m wt t_l., 1986). "I'he initinl snlurttti()n is tnkun tr) be 0,676, The fracture

is discretized into 1() elemer_ts, eltcl! 1 m long nnd l()()l..ttn thick, l{ttc:h ()1' these ele-

ments has tt "sink" term represented by CN), The matrix block thnt is m.ljncunt tr) each
t'rncture element is taken tr) have ir_linite volume; note th;tt if we tm_ltiply (g) through

by Q.+..,tt_ solve it_r Q, we see that it does not brenk down it' (V/A) ....),:,o, but rnerely

th;tt the C2 terrn drops out, As ;t COmlutriso_, the problem hits nls¢_ I)een solved ..

witl_t_ut the source/sink expressi{ms, but with live computtttit_nttl blocks extending into

the _ntttrix ttd.j;tcent t¢_ettch fracture element. 'l'he rtmtrix elemenls exlend 100btm into
the totmntion, which, for tl_e time sc:ttle of the probler_, is sutticiei_t t{_ simulate tt

!.;el+__i-.it_ti_iterugi¢m, since the wetting t'r¢_nt doc'.s not react_ tt_e outerrnost rnatrix ele-.

" rnent, "l'he sttturtttion pr¢_file in the frttcture htlcr nn elnpse¢l tinw+ t_['4 :. l():+s iu shown

in l,'ig, 4, ttccording tc>t>(>th _netll¢>ds (>t c;tlcultttit+n, 'I'he tt_,reetlmnt is t+'.xcellent, ttrt{.l
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tlm savings in CPU time (on a CRAY-XMP) obtained using tile source/sink aPI ioach

was roughly a factor of ten. Note tMt after 4x 103s, about 30% of tile fluid thut

entered the fracture at the inlet y=0 has leaked off into the fomaation, so the effect

that is being modeled is not insignificant.

Conclusions

• We have developed an approximate expression to predict the rate of imbibititm

into a matrix block that is surrounded by saturated fractures. The imbibition rate is

expressed as a function of a dimension',ess time that depends on tlm hydraulic pm'ame-
' ters of the naedium, tlm initial saturation of tlm block, and tlm surface/volume ratio of

the bloc;. This expression has been incorporamd onto TOUGH as a source/sink term
for discrete "fracture elements", and has been tested for the problem of flow along a

single fi'acture with transverse leakage into the matrix. Our next step is to extend the
use of this method to computational blocks that represent a "fracture continuum", as

Opl_osed to a single fl'acture, and which have a distribution of block sizes and shapes
in each individual block.
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Fig. 1. Schematic dia_atn of the basic Fig. 2. Cumulative liquid flux into three

boundary-value problem for absorption differently-shaped blocks (from TOUGH

' into a porous matrix block, simulations), compared with eqn. (8).
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ON VFJ_,II;ICATION, USE AND TREATMENT ON NON--NIiW'I'ONIAN
HL NUMERICAL SIMULATOR MUI,KOM-(IWI;BHtAVIOR (31_ T :;

Yu.-Shu Wu Karstcn Pruess

• HydroGeol_ogic, Inc, l.awrencc Berkeley l.aboratory
5(33 Carlisle l)rive University of,California

, tfcrndon, VA 22070 P,crkelcy, CA 9472(.)

1N'I'ROI)UC'I'ION

The numerical simulator- MUI_.KOM-GWF for isothermal gas-water-foam flow in porous
_lcdia is a modified version of MULKOM (Pruess, 1983). lt has the capability of lnodeling
_nultiple-phase flow of gas, water and foam in porous media and includes a treatment of non-
Ncwtonian behavior of the foam solution under a wide range of operation conditions (Pruess
and Wu, 1988). The validity of the numerical results from this code has been tested here by
con_13arisonof the numerical calculations with analytical solutions.

The sample problems reported for code verification and applications are'

i) immiscible displacement of a Newtonian fluid by a
power-.law non-Newtonian fluid;

ii) transient flow of single-phase Bingham fluids; and

iii) three-phase immiscible flow.

1 I{I),,\'IMI-.:,N'I()1: N()N-NEWTONIAN BEHAVIOR

l'he flow of foam in porous media is a focus of current research iri many fields, l.oa,,_
has been shown to be one of the most promising fluids for mobility control in underground
_atural re.source recovery or in storage projects. On a macroscopic scale, flow behavior of foam
iii pc_rousmedia is non-Newtonian. The "power law" is generally used to correlate the apparcrlt
vi.,,cosities of foam with other flow prop.erties for a given porous mediu:n and a given surfactant
(l'atlur_ Ct al., 1983; Hirasaki and Lawson, 1970). The Bingham flow beh;e,,,ior for foarn 'a) flow

. in p_)rous media has also been observed experimentally, i.e, foam will start to flow in a m_rous
_ncdiumonlyaftcr the applied pressure gradient exceeds a certain threshold value (Albrecht and
N1arsdcn, 197(); Witherspoon ct al., 1989).

lhc special numerical treaunent on pov,,er-lav,, and Bingham non-Ndwtonian fluids wil!
be di.wussed as follows.

L--

mF__

--

=
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a. Power-law Fluid

To date the po,ver-law, or the Ostwald-de Waele in(xlel (Bird et al., 1960), is the most
widely used rheological model for non-Newtonian flow problems in porous media.

Originally formulated from an empirical curve-fitting function, the power law is
i

represented in fluid mechanics as,

r = -H'9" (1) '

where r is the shear stress; _, is the shear rate; n is the power-law index; and H is called the
consistence coefficient. For n = 1, the fluid becomes Newtonian. Because of its inherent

simplicity, the power-law is of considerable interest in applications and is used to approximate
the rheological behavior of both shear-thinning or pseudoplastic (n < 1) and shear-thickening
or dilatant (n > 1) fluids over a large range of flow conditions.

The modified Darcy's equation for flow of single-phase power-law fluids in porous m,'dia
was derived by Christopker and Middleman (1965) and generalized by Wu (1990) as

-.- K
u = - _ (2.)

_nn

where u is the Darcy's velocity; K is permeability; _ is the flow potential, and the apparent
viscosity for power-law fluids/x,,,, ix defined by

K -s-
V,,, = --I 1 (3)

_eft

and/x_tf is given by

3 ]" (l-n)
H 9+ - (150K4)) (4)

/x_tr= 1---2 n 2

Note that/x_, does not have the units of viscosity.

The power-law model, lkluation (2), is the most widely used theological model to
describe the non-Newtonian property of shear-ttlinning fluids in porous media, such as polymer

il
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and tbam solutions. The power-law index n ranges between 0 and 1 for a shear thinning fluid,
and the viscosity becomes infinite as the flow potential gradient tends to zero for n < 1.
Therefore, direct use of Equation (3) in the calculation will cause numerical difficulties. A
formulation incorporated in the code for a power-law fluid is to use a linear interpolation when
the potential gradient is very small. As shown in Figure 1, the viscosity for a small value of
potential gradient is calculated by

o

/xi - /X_
(I - (5)/x,m= /XI +

. 61 - _i2

for [ V4, [ < 6t. Where the interpolation parameters c5_and 62are defined in Figure 1. If the
potential gradient is larger than 61 -Equation (3) is used in the code. In order to maintain the
cor,tinuities in the viscosity and its derivative at (61, /XD, the difference in values of 6_ and _2
should be chosen sufficiently small. Then, the values for/x_, and/X2 may be taken as

n-I

K -a-
/xi = /xcfr _ _5i (j- 1, 2) (6)

/'Le fr

The numerical tests show that the treatment of power-law fluids by Equation (5) works
very well for a power-law fluid flow problem with various potential gradients. The accuracy of
this scheme has been confirmed by a number of runs. In the numerical studies of transient flow
problems of power-law fluids, the values of the interpolation parameters are taken as _ =
10(Pa/m), and _t-_2 = 10v (Pa/m).

b. Bingham l:luid

_l'hL'.rheological equation for a Bingham plastic fluid is (Bird et al., 1960)

r - ry - /xh"}' (7)

' where :ryis the yield stress; Pb is the Bingham plastic coefficient.

_ i:or flow problerns in porous media involving non-Newtonian Bingham fluids, the
for_nulation of Darcy's law has been modified (Bear, 1972; Scheidegger, 1974) to,

/z = ---- 1 - v,I, for [v_[ > G (8a)
I v,I,I
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/x = 0 tbr Iv+ I _ G (8b)

i

where G is the, nlininlum presstire gradient. The two Bingham fluid pararneters G and /xr, in

Equatfo,3 (Sa). are d_,,_erinined by laboratory experiments oi" well tests for a porous media flow
i

problel!3, ,,"

The' I ' 1 low'of Bingham fluids is treated in the code by introducing an effective potential ,
gradient V,I,_, whose scalar component iri the flow direction, assumed to be the x direction, is
defined as

(v,I,)x - O (v/l,)_ > G

(,,%)= +G <-.G (9)
, 0 -G< (v,I,)_ < G

as shown in Figure 2. Darcy's law for a Bingham tluid is used in the code in the form

-- K
/, = _ v,l,<. (10)

#b

This treatrnent is much more efficient for simulation of Bingham tluid flow in porous media than
the direct use of a highly nonlinear apparent viscosity as in Equation (8a).

COMPARISON WITH THE ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR POWER-I.AW FLUID
I)IS PI_.,AC EM ENT

The power-law non-Newtonian fluid has been used extensively in study of non-Newtonian
t;uid flow thro,lgh porous media theoretically and experimentally (Savins, 1969), so we take a
power-law liquid as a displacing agent to drive the initially saturated Newtonian liquid in the
porous medium. A Buckley-I_,everett type analytical solution developed for immiscible
displacement with non-Newtonian fluids in porous media (Wu, 1990) is used to check the
numerical code for simulation of power-law non-Newtonian displacement.

!
t

The physical flow problem is a one-dimensiorlal linear flow case of two incompressible
fluids in a semi-infinite, horizontal, homogeneous and .sotropic porous n3edium. A constant
injection rate of a power-law liquid is i,,aintained at the inlet (x =0) from time t-0. Initially,
the reservoir is fully saturated with only the displaced Newtonian liquid. The relative
permeability curve used for both the analytical and numerical calculations is shown in Figure 3.
The capillary effects are assumed to be negligible, and the reservoir and fluid properties are
summarized in Table 1,
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In order to reduce the effects of space discretization and ends of a finite system on the
accuracy of numerical results, a long and constant cross-sectional physical flow model is used.
Very fine spacing meshes (,ax=0,01m) are chosen for the first 300 grids, then the mesh
spacings increase by a factor of 1.5 to the 350rh one. A comparison of tile saturation profiles
from the numerical and the analytical calculations is given by Figure 4 using the input data of
Table 1. Figure 4 shows that the numerical results are in good agreement with the Buckley-

' Leverett type solution. Therefore, the numerical results for tile Buckley-Leverett-type problem
converge to a correct answer.

COMPARISON WITH INTEGRAL SOLUTION FOR
TRANSIENT FLOW OF SINGLE-PHASE BINGHAM FLUIDS

The Bingham non-Newtonian flow behavior of foam, heavy oil and other fluids in porous
media have been reported in the literature, The capability of MULKOM-GWF to model the flow
of Bingham fluids is checked by comparison with tile integral analytical solution (Wu et al.,
1990) for transient single-ptlase flow. An example of the application is to analyze well testing
data from a Bingham-type heavy oil reservoir.

'File input data are given in Table 2 and it is a single-well radial flow problem with
production of a Bingham fluid. The wellbore flowing pressures calculated from the numerical
and integral solutions are shown in Figure 5, and the agreement of the numerical and integral
analytical solutions is excellent,

THREE-PHASE IMMISCIBLE FLON

This example is to demonstrate the application of the simulator to three-phase immiscible
tlow problems, since the simulator has the capability of modeling three-phase flow of gas, water
and foam in porous media. The problem is foam injection into a one-dimensional linear
horizontal system, which is initially saturated with uniform three mobile phases of gas, water
and foam. The meshes used for the reservoir are the same as for the Buckley-I.,everett case, and
the parameters are given in table 3. The foam relative permeability is calculated by Stone
function (Pruess and Wu, 1988) for this three-phase flow problem.

In this problem, the foam phase has been treated aa a Newtonian fluid with constant
viscosity/x =5cp. After one hour of injection of foam, the saturation profiles in the system are

" shown inFigure 6.
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SUMMARY

In conclusion, the simulator MULI_OM-GWF has been checked by comparison of the
simulation results with the analytical solutions for power-law fluid displacement and single-phase
Bingham fluid flow problems. In both cases, the excellent agreement has been obtained between
the numerical and analytical solutions. Also, a test run on three-phase flow has been performed.

J
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Table 1
Parameters for Linear Power-law Fluid Displacement

Porosity _=0.20

Permeability K=200 md .

Cross-Sectional Area 1 m 2

Injection Rate q=5.0xl0-6m3/s

Injection Time T=20 hfs

Displaced Phase Viscosity _ne=5.00 cp

Irreducible Saturation Sir=0.20

Power-Law Index n=0.5

nConsistence Coefficient H=0.01 Pa' s

Table 2

Parameters for Single Phase Bingham Fluid Flow

Initial pressure Pi=100.00 bars

Initial Porosity _i=0.20

Initial Fluid Density Pi=975.9 kg/m 3

Formation Thickness h=l.00 m

Bingham Coefficient _b=5.00 cp

Fluid Compressibility Cf=4.557 x 10.-lOpa -I

Rock Compressibility Cr=2.5443 x 10-gPa -I

Mass Injection Rate Qm=0.1 kg/s

Permeability K=9.869 x 10-13m 2

Wellbore Radius rw=0.1 m

Minimum Pressure Gradient G=103pa/m
i
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Table 3
Parameters ,for 'l'hrce-Phase Immiscible Flow

Porosity _=0.20
I

Permeability K=I darcy

, Cross-Secl i,_nal Area 1 m -2

Foam Mass Injection Rate q=l.0xl0-3kg/s

Injection Time T=I.0 hfs

Water Viscosity _w=0.3513 cp

Gas Viscosity _g=0.0187 cp

Foam Viscosity _f=5.0000 cp

Initial Water Saturation Sw=0.30

Initial Gas Saturation Sg=0.40

Initial Foam Saturation Sf=0.30

Initial Formation Pressure Pi=100.00 bars

Formation Temperature T=80.33 °C
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Overview of TOUGH2, A General.Purpose Numerical Simulator for

Multiphase Nonisothermal Flows t

• Karsten Pruess

Earth Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

Introduction

Numerical simulators for multiphase fluid and heat flows in permeable media have
been under development at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory for more than ten years. The
initial focus of this work was mostly on geothermal reservoir simulation, but efforts later
broadened to include flow problems arising in the context of high-level nuclear waste
isolation, oil and gas recovery and storage, and the management and protection of
groundwater resources.

Several interrelated numerical codes have been developed. The first of these was

SHAFT79 (Pruess and Schroeder, 1980), which was designed for simulating water/vapor
flows in geothermal reservoirs, including heat flows and phase change effects. Real
geofluids contain non-condensible gases and dissolved solids in addition to water, how-
ever, and the desire to model such "compositional" systems led to the development of a
flexible multicomponent, multiphase simulation architecture known as "MULKOM"
(Pruess, 1983b; see Fig. 1). The design of MULKOM was based on the recognition that
tile mass- and energy-balance equations for multiphase fluid and heat flows in multicom-
ponent systems have the same mathematical fom_, regardless of the number and nature of
fluid components and phases present. Hence, MULKOM can simulate flows in which an
arbitrary number of components is distributed among several coexisting fluid phases.
Application of MULKOM to different fluid mixtures, such as water and air, or water, oil,
and gas, is p0ssibleby means of appropriate "equation-of-state" (EOS) modules, which
provide all thermophysical and transport parameters of the fluid mixture and the perme-
able medium as a function of a suitable set of primary thermodynamic variables.

, Although the design of MULKOM is based on simple and straightforward concepts, the
code has never been easy to use because various research applications have led to a prol-
iferation of specialized program modules and options. Investigations of thermal and

, hydrologic effects from emplacement of heat-generating nuclear wastes into partially
water saturated formations prompted the development and release of a specialized ver-
sion of MULKOM for nonisothermal flow of water and air, named TOUGH (Pruess,

"_ Paper presented at TOLIGII Wo,kshop, lawrence Berkeley l.aboratory, September 1990.
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1987). TOUGI-I _ is an acronym for "transport of unsaturated groundwater and heat,"
and is also an allusion tc) the tuff fomaations at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, which are
presently being evaluated by the L .S Department of Energy for their suitability as a host
medium for a high-level nuclear waste repository.

A more detailed discussion of the interrelation between LBL's multiphase flow
codes can be found in (Pruess, 1988); a critical eval_mtion of simulation Capabilities with
special reference to geothermal applications is avail_ble in (Pruess, 1990).

The TOUGH2 code is intended to supersede TOUGH. It offers all the capabilities of
TOUGH and it includes a considerably more general subset of MULKOM modules with
added capabilities. TOUGH2 can interface with different EOS modules, and thereby
model different fluid mixtures that consist of a variable number of components distri-
buted anaong several phases. It also contains facilities for mesh generation and internal
processing of geometric data, including multiple interacting continua discretization of
fractured media (Prues:; and Narasimhan, 1982, 1985; Pruess, 1983a), and it provides a
tight and visible version control system for meeting stringent demands on reliability and
referenceability of code applications. Except for the added flexibility and user features,
TOUGH2 is subroutine-for-subroutine actually very similar to TOUGH. TOUGH2 input
fomaats are similar to and upwardly compatible with TOUGH, facilitating the mainte-
nance of existing TOUGH applications.

The development of TOUGH2 was carried out on CDC-7600 and Cray X-MP com-
puters. The coding complies with the ANSI X3.9-1978 (FORTRAN77) standard. 64-bit
word length is required for successful execution. The TOUGH2 source code and docu-
mentation is presently undergoing internal review and testing. After this is completed the
code will be released to the public through the National Energy Software Center. It is
expected that in the future additional MULKOM modules will be documented and
included into the TOUGH2 package.

Sinmlation Methodology

For a multiphase flow system with NK mass components and one heat "pseudo-
component," the (NK + 1) coupled mass- and energy-balance equations can ali be writ-
ten in the following general foma.

_d_f M(_)dV = fF (_)'ndF + f q(_)dV (1)
dt ,_,, r,, v,

_:= 1, ..., NK+ 1

The integration is over an arbitrary subdomain Vn ("grid block" in finite difference
il

parlance) of the flow system under study, which is bounded by the closed surface Vn.
The left hand side represents the "accumulation term," with M denoting the anaount of
component _ (_;= water, air, heat .... ) present per unit volume of the flow system. F is the t,

flux of component K:entering Vn on the closed surface Fn around Vn, and q represents
sinks and sources, through which mass or heat is injected into or removed from the sys-
tem,

& "lhc TOU(]ll ccxte and asscxziated dcx.'umentatic_n is available from the National Energy Software Center, c/o
Argonne National l.aboratory, 9700 South Cass Ave., Argonne, II. 60439.
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Thus, Eq. (1) expresses the simple fact that the rate of change in the arnount of
witl_il_Vn is equal to the total rate at which _ flows across the surface I"nof Vn, plus tile
contribution of sinks and sources from within Vn. (We mention in passing that the heat
"compt)ncnt" is not strictly conserved because of the possibility of conversion of heat
into mechanical work and vice versa; this fine point is immaterial for the present discus-
sion.)

" Note 'that thE conservative quantities for which Eqs. (1) are written are not the
phases but the components (diffErent chernical species, or mixtures of species, such as
air, which can be treated as a single "pseudo-component ' for the processes of interest).

,t,

The accumulation term M is a sum over contributions from the various phases (liquid,
gaseous, solid) in which component _: is present. This fomaulation automatically
includes the description of phase change processes subject to the constraint of "local
thermodynamic equilibrium" between all phases, Description of non-equilibrium phase
change effects would require separate conservation equations for different phases, with
apprcw'ii_te sink and source terms to represent phase transformations; Tlm flux terms F
zu'e likewise sums of the separate contributions made by the different flowing phases, the
main terrn being a multiphase version of Darcy's law, that includes relative permeability
and capillary pressure effects. In addition, diffusive and dispersive mass fluxes can be
present. Heat flux includes conductive and convective components; tlm latter includes
latent heat effects represented by different specific enthalpies of different phases.

The transport Eqs. (1) need to be complemented with constitutive relationships,
which express ali thermophysical parameters as functions of a set of primary thermo-
dynamic variables. Themaophysical property modules developed for MULKOM are
listed in 'Fable 1; modules included in the present TOUGH2 package are marked with an
asterisk.

For numerical solution, the mass and energy balance Eqs. (1) must be discretized in
space and time. In MULKOM and TOUGH2, space discretization is made directly from
the integrals, without first converting Eqs. (1) into partial differential equations. This
"integral" l-inite difference method, pioneered by Edwards (1972) and Narasimhan and
Withcrspoo_ (1976), avoids any reference to a global system of coordinates, and thus
offers the advantage of being applicable to regular or irregular discretizations in one,
two, or th;'ee dimensions, lt also facilitates implementation of higher-order differencing
methods and applications to fractured media. For systems of regular grid blocks referred
to global coordinates, the integral finite difference method is equivalent to conventional
finite differences. Time is discretized fully implicitly as a first-order backward finite
diff_,rence. This together with 100% upstream weighting of flux terms at interfaces is
necessary to achieve unconditional stability (Peaceman, 1977), and to avoid impractical

o time step limitations for multiphase flow problems in fractured media with their usually
small but highly active fracture volume, St)ace and time discretization results in a set of
nonlinear al:_,ebraic equations. These are usually strongly coupled and are _olved com-

" pletely sinmltaneously by means of Newton/Raphson iteration. If convergence is not
achieved within a predetermined number of iterations (typically eight), the time step size
is autcnaaatically reduced, The linear equations arising at each iteration step are solved
with zt sparse version of LU--decomposition and backsubstitiution (Duff, 1977).
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TOUGH2 User Features

As mentioned above the TOUGH2 input formats are upwardly compatible witti
those of TOUGH. Much of the available parameter choices is documented in the printed
output, which otherwise is similar to that of TOUGH. _Several additional parameters are
provided through TOUGH data blocks for modeling additional processes and effects.
These include a provision for the Klinkenberg (1941) effect, an account of vapor
diffusion enhancement from pore-level phase change effects, and a capability to model
heat exchange with impemleable confining layers by means of a semi-analytical method
(Vinsome and Westerveld, 1980). v

A new fefiture in TOUGH2 is the concept of "inactive elements." By convention,
volume elements or grid blocks encountered, in data block "ELEME" are taken to be
"active" until the first element entry with a volume of zero or negative is encountered.
The first element with volume zero or negative, and ali subsequent elements, are taken to
be "inactive." For the inactive elements no mass or energy balance equations are set up,
and their primary thermodynamic variables are not included irathe list of unknowns. Oth-
erwise, however, inactive elements can appear in flow connection and initial condition
specifications like ali other elements. This feature can be conveniently used to specify
Dirichlet boundary conditions, by gathering ali elements beyond the desired flow domain
boundary at the end of the ELEME-block, and inserting a "dummy" volume element of
zero volume ira front of them. TOUGH2 features dynamic dimensioning of major
(problem-size dependent) arrays, by means of PARAMETER statements in the main pro-
gram. Allowable problem size data are printed in the output,

Further enhancements in comparison to TOUGH can be invoked by means of new
data blocks (Fig. 2). The keyword 'MESHM' calls up a MESttMAKER module for mesh
generation and processing, which itself has a modular structure and can call several sub-
modules. Present capabilities include generation of two-dimensional R-Z grids, and one,
two, or three-dimensional rectilinear grids. MESHMAKER can also be used to sub-grid a
porous medium mesh for fractured media according to the method of "multiple interact-
ing continua," which includes double-porosity and dual-permeability models as special
CaSeS.

A new data block 'MULTI' can be used for various choices in the EOS-modules.

The balance equations solved by TOUGH2 are ordered in such a fashion that, for a sys-
tem with NK mass components, the NK mass balance equations appear first, followed by
an energy balance. For nonisothernaal problems, therefore, the number of equations per
grid block is NEQ = NK + 1. In many problems heat effects are uni_:).portant, however,
and it would be desirable to avoid the expenditure of computing resources on solving a
system of equations in which the energy balance reduces to the trivial statement
dT/dt = 0. For several of the EOS modules it is possible to specify NEQ = NK, in which
case no energy balances will be set up. As computing work typically is proportional to

NEQ**2, this can provide substantia_ savings.
In addition to specifying initial conditions by default for the entire flow domain, or

in elenaent-for-element fashion, TOUGH2 permits specification of default initial condi-
tions for reservoir subdornains (data block 'INDOM').
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'l'h'_ version control system in TOUGH2 works as follows, At the el_d of the assign-
merit statements, each subroutine hre; a code section such as'

DATA ICALL/0/
ICALL=ICALL 1
IF(ICALL.EQ. 1) WRITE(11,899)

990,6X,899FORMAT(/6X,'EOS 1.0 15 AUGUST 1_ '
• X"kEOS 1" ... THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES MODULE FOR WATER')

Thus, on first call tc)each subroutine, a one-line infommtive message will be printed
to unit 11 (disk file 'VERS'), identifying the program unit, its version number and date,
and the function performed by the program unit. At the end of a TOUGII2 simulation
run, the contents of file 'VERS' will be copied to (default) OUTPUT, see the example in
Fig. 3. Besides docunienting the versions and dates of subroutines used, this listing is
instructive as a record of the calling sequence of program units during execution. When
making code moclifications, these version messages should be appropriately updated to
maintain a traceable and referenceable record of source code developments and applica-
tions. Printing of version information can be optionally suppressed by means of a key-
word 'NOVER'.

Keyword 'ENDFI' can be used as an alternative to 'ENDCY' for terminating input
data. 'ENDFI' will cause the flow simulation to be bypassed; this option is useful when
only mesh processing is desired.

Concluding Remarks

TOUGH2 is a more powerful successor to TOUGtt. The code implements the gen-
eral MULKOM architecture that separates and interfaces the flow and transport aspects
of the problem (which do not depend on the nature and number of fluid components mad
phases) from the fluid property and phase composition aspects (which are specific to the
particular fluid mixture under study).

'Fhe emphasis in the development of the MULKOM concept, and its implementation
in the TOUGH2 code, has been on flexibility and robustness. TOUGH2 is an adaptable
research tool; in its present form the TOUGH2 package includes the "core" modules of
MUI_KOM for simulation studies in the fields of geothermal reservoir engineering,
nuclear waste isolation, and hydrology. Examples of applications can be found in several
papers presented at the TOUGH Workshop (Tsang and 1-5"uess,1990b; Calore et al.,
1990; I)oughty and Pruess, 1990). MULKOM fluid property modules to be included in
future releases would allow applications to problems in petroleum engineering, natural

, gas recovery and storage, and environmental monitoring and remediation. Further
enhancements of the code are desirable, including a more comprelaensive description of
nmltiphase processes, improved execution speed, and a simpler more graphically

. oriented user interface.

TOUGH2 is intetaded to be a "general purpose" simulator. Applications to many
different kinds of flow problems are possible, but should be made with caution. Tlm
diversity of multiphase fluid and heat flow problems is enormous, and careful considera-
tion must be givet_ to the peculiar features of any given problem if a reasormbly accurate
and eflk:ient solutiol_ is to be obtained. A case in point is multiphase ttow in composite
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(layered) media, in which discontinuous permeability changes occur at the boundaries
between different geologic units, lt is well known that for single phase flow, the
appropriate interface weighting scheme for absolute pernleability is ham'_onic weighting.
For two-phase flow, the added problem of relative permeability weighting arises; it has
been established that for transient flow problems in uniform media, relative permeability
must be upstream wdghted, or else phase fronts may be propagated with erroneous speed
(Aziz and Settari, 1979). Recent studies at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory have shown
that for transient two-phase problems in composite media, both absolute and relative per-
meabil.ity must be fully upstream weighted to avoid the possibility of gross errors (Tsang
and Pruess, 1990a; Wu, Pruess and Chen, 1990). The applicable weighting schemes for
different flow problems are summarized in Fig. 4, Our somewhat disturbing conclusion is
that them is no single weighting scheme for general two-phase flows in composite media
that would at the same time preserve optimal accuracy for single-phase or steady two-
phase flows. Another interesting problem is the weighting scheme for interface densi-
ties. For proper modeling of gravity effects, it is necessary to define interface density a_:
the arithmetic average between the densities of the two adjacent grid blocks, regardless
of nodal distances from the interface. An unstable situation may arise when phases
(dis-)appear, because interface density may then have to be "switched" to the upstream
value when the phase in question is not present in the downstream block. For certain
flow problems spatial interpolation of densities may provide more accurate answers.

These examples are by no means exhaustive; they are simply intended to illustrate
potential subtle and not so subtle pitfalls in the modeling of multiphase flows. Generally
speaking, in the design and implementation of nurnerical schemes for such ttows, there
appears to be a trade-off between accuracy and efficiency on the one hand, and flexibility
and robustness on the other. For any given problem, small modifications in the source
code will often allow substantial gains in accuracy and efficiency.
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Table 1. MULKOM/TOUGH2Fluid Property Modules

Number of

Components Component s Appli cat ion s

1 water* hydrology .

2 water, heat* geothermal, lab experiments
near-critical water, heat geothermal

3 water, tracer, heat* geothermal, hydrology
Water, CO2, heat* geothermal
water, air, heat*' § nuclear waste, geothermal,

compressed air energy storage
water, H2, heat* nuclear waste
water, SiO2, heat nuclear waste, geothermal
water, NAC1,heat geothermal
water, CH4, foam aquifer gas storage, environmental
water, NAPL*, heat environmental

4 water, CO2, NAC1,heat geothermal
water, light oil, heavy oil, heat enhanced oil recovery

(steam flooding)

N + 1 water, N-component NAPL* environmental

*TOUGH2

§TOUGH

a:NAPL = non-aqueous phase liquid, such as organic solvents or fuels

Figure Captions

Figure 1. Modular architecture of MULKOM and TOUGH2.
9

Figure 2. Input formats for new TOUGH2 data blocks.

Figure 3. A,a example of the version identification printout from TOUGH2.

Figure 4. Weighung procedures for absolute (k) and relative permeability (kr) at grid
block interfaces.
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"EOS-Module"

Figure 1, Modular architecture of MULKOM and TOUGH2,
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Figure 2. Input R)mmts for new TOUGI-I2 data blocks.
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SUMMARY OF PROGRAM UNITS USED

UNIT VERSION DATE COMMENTS

TOUGH2 1.9 8 JUNE 1990 MAIN PROGRAM

IO 1.0 22 JANUARY 1990 OPEN FILES oQESH-, ,INCON,, ,GENER-, ,SAVE,, ,LINEQ,, AND ,TABLE,

INPUT 1.0 24 MA'f 1990 READ ALL DATA PROVIDED THROUGH FILE ,INPUT,

MESHM 1.9 24 M_Y 1990 EXECUTIVE ROUTINE FOR INTERNAL MESH GENERATION
RZ2D 1.9 22 &_NUARf lgge CALCULATE 2-0 R-Z MESH FROM INPUT DATA
WRZ2D 1.9 25 M_Y 1999 WRITE DATA FOR 2-O R-Z MESH ON FILE ,MESH,
RFILE 1.0 24 MAY Ig90 INITIALIZE DATA FROM FILES ,MESH* OR ,MINC,,. ,GENER,, AND ,INCON,

CYCIT 1.0 22 JuNE 1990 EXECUTIVE ROUTINE FOR MARCHING IN TIME
i

EDS 1.9 5 FEBRUARY 1990 ASSIGN ALL THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES ('SECONDARY PARAMETERS')
SAT 1.9 22 JANUARY 1990 STEAM TABLE EQUATION: SATURATION PRESSURE AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERAFURE
COWAT 1.0 22 JANUARY 1999 LIQUID WATER DENSITY AND INT. ENERGY AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
SUPST 1.0 29 JANUARY 1990 VAPOR DENSITY AND INTERNAL ENERGY AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
VISW 1.9 22 JANUARY 1999 VISCOSITY OF LIQUID WATER _S FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE

VISCO 1,_ 1 FEBRUARY 1990 CALCULATE VISCOSITY OF VAPOR-AIR MIXTURES

C0V15 I.B I FEBRUARY 1999 COEFFICIENT FOR GAS PHASE VISCOSITY CALCULATION
VISS 1.0 22 JANUARY 1999 VISCOSITY CF VAPOR AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
RELP 1.0 25 JANUARY 1990 LIQUID AND GAS PHASE RELATIVE PERMEABILITIES AS FUNCTIONS OF SATURATION
PCAP 1.0 22 JANUARY 1990 CAPILLARY PRESSURE AS FUNCTION OF SATURATION

BALLA 1.0 .I FEBRUARY Igq ? PERFORM SUMMARY BALANCES FOR VOLUME, MASS, AND ENERGY
TSTEP 1.0 22 JANUARY 19ro ADJUST TIME STEPS TO COINCIDE WITH USER-DEFINED TARGET TIMES

_ULTI 1.9 24 MAY 1990 ASSEMBLE ALL ACCUMULATION AND FLOW TERMS
QU 1 e 22 JANUARY 199_ ASSEMBLE ALL SOURCE AND SINK TERMS
LINEQ l.e 22 JANUARY 1990 INTERFACE FOR THE LINEAR EQUATION SOLVER MA28
_ClgA HARWELL SUBROUTINE FOR SCALING MATRIX
CONVER l.Q 2v JANUARY 1990 UPDATE PRIMARY VARIABLES AFTER CONVERGENCE IS ACHIEVED

PP 1.9 I FEBRUARY 1990 CALCULATE VAPOR PRESSURE, DENSITY, INT. ENERGY AS F(P,T,X)

OUT 1._ I FEBRUARY 1990 PRINT RESULTS FOR ELEMENTS, CONNECTIONS, AND SINKS/SOURCES
WRIFI i.Q 22 JANUARY 199_ AT THE COMPLETION OF A I'OUGH2 RUN, WRITE PRIMARY VARIABLES ON FILE .SAVE.

: r

END OF TOUGH2 SIMULATION RUN ELAPSED TIME = 1_2,699 SEC-- CALCULATION TIME = 182.314 SEC-- DATA INPUT TIME = _.285 SEC

Figure 3. An example of the version identification printout from TOUGH2.
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Extended abstract for TOUGH User' s Workshop, September 13-14, 1990

Modeling Studies of Gas Movement and Moisture
Migration at Yucca Mountain, Nevada

• Y.W. Tsang and K. Pruess

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Introduction

We have carried out modeling studies on moisture redistribution processes that
are mediated by gas phase flow and diffusion. We specifically address the effect of a
lowered humidity of the soil gas at the land surface to moisture removal from Yucca
Mountain, the potential site for a high level nuclear waste repository. At the land sur-
face, humid formation gas contacts much drier atmospheric air. Near this contact, the
humidity of the soil gas may be considerably lower than at greater depth, where we
expect equilibrium with the liquid phase and close to 100% humidity. The lower rela-
tive humidity of the soil gas may be modeled by imposing, at the land surface, an
additional negative capillary, suction corresponding to vapor pressure lowering accord-
ing to Kelvin's Equation (Edlefsen and Anderson, 1943), thus providing a driving
force for the upward movement of moisture in both the vapor and liquid phases. Sen-
sitivity studies show that moisture removal from Yucca _Mountain arising from the
lowered-relative-humidity boundary condition is controlled by vapor diffusion. The
lowered-humidity boundary condition implies a composition gradient in the gas phase,
giving rise to a downward diffusive flux of air and an upward flux of vapor. The
binaD, diffusion gas flux is described by

F_:=-D,.a pg VZ_, (1)

where K:is the component index for the gas phase (K:=air or vapor), Z_ is the mass
fraction of the Kah component in the gas phase, and Dva is the diffusion Coefficient for
the vapor-air mixture in a porous medium, given by (Vargaftik, 1975; Walker et al.,
1981)

Dva: x0SgDv° -p-- . (2)

Dv°ais the diffusion coefficient in free gas phase at standard conditions of Po = 1 bar

• and TO= 273.15 K. The parameter group [3=a:OSg,where Sg is the gas saturation, x is
the tortuosity, and 0 is the porosity, specifies properties relevant to binary diffusion in
a porous medium. For typical values of porosity and saturation in geological forma-

" tions, 13falls in the range of .001 to .01. However, there is much experimental evi-
dence in the soil literature (e.g. Jury and Letey, 1979) that diffusion of vapor is
enhanced due to pore-level phase change effects by a few orders of magnitude, so that
[3 may take on values on the order of 1 regardless of media properties and gas satura-
tion. Modeling results presented here will account for this enhancement in vapor
diffusion.
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Simulation Results for a Medium with Uniform Hydrological Properties

Calculations were carried out by means of an in-house version of the numerical
simulator "TOUGH" (Transport Of Unsaturated Goundwater and Heat; Pruess, 1987),
which includes vapor pressure lowering effects. To focus on the vertical movement of
fluxes, the simulation was carried out in one dimension, in a vertical tuff column of
600 m, which is the approximate distance from the land surface to the water table at
the proposed repository site. We first employed a highly simplified stratigraphic
description, assuming uniform hydrologic parameters that were representative of the
proposed repository host formation (the Topopah Spring welded unit). The welded tuff
unit is intensely fractured, with an average continuum fracture permeability about four
orders of magnitude larger than the matrix permeability. We use an effective contin-
uum approximation which allowed us to use one set of hydrological parameters for the
description of fluid flow ill the fractured porous medium. This is accomplished by
coding effective continuum characteristic curves as given in Appendix A into TOUGH.
The numerical computation is first carricd out without the imposition of a lowered
humidity boundary condition. The ground surface and the water table serve as con-
stant temperature boundaries maintained at 286 K and 304 K, respectively. The water
table serves also as a pressure boundary with the constant pressure Po of 1 bar, while a
"no flow" boundary is imposed at the top, so that the gas pressure at each elevation

will adjust itself to Po-pggz, whereas the equilibrium liquidpressure depends also on
the capillary suction. Then the lowered-humidity boundary condition is implemented
at the land surface for the second part of the calculations.

In Figure 1 we show the fluxes in the liquid and gas phase. Results obtained
prior to imposition of reduced-humidity boundary conditions are labeled "reference

case", and those with imposed humidity boundar), condition are labeled accordingly by
"50% humidity". Units of flux are in both kg/m_'-s (bottom scale) and mm/yr of water
(top scale). The label "vapor" in the figures denotes the total vapor flux arising from
binary diffusion, as represented by Equation 1, as well as pressure-driven Darcy flow.
The figures display the fluxes as a function of elevation, with positive values for
upward fluxes, and negative values for downward fluxes. Figure 1 shows result with
the enhanced value of [_=1 for vapor diffusion, and the value corresponding to material

properties XOSg= .0018 for the air diffusion. For the "reference case", the upward
vapor flux is balanced by the downward flow of the condensed liquid, resulting in zero
net moisture migration. The larger magnitude of the vapor fluxes at depth arises from
the geothermal gradient. With the imposition of a 50% relative humidity boundary
condition, both the liquid flux and the vapor flux are upward, giving rise to a net
upward migration of moisture. Vapor flux first decreases with elevation from the 6

water table because of the decrease of temperature; at 300 na above the water table,
vapor pressure lowering effects come into play from the lowered humidity boundary
condition applied at the land surface, and the magnitude of vapor flux increases with
elevation. The moisture flux from the upper portion of the formation consists almost
entirely of vapor. The decrease of liquid flux with elevation arises from non-linear
liquid-flow effects, since the lower liquid saturation with elevation from the imposed
boundary condition, while giving rise to a stronger upward capillary driving force, also
results in a rapid decrease in liquid relative permeability. The total upward moisture
flux is seen to be approximately .04 mm yr-1 in Figure lb.
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Simulations were also carried out for three other values of 13=.0018, .05, and .33.
The simulated results are summarized in Figure 2, which is a log-log plot of fluxes
versus the vapor diffusion strength 13. The upward v_por fluxes plotted arc the simu-
lated values at 2.5 m below the land surface, when no lowered humidity boundary
condition is present, the vapor fluxes fall on a straight line of unit slope on the log-log
plot, illustrating the linear dependence of the diffusion vapor flux on 13,which follows

• from Equations 1 and 2. With the 80 % humidity boundary cor,dition at the land sur-
face, the upward moisture flux is predominantly carried by the vapor phase when [3 is
larger than .05, Only for the smallest value of [3=.0018 doc:; the liquid phase flux con-

" tribute significantly to the total upward moisture flux. For the range of values of [3
examined, the rate of moisture removal ranges from about .002 mm/yr to .04 mm/yr
with the lowered humidity boundary condition of 80%. Similar results were obtained
for the humidity boundary condition of 50%. Figure 2 therefore summarizes the fol-
lowing: (1) For the reference case, the vapor flux increases linearly with 13. In the
absence of an imposed lowered humidity boundary condition, the upward vapt,r flux is
balanced by the downward condensed liquid flux, resulting in no net loss of moisture
from the formation. (2) With the lowered-humidity boundary condition at the surface,
the magnitude of the total moisture flux is larger than, but of the same order of magni-
tude as, the vapor flux of the reference case. Hence the strength of the vapor diffusion
both controls, and gives a good estimate, of the amount of moisture which is removed
from the formation under an imposed lowered relative humidity boundary condition.

By varying 13over a large range up to the greatly enhanced value of 1, we have
bracketed the possible range of magnitude of moisture flux out of a column of welded
tuff. Since the value of 13dictates the rate of vapor-dominated moisture removal from
hurnidity boundary conditions, our estimates for a column of welded tuff remain per-
tinent to the actual formation with layers of different hydrological properties. To sub-
stantiate our claim, we now turn to sample calculations where the effects of stratigra-
phy are included.

Inclusion of Stratigraphy in 1-D Column Simulations

We included a simplified stratigraphy consisting of alternating layers of welded
and non-welded tuff, in our simulations. The division of hydrologic units and spatial
discretization for numerical simulation are shown in Figure 3a. The non-welded units
of tuff are only sparsely fractured and may be treated as a porous medium, while the
effective continuum approximation still applies for the highly fractured welded units.
For choice of layer thickness, material properties and characteristic curves we refer the
reader to our detailed report (Tsang and Pruess, 1990). In Figure 3b we show the

" steady-state liquid satuation profile for the reference case, which clearly demonstrates
the effects from different hydrological properties in the alternating layers. Simulated

. results for fluxes are shown in Figure 4, those for the "reference case" prior to the
imposition of humidity boundary conditions in 4a, and those when a boundary condi-
tion of 50% humidity is imposed in Figure 4b. Figure 4b shows that, whereas in the
welded unit both the liquid and vapor flow _;ontribute to the upward transport of mois-
ture, in the top 250 m the removal of moistL_refrom the fo_xnation comes mostly from
the vapor flow. In comparing the fluxes for the layered column with different charac-
teristic curves (Figure 4) to those for the 1-D welded column with no stratigraphy
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(Figures 1), it is clear that the moisture removal from the formation is of" the same
order of magnitude, confirming our earlier claim that vapor diffusion strength is the
controlling factor for the amount of moisture that is removed from the formation with
a lowered humidity boundary condition.

These results show that the presence of a realistic stratigraphy of alternating
layers of nonwelded and welded units with very different hydrological properties has
minor effects on the magnitude of moisture removal due to the "humidity" boundary
Condition. With a typical enhanced vapor diffusion strength of [3=1, our' studies show
that the amount of upward moisture flux (predominantly vapor) from the tuff column is
equivalent to ---.04 mm/yr of water. We therefore conclude from our calculations that
the rate of moisture removal from vapor transport has an upper limit of about .1
mm/yr.

Upstream Weighting Scheme for a Stratigraphic Interface

In the course of our study on stratigraphic columns with alternate layers of
nonwelded and welded units, we discovered that order-of-magnitude discontinuities in
absolute and relative permeabilities at a lithologic contact give rise to artificially large
resistance to flow with the usual numerical scheme of harmonic weighting of absolute
permeability and upstream weighting of relative permeability. We carried out exten-
sive investigations into the treatment of flow at stratigraphic interfaces (between
porous/porous fractured media) in numerical studies. Our conclusion is that there is no
single interface weighting scheme that would be optimal for ali conditions. The only
generally applicable weighting scheme which avoids gross errors in general two phase
flow in composite media is the complete 100% upstream weighting of the effective
permeability (product of absolute and relative permeability), which we employed to
resolve the numerical difficulty in our calculations.
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APPENDIX A

Effective Continuum Characteristic Curvt_

In the effective continuum at)proximation, one set of hydrological parameters i,s

defined for the description of fluid flow in the fractured porous medium. "l'he effective

• continuum parameters are" permeabilities to the liquid and gas phase, kI and kg, rela-

tive penneabilities krl, krg ? and the capillary suction Psuc, ali expressed in terms of the
independent variable, effective continuum liquid saturation St . When an effective con-

" tinuurn approximation is applicable, it is necesary to define the effective continuum

parameters in terms of matrix and fracture parameters. "Itm corresponding parameters
for the fracture and matrix media will be denoted by subscript f and m respectively.

(1) Threshold liquid ,saturation

I,et S t be the liquid saturation of the effective continuum, lt is expressed in terms
of the matrix and fracture saturations as follows (Pruess et al., 1990):

Slm_ m+ Slt_)f
S z = _ _ (A-l)

_)m + Cf '

where t:x)th _m and _f are void fractions defined in terms of the total w)lume,

Vto t =Vm+V r . lA-2)

'lbtal effective porosity is _ = _m + _f' The threshold saturation, Sth is defined as the

continuunl liquid saturati(m at the juncture when the matrix is fully saturated and the

fracture is dry, that is, Sth is the value of S l in [kluation (A-I) where Slm is 1 and Stf
is O,

¢,n Of
Sth : -_._ _ = 1 _ . (A-3)

q'he reasoning which leads' to the definition of threshold liquid saturation is as follows.

An effective continuum concept is only applicable when approximate local thermo-

dynamic equilibrium exists between matrix and fractures. Because the capillary suction
in the matrix is much stronger than that in the fracture, lrxcal equilibrium irnplies that

the liquid saturation in the fracture will remain near zero until matrix saturation

reaches l(R)%. The concept of a liquid threshold saturation as defined by Equation (A-

3) is based on the approximation that the enormous disparity of the strength of capil-

,_ lary suction in the matrix and fractures will cause the fractures to remain completely

dry until the matrix becomes fully saturated during imbibition; and for the fractures to

be c()mpletcly drained before the matrix begins to desaturate during drainage, Wt

" have found the atx)ve approximation to be an excellent one ftore running 2-D simula-

tions of discrete fracture and matrix systems with infiltration.

l=ron_ Equation (A-I), given the liquid saturation of the effective continuum, St ,

the matrix and fracture liquid saturation are as follows:

St, ,= St/Sth, Sri-=0; for St 'S_-.Str'

(St-Sth)
Sl,,,-= I Slf= ....... -7..... ; for S t > Sth (A-4)

' (1.._Sth)
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(2) Effective Continuum Capillary Suction

The capillary suction for the effective continuum in terms of the continuum
saturation St is

Psuc(St) = Psuc(Stm-8) for S l < Sth

(1-S t )
= Psuc(1-8). for St ___Sth (A-5)

(1-Sth)

The matrix characteristic curve is used for Psuc. The formulation in Equation (A-5)
gives a continuous curve as the continuum liquid saturation passes through the thres-
hold value. Below the threshold, it follows the suction curve for the matrix; above the

threshold, the capillary suction in the fracture varies linearly with St. The parameter 8
is introduced to represent air entry effects; i.e., a finite suction is required to reduce the
matrix saturation from S/m=l. It gives the added advantage that the slope of
dPsuc/dS/m remains finite at Sth. The infinite slope of dPsuc/dSlm at Stm= 1 would have
made the transition across the threshold impossible physically and numerically. A
choice of 6 corresponding to a suction pressure of 2000 Pascals (.2 m of H20 ) is
sufficient to render the numerical computation possible.

(3) Effective Continuum Liquid and Gas Permeability

The effective continuum liquid and gas permeabilities as functions of the effective
continuum liquid saturation are defined in terms of the permeabilities in the matrix and
fracture continua (Pruess et al., 1990).

kl(Sl) =km(1-_f)krm(S/m) for S l _<Sth

=km(1 -_f) +k'fkrf(S/f) for Sl >Sth (A-6)

Equation (A-6) makes use of the fact that below Sth, the liquid saturation in the frac-
ture continuum is 0 and therefore the relative permeability to the liquid in the fracture
is zero; whereas above Sth, the matrix continuum is fully saturated with relative per-
meability equals 1. The km and k r are respectively the saturated continuum permeabili-
ties for the matrix and fracture. The effective continuum permeability to the gas is
approximated as the difference between the saturated pern'eability of the effective con-
tinuum and the permeability to the liquid phase, that is,

kg(Sl ) = [ km(1- Of) + kf] - k I (Sl). (A-7)

",,,here the expression in the square bracket is the saturated permeability of the effective
continuun.a.

lm
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Phasic Pressure Different, Effects

In Two-Phase Flow For Dissolved. Gas Exsolution*

by

Stephen W, Webb I and John C, Chen z

INTRODUCTION

" Two-phase flow in porous media exists at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

(WIPP) in the salt surrounding the repository. Under undisturbed conditions,

the salt is probably brine saturated, However, dissolved gases are expected to
" come out of solution as the brine pressure decreases due to mining activities.

The pressure in the gas bubbles will be much greater than that in the brine due
to surface tension effects.

The pressure difference between the phases is traditionally based on a

capillary pressure curve. However, this relationship is not appropriate for the

case of dissolved gas coming out of solution. The capillary pressure curve is a

measure of the pressure difference between the liquid in the poyous medium and

gas at the boundary; it is no__!ta measure of the pressure difference between the

fluid and trapped gases. The difference between these two curves is illustrated

in Figure i. The capillary pressure curve is especially appropriate at low

liquid saturations where the gas phase is the continuum. The gas exsolution

pressure curve is appropriate for trapped gas bubbles at high liquid saturations

(low gas saturations) where the liquid phase is the continuum. As can be seen

in Figure i, the two curves are applicable at opposite ends of the liquid

saturation scale and have opposing shapes.

Similar problems exist in solution-gas-drive reservoir simulations where

dissolved gas comes out of solution and in the wetting and drying cycles of a

porous medium where gas can become trapped. No study of the phasic pressure
difference for solution-gas-drive reservoirs has been found. However, for the

trapped gas case, the recognition that the trapped gas exists at a higher .

pressure than the gas pressure used for the capillary curve has been recognized

for a long time (Peck, 1960', Chahal, 1964). Recent experimental results of

Stonestrom and Rubin (1989a, 1989b), who measured trapped gas fractions and

relative permeabilities for wetting and drying cycles, indicate that trapped gas

can occupy a considerable fraction of the pore space (up to 10% or more).

MODEl, DEVELOPMENT

In order to evaluate the effects for the WIPP, a preliminary model for the

phasic pressure difference between the gas coming out of solution (gas

exsolution) and the liquid phase has been developed. The phasic pressure
difference can be written as

2 o

" AP = Pbub " Pbrine = r (i)
e

l Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM.

z Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA,

* This work is sponsored by the U, S. Department of Energy under Contract No,
DE-AC04- 76- DP00789.
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Relating r. to the amount of gas present and assuming that the gas is in a,
constant number of equal size spherical bubbles (obviously a very simple

analysis),

3
S = V = r (2)
g gas e

k

-1 -1/3 -]./3
AP _ r _ S - C S . (3)

e g g

In order to evaluate the proportionality constant, the conditions at

incipient formation of a gas continuum from a fully liquid saturated condition,

or the mobile gas fraction, have been used, The capillary pressure at this

condition is commonly called the breakthrough pressure (Dullien, 1979), so

C = AP sI/3
g = Pbr S (4)g,mob

and

1/3

AP = Pbub - Pbrine " Pbr [___mob] (5)
k g J

where Pbr and Sg,mobare the breakthrough pressure and the mobile gas saturation,
respectively. The conditions of interest in the present application are those ,

"n the halite surrounding the WIPP repository. According to Davies (1990a,

1990b), the best estimate intrinsic permeability is 10-21 m2 with an approximate

breakthrough pressure of i0. MPa, and the mobile gas saturation value is 0.20,

The threshold pressure referred to by Davies (1990a) is the same as the

breakthrough pressure discussed above and is equivalent to a 0.016 #m pore

radius. Based on these values, the phasic pressure difference is given by

AP = 5.85 S"I'3/ MPa. (6)
g

This relationship is obviously a major simplification of the actual process, but

it should give qualitative results. °

The above relationship relates the phasic pressure difference to the local

saturation. However, there are additional physical limits on the actual bubble

pressure. The total pressure in the bubble is the sum of the gas and vapor
pressures, or

Pbub = Pgas + Pvap' (7)
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The max.l.mu,u gas pressure in the bubble is the pressure at. wht.c:h the liquid is
sat:urated with dissolved gas, For the WIPP, an upper bound pore pressure ts
approximately 15 MPa (Nowak, ct. al,, 1988), For the present analys;l.s, the
llqutd will be assumed to be saturated wtth dissolved gas at: this pressure,

As stated above, the bubble pressure consists of the gas pressure plus the

vat_o_r pressure, Unlike the gas pressure, the vapor pressure is affec, ted by the
pv-c::sc,nce of the, curw_.d bubble surface and by the presence of dissolved gas in
the l fqt_Id as d.Lseussed by Ward, ec al, (1910). Howevc:.,r, in the present
slt.uatiol_, the sa_uratt.on vapor pressure at: 30°C is only 4,2 kPa, or 0,0042 MPa,

. wtlt¢;'ti ts negl. l.gible compared co the maximum gas pressure va]ue of 15 MPa,
'l'l_e _c_fore, any vapor pressure lowering effee ts due to c.urved surfiaces or
dissolved gas will be neglected,

' EVALUAT I0N

C.)nc.,oti the more important parameters in the performance assessment tior the
_./lt'P [:; ttlc., brirle flow rate into the repository since it affects the rate of gas
_p,ellelTatT, loll iii the repository and ts the vehicle for radt.onuclide transport, The
eft. ect oi this pliasic pressure difference is illustrated by computation of the
I o.D racLial t)rt.ne inflow rate to an isolated turmel with a 4,5 m radius, This

configuration i.s a simplification of a reference waste disposal room in the WIPP
and has bc.,ell used for earlier brine inflow rate studies (Nowak, et al.,, 1988),

Two l lI, ttirlg cases for brine inflow are no dissolved ga;_ (the smallest possible
gas volume) and brine saturated with dissolved gas assuming equal phasic

l_rc,ssures (the maximum gas volume), Note that equal phasic pressures is the
cLc_,i_.aLtlt:model in the TOUCH code, Between these, two ,:ases is the situation where

tIl_,phases are. at different pressures, The phasic pressure difference will be
eval_tat:ed by t.he present- model, This analvsI.s of the brine inflow rate has been

I,ei-fc, r'med by a modified version of the TO1JGIt code (Pruess, 1987), The ,,axtmum
btibt_le pressure is the dissolved gas saturation value (15 MPa) plus the loca?
vapor presr:_ure; i.f a lower pressure is cal.culated by TOUGH, that val.ue is used.
'l't__ parameters used iii t:t_e, anal.ysis are summarized iri Tabl.e 1, A constant

caf, J liax:'y p iT¢,.':;.';t.ll:"e was used to eliminate this effect as a driving force, for
fl¢,w, '1't,_.: Sarldt.a f.uncti, ons (Pruess, 19873 were used for t.he relative

t,el"meabl l. it.y Lo irmlude the effect of zero gas relative permeability below 20_
,,#t._ sagLlratloll, Iri additt.oLi to the parameters given :l.n Table 1, the absolute
c_t'uot7 conve.::gence criteria, RE2, was decreased from its default value of 1.0 to

I,F-4 tn orcl_l:" to more efficient.l.y resol.ve the dissolved gas exsolution.

'l'tlc._ l'esults of: this analysis are presented In Figure 2 . This figure
[,I,c:Sell{:S t..}te raLlo of the cumulative brine Inflow for two-phase condi, ttons to
tire tot:al brtl_e [rl[l.ow for the case oi no dissolved gas, For the case of equal.

, [,tta._;it: [,t-_;,:;til:'t-,s, which is the default: model iri TOUGH, tile cumu].atl.ve brine
it,tlc,w c-_:tl, bc._ rtp to 2.1 times t:he value wl. th no dissolved gas. Note that in
_ll.is c_.'-;te, l:i_: mobi..le gas saturation of 20_ is reached late in t:he simu]ation at

',,9 x 10 u ._;c..c,_nds (120 years), Bef_rc:: this time, the ga.,; stays in place in the
._;alt. 1t t.l_e present phasic pressure cttffererlce model i.s used, the cu,lul.ative
brlyre i._[l, ow is; only up to 1,5 time.s tile no dl.ssolved gas case, or less than
_al[. t.tie i_c:_'_:_sc.: seen fo_7 equal phasi(: pressures. Gas _low does not occur in

I t_l.s (.t,._;c: a._.; t,t,c: toe.al gas sattlration val.ue 1s always si.gnt _icantl.y br-_low the
I,¢,t:,il_ gas ._i:_t.tirat. l.or_ value, Thus, the t.nfluer_ce of phasic pressure dlffererme.
¢:_n be .'.;i_,_lltt(:ant on t.he t.nte_.rated Io_.-i._le Inf.'low rate for t:he WIPP,
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Prob_e_I_Parameters

Problem Geometry I-D Radial.
Probleln Fluids Water, Air

Repository Conditions
Radius 4.5 m

Pressure O. i MPa

Gas Saturation i,0 '

Salt Conditions

Porosity O, 01

Permeability l0-sl m2
Initial Pressure 15 MPa

Gas Saturation 0,0 (All Brine)
Dissolved Gas Saturated

Compressibility Incompressible Matrix

Cspillary Pressure Constant

Relative Pe_meability Sandia functions

_=0,45, Slr=0,, SIB=O,8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the salt surrounding the WIPP repository, two-phase flow may exist due to

dissolved gas exsolution, Due to surface tension effects, these two phases may

exist at significantly different pressures. Based on a simplified phasic

pressure difference model, this effect has been evaluated using a simplified

repository model. For the case of brine saturated salt, exsolution of dissolved

gas may increase the cumulative flow rate into the repository by a factor of 2.1

if equal phasic pressures are assumed; note that equal phasic pressures are
assumed in TOUGH. If the current phasic pressure difference model is used, the

integrated brine inflow only increases by a factor of 1.5, or less than half of

the increase for the equal phasic pressure case. Thus, the phasic pressure
difference effect may be significant for brine inflow into the WIPP.
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Verification of TOUGH2
Against a Semianalytical Solution

for Transient Two-phase Fluid and Heat Flow
in Porous Media

Christine Doughty and Karsten Pruess
Earth Sciences Division

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

,lh

Introduction

A sernianalytic_ solution for transient two-phase fluid and heat flow in a uniform
porous medium surrounding a constant-strength linear heat source has been developed,
using the similarity transformation rl=r/q-[ to convert the governing equations from
partial differential equatiorts to ordinary differential equations. Although the similarity
solution requires a simplified geometry, it incorporates ali the two-phase fluid and heat
flow processes present inthe numerical model TOUGH [Pruess, 1987], including non-
linear thennophysical fluid and material properties.

The solution has been applied to partially saturated porous media initially at tem-
peratures well below saturation temperature. At early times, heat transfer from the
heat source is primarily conductive, but as temperature increases to near the saturation
temperature, vaporization of liquid phase and convective heat transport of gas-phase
flow away from the heat source become important. Capillar3, forces drive a back_flow
of liquid phase toward the heat source, setting up a countertWc.,wknown as a heat pipe.
As time progresses the heat pipe moves away from she heat source, leaving a gas-
phase zone where heat transfer is again primarily conductive.

This complex flow pattern provides a rigorous test of many of the capabilities of
TOUGH and of a more recent successor code, TOUGH2. Comparisons to date have
shown excellent agreement between TOUGH2 and the similarity solution for a variety
of conditions. Additionally, much insight has been gained by comparing the numerical
and semianalytical approaches to solving tklis problem.

The primary, motivation for the development of the similarity solution is the need
to study conditions that might develop within and around the proposed geologic reposi-
tory, for high-level nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, which would be located
in a partially-saturated, highly-fractured volcanic formation. In this application, a
string of cylindrical waste canisters is modeled as a linear heat source. The similarity
solution may be applied to study heat and mass transfer for a variety of other heat

" sources, such as buried power-transmission cables, volcanic dikes, agricultural root-
zone heating operations, or underground thermal energy storage systems.

Physical Processes

The conditions surrounding a waste canister at some time after emplacement are
shown schematically in Figure 1. In the heat-pipe region, heat transier is primarily
convective. Near the heat source liquid water vaporizes, causing pressurization of the
gas phase and gas-phase flow away from the heat source. The water vapor condenses
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in cooler regions away fl"om the heat source, depositing its latent heat of vaporization
there. This sets up a saturation profile, with liquid saturation increasing away from the
heat source. The saturation gradient drives the backflow of the liqdid phase toward the
heat source through capi!lary forces. The liquid then vaporizes again and repeats the
cycle. This convective heat transfer is very efficient compared to conduction, so it
occurs under nearly isothermal conditions. In contrast, in the conductive regions large

temperature gradients exist, so the length of the heat pipe strongly influences the tem- II

perature conditions at the canister. The transient liquid- and gas-phase flows are sub-
ject to highly nonlinear relative permeability effects, and fluid properties depend in
nonlinear fashion on temperature and pressure. ,,

Mathematical Model

When gravity effects are neglected and the heat source is considered to be
infinitely long, the system has a one-dimensional radial symmetry. For an infinite
homogeneous medium, with uniform initial conditions, surrounding a heat source of
constant (time-independent) strength, the coupled partial differential equations govern-
ing fluid and heat flow can be transformed into simpler ordinary differential equations
through the use of a similarity variable, rl= r/,/7. This change of variable is known as
the Boltzmann transformation in heat conduction problems. It has been applied to the
thermohydrologic behavior of geologic media by O'Sullivan [1981], who used it to
analyze geothermal weil-test data. Other researchers also have used the similarity con-
cept for this purpose, but limited themsel,ves to simplified thermodynamic relationships

to allow quasi-analytic solutions.

Following O'Sullivan [1981], we consider the fully non-linear problem with real-
istic thermodynamic relationships, which requires a numerical integration of the cou-
pled differential equations. The present work differs from O'Sullivm_'s treatment in
that the mass flux boundary condition at r = 0, appropriate for geothermal production or
injection wells, is here replaced by a heat flux boundary condition. Furthermore we
include capillary pressure, heat conduction effects, and an air component. These are
unimportant for the geothermal well test problem, but are essential for the heat-driven
problem in a part,ally saturated medium considered here.

After the similarity transformation, the problem is posed as a set of six coupled
first-order nonlinear ordinary differential equations, for six unknowns: pressure, tem-
perature (or saturation), air partial pressure, heat flux, mass flux of water, and mass
flux of air. Details of the mathematical derivation are given in Doughty and Pruess
[1990]. Solution of the equations is straightforward in principle, by numerically
integrating from rl=0 to rl=,,,,, but in practice several complications arise that require
special numerical techniques. One difficulty is posed by the nature of the boundary
conditions, which specify the value of some variables at 1"1=0and others at rl=,,,,; thus
no complete set of starting values is available for integration. The solution to this
problem is to use an iterative integration scheme, known as the shooting method
[Press et al., 1986]. At the lower limit of the integration values are guessed for the
missing boundary conditions, and the numerical integration is carried out. At the
upper limit of the integration, the values of the variables are compared to the specified
boundary conditions. A Newton-Raphson iteration is used to find improved values for
the missing boundary conditions at q=0 and the integration is repeated. This
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procedure continues until the value of each variable at n=,_, matches the specified
boundary condition there. A second complication arises from the need for a different
set of primary variables depending on phase conditions. Under single-phase conditions
pressure, temperature, and air partial pressure constitute a set of primary variables,
while under two-phase conditions saturation replaces temperature, which depends on
pressure and saturation. Thus the integration procedure must keep track of the phase
conditions and make a change of primary' variables at phase-change points.

lr

Illustrative Results

" The boundary and initial conditions and the material properties for a sample prob-
lem comparing TOUGH2 and the similarity solution are shown in Table 1. The boun-
dary conditions represent a "closed hole" or backfilled waste canister; that is, there is
no water or air flow at the canister (O_, =0/, =0). Heat source strength is specified by
the variable Q,. For the most part, the parameters in Table 1 are typical of the Yucca
Mountair_ site., with tile exception that int15.'nsicpermeability has been increased by a
factor of 10,000 and capillary suction decreased corTespondingly by a factor of
'/10,(X)0=100 to cre,ate a problem that conveniently illustrates some interesting features
of the solution. Neither change is necessary for either TOUGH2 or the similarity solu-
tion to work in general. Figure 2 shows TOUGH2 results superposed on the output of
the similarity solution. The agreement is excellent. Details of the TOUGH2 calcula-
tion will be described below, following a description of some of the general features of
tile solution. The horizontal axis is z =ln(rl)=ln(r/'/7), so these profiles may be viewed
as spatial profiles for a given time, with radial distance increasing from left to right, or
a time seqtlence for a given point in space, with time increasing from right to left.
Figure 2a shows temperature, pressure, air-mass-fraction, and liquid-saturation profiles.
The large linear temperature gradient in the single-phase gas zone (z <-8.5)indicates
that heat transfer is conduction-dominated there. The more gradual temperature
decline for -8.5 < z <-8.0 indicates that convective heat transfer, the heat-pipe process,
accounts for much of the heat transfer in this region, while for z >-8 conduction again
dominates. The sharp air-mass-fraction profile that coincides with the outer edge of
the heat pipe illustrates how the heat pipe effectively purges the near-canister region of
air. Figure 2b' shows heat-flow and water-flow profiles; at this scale air flow is too
small to see. Mass flows are largest in the heat-pipe region, where a countercurrent
flow c)f liquid and vapor is seen. Total water flow, Q_,, the sum of liquid and vapor
flows, O_ =Ql + O_, is positive, but quite small by comparison. In the region beyond
the heat pipe (z >-8) Q,,, is _so positive; this net flow away from the heat source
arises because the vapor forming near the heat source is much less dense than the

, liquid water it replaces.
A one-dimensional radial mesh with 108 elements, the 'fine mesh', was used for

the T()UGH2 calculation shown in Figure 2. The mesh spacing is nonuniform, with
" ii,_est spacing (0.03 m) used where the sirnilarity solution predicts sharp gradients.

qhe TOUGH2 calculation was carried out for 6.3 years, requiring 800 time steps and
8.5 minutes of CPU time on the Cray X-MP at the Na_onal Energy Research Super-
computer Center at Lawrence Livermore National Labormory.

Ir_ addition to the calculation shown in Figure 2, two additional TOUGH2 runs
were made for this problem, using different discretizations in order to study mesh
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effects. These meshes were designed with steadily increasing spacing, to reflect the
radial geometry of the problem, but do not account for the details of the solution, as
does the fine mesh. The 'medium mesh' has 122 elements, with a minimummesh

spacing of 0.10 m, and the 'coarse mesh' has 121 elements, with a minimum mesh
spacing of 0.30 m. The results of all three TOUGH2 runs are shown in Figure 3, indi-
cating that except at the inner edge of the heat pipe, all three meshes give identical
results. However, the length of the heat pipe, slightly increasing for the coarser
meshes, has a strong effect on temperature conditions at the heat source so it may be
important to get an accurate solution there. A 4-yearrcalculation period requires 510,
226, and 99 time steps for the fine, medium, and coarse meshes, respectively. Because
the meshes all have roughly the same number of elements, the computation time scales
approximately linearly with the number of time steps. The use of the similarity solu-
tion to optimize the mesh for the TOUGH2 calculation iUustrates the useful interaction
of numerical and semianalytical approaches to the problem.

Current Work

Several new features that are included in TOUGH2 have recently been added to
the similarity solution: vapor pressure lowering, enhanced vapor diffusion from pore-
level phase change effects, and Knudsen diffusion using the Klinkenberg b factor.
Additionally, the capability to use an effective continuum to represent a
fractured/porous medium has been added, which is necessary for a realistic treatment
of the Yucca Mountain site. TOUGH2 calculations including these new features will
be verified against the similarity solution in the near future.
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Table, 1. Six:citicatiom,; for the prc_b!cm sllown in Figures 2, amt 3.

Bounclat7 and Initial Conditions

TOUGH2 Similarity Solution

r = 0, all t z = In0]) = ln(r/,17) = ..-oo O_.= (507 W/m
(2,,, '- 0

_ O_ :0

t=(), allra:0 z=lnO])=ln(r/x/7 =+oo P-=I baL'

• and r = o,:,,ali g 7": 18°C

,5/: 0, 8

Material Propcmes

permeability 2(3×1(;15 m2 thermal conductivity 2 W/m K

porosity (),10 tortuosity 0,5

density 255() k_ln :_ biimw diffusion stren[,tl_ 2.6x10 -5 m2/s

heat capacity S()() .l/kg K

Characteristic Cul'ves [van Ge/lm:htetl, 1980]

krl "_'_7 1 ---(.1 -(Sl )l/k)k Si,. 9.6:<10-4

k,.g I-k_/ Sis l .()

[ ] l-k
1:': -@_(SI) -L/?"-I _v 0,45

,%" (S_.-,% )/(,% -.S_,.) & 0, 125 bars

Figure I. Schematic of lhc conditions achieved tit some time after wasle emplacement

(not to scale). Water is phmarily in the liquid phase in zone 4, because T <Tg_t; two-

plm.,;e conditions prevail in zom'.s 2 and 3, with 7"='/._'udlluid in zot_e 1 is in the gas

ptmsc, with 7' >'1_,,. In z()tlc 2 the liquid phase is immobile (SI <5],. ), wtlile in zone 3 the

liquid l)hase is mobilc (S/ >.% ), alli)wing heat-pipe develoImleIlt.
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described in Table 1. For clarity of presentation, not all points calculated with TOUGH2

are shown; those shown include values from profiles at 4 and 6.3 years,
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Figure 3. Temperature, pressure, air-mass-fraction, and liquid-saturation profiles calcu-

lated using TOUGH2 with three different mesh discretizations. The fine-mesh results are

those shown in Figure 2.
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USE OF TOUGH COMPUTER CODE TO SIMULATE

A LABORATORY-SCALE EXPERIMENT

by
Ronald T. Green, Ronald H, Martin and Steve Svedeman

, CNWRA, San Antonio, TX,

I, Introduction

w

Thermohydrological processes as related to a high-level waste repository

are investigated by performing non-isothermal experiments on partially-saturated

media. _le objective is to better understand the processes that contribute to

the complex flow phenomena expected to be present close to buried high-level
waste. An effort will be made to see if the observed results can be simulated

by the TOUGH code.

Presented in this paper are the preliminary results of the laboratory

experiments and numerical simulations performed using a modified version of the

TOUCH code. The intention of performing the simulation is to evaluate the theory

incorporated into the TOUGH code.

II. Experimental Setup

The laboratory experimental apparatus consisted of two differently-sized

and planar-shaped plexiglass test chambers constructed with heat exchangers

attached to two opposing ends. The media consisted of various mixes of silica

glass beads with pre-determined levels of water saturation. Several tests have

been conducted with these apparatus, one of,which is described as follows.

Test 5 was the last experiment conducted as part of this exercise. The

test chamber used for this experiment was a plexiglass-sided container with

dimensions of 5.75 in. x 8.].5 in, x 0.75 in (Figure I). The end plates were

anodized aluminum of which two were heat exchangers to permit the circulation of

fluids at specified temperatures. The side walls of the container were insulated

with 0.75 in. thick styrofoam to minimize heat loss and attendant fluctuations
in temperature.

The medium for Test 5 consisted of a mixture of equal volumes of 40- and

80-micron diameter glass beads. The beads were mechanically mixed and then

saturated to a degree of 60%. After the container was filled halfway with th'.
bead mixture, an artificial fracture was emplaced by sprinkling 160-micron

diameter glass beads at an ave_9ge thickness of 500 microns across the surface

of the bead mixture. A uniformly-thick fracture was not possible, however, by

the nature in which the larger-sized beads were emplaced. The remaining half of

the container was then filled with the pre-mixed, partially-saturated glass
" beads.

After fil.ling with the glass bead mixture, the container was closed

except for two ports located in the side walls. The ports were used for

injection of colored dyes into the medium. Wqnen not in use, the ports were
sealed.
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The two vertically-oriented end plates contained the heat exchangers whose

temperatures were adjusted to impo_ a horizontal temperature gradient across the
test chamber. The maximum temperature differential between the end plates was

40°C (with the end plates at 20 and 60"C) for a temperature gradient of 2.7°C/cm,

The left end plate was initially raised to 60°C, however soon in the experiment

the temperature gradient was reversed so "chat the temperature of the right end

plate was set at 60°C and the left at 20°C. This imposed temperature gradient was
maintained for the duration of the experiment.

The movement of water moisture was monitored visually (and photographed)

by removing the styrofoam insulation for short periods of time and through use

of a gamma-ray densitometer that periodically scanned the test container

throughout the course of the experiment, The densitometer had a 500 millicurie
Cesium-].37 source with a Ludlum Instruments Nai detector,

III, Experimental Results

The porosity of the bead mixture meditun was calculated to be approximately

34,5%, The hydrological characteristics of the test medium were measured by

conducting a positive-pressure, porous-plate experiment (ASTM Method D 2325) on

the glass beads, The saturated bead mixture was subject to positive pressures
up to 29,400 Pascals (3 meters of water), Because of the relatively coarse
nature of the medium, most non-residual moisture was driven from the medittm under

this pressure. The van Genuchten parameters were determined by regression to the

observed data (van Genuchten, 1978), The van Genuchten-Mualem parameters were

calculated as follows: alpha = 0.7586; n = 7,3819 and residual saturation =
0.095.

Although densitometer measurements correlated positively with moisture

movement observed in the test chamber, moisture content levels in the test
chamber measured with the densitometer had insufficient resolution to be used

quantitatively. Information gathered during the experiment that proved to be

more useful was photographs of the locations of the dyes injected into the medium

in order to visibly track the movement of water, Photographs illustrating the

locations of the dyes at days 7, 14 and 23 of the experiment are included as

Figures 2, 3 and 4.

Test 5 of the separate effects experiments produced results of interest in

two areas, both of which are associated with the nature of flow of water through

porous media with a simulated fracture. The initial direction of dye flow next

to .he heated end plate was downward to the bottom of the container then toward
the interior of the chamber until the simulated fracture was encountered. As

evidenced by the dye, water did not cross the fracture. Rather, it moved upward

thus forming what appeared to be a convection cell, The dye became too diluted

beyond this poit_c to be useful as an indicator of water flow direction or of the

existence of the upper portion of the suspected convection cell.

The second observation of interest in Test 5 was the effect that the

simulated fracture had upon flow within the test container. Water appeared to

flow up to but not across the fracture during the early stages of the experiment.

Late in the experiment, after sufficient water had migrated to the cool side of
the test container, the moisture content of the bead mixture medium next to the

fracture became sufficiently high so that the relatively larger sized pores of

the simulated fracture became saturated and water appeared to traverse the
fracture to the other side of the container.
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IV, Simulation of Experiment Using TOUGH (CTUFF)

A version of TOUGH that was adapted for use for the NRC',(MCTUFF) |las been

further adapted for use at the CNWRA (CTUFF), MCTUFF has been modified to
facili,tate data entry and interpretation of the simulation results, Planned

modifications include replacing the MA matrix solver with the ITPACK solver

developed at the University of Texas-Austin and incorporating table look-ups

instead of equation solving in determining the thermophysieal properties.

The CTUFF version of TUFF was used in the numerical simulation experiments

using a VAX 8700, The results of the CTUFI,'versiox_ were initially compared to

. published results (Pruess, 1987) for test examples Sam01 through Sam06, No

sign:l,ficant difference between the two sets of results was observed,

In particular, it is the intention of these numerical exercises to evaluate

the capabilities of TOUGH to simulate the two sLgnificant flow patterns observed
in Test 5, the apparent formation of a convection cell and the reluctance to flow

across the simu]sted fracture under less-than-saturated conditions, Although the
difficulty of sih, 'ating these complex processes have been documented (Runchal

et al,, 1985; studlcs by Nitao and Buscheek; and Pruess et al, for examples), it

is thought that such an assessment will provide valuable insight into the

thermohydrologlcal phenomena expected in the geologic medium near high-level
was te,

The simulated meditun is a vertically-oriented, two-dimensional (8.15 in,

by 5,75 in,) grid with variably-sized elements that decrease in width proximal
to the vertically-oriented, simulated fracture, The two vertical edges of the

container are simulated as constant-temperature (20 and 60"C), no-flow boundaries

and the two horizontal edges are treated as adiabatic, no-flow boundaries, The

simulated fracture is vertically located approximately half-way between the two
vertical edges,

VI, Simulation Exercise Results

The experiment was simulated using the TOUGH code for a period of about 35

days, similar to the duration of the laboratory experJment. Included in this

re.port are liquid and gas saturation levels computed for the last time step of

the Simulat:ion (Figures 5 and 6), As illustrated in the figures, the simu].ated

movement of water and water vapor responded to the effect of the heated
boundaries in a manner similar to what was observed in the lab, A notable

excepti.on to this was the moisture movement in the elements modeled as the
fracture. Closer inspection of the fracture elements revealed that the simulated

fracture had liquid saturation levels greater than adjoining matrix elements in

contrast to what would be expected with respect to capi].1.ary forces and the
relatively larger pore size of the fracture. The possible source for this

" discrepancy may in the selection of the van Genuchten parameters of the fracture
relative to those selected for the matrix. Further refinements in the model are

being attempted in an effort to more accurately simulate the above mentioned non-

" isotherma], physical processes, in general, and those processes affected by the
fracture, in particular,
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Two-Phase Flow and Solute Transport Simulations
in a Tuff Drillcore

Tim McCartin, Richard Codell, Tom Nicholson US NRC
Todd Rasmussen University of Arizona

o

INTRODUCTION

. The Department of Energy is considering disposing high-level radioactive waste
(HLW) in unsaturated, fractured tuff. lt is uncertain how heat output from the
waste will affect the thermal-hydrologic environment surrounding the waste
package and the flow field in vicinity of the repository. The University of
Arizona (UAZ) under contract to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), has
conducted investigative experiments in partially-saturated tuff drillcores to
better understand the phenomena that control non-isothermal fluid flow and
solute transport.

in addition to the experimental efforts, numerical simulations using the UAZ
experimental database are being performed by NRC staff as part of its work
under INTRAVAL which is an international project for examining the validity of
geosphere transport models in the context of nuclear waste disposal. The UAZ
laboratory and field experiments in unsaturated, fractured tuff are one test
case in INTRAVAL. NRC staff have simulated a drillcore experiment using the
TOUGHprogram for two-phase flow and an NRC-developed particle tracking routine
for solute transport. The results of the simulation analyses are used to
assess completeness and consistency in the experimental database and to assist
further experimental design.

EXPERIMENTALDESIGN

The UAZ experiment was designed to examine moisture redistribution and solute
movement, in response to a thermal gradient along the 'length of a
partially-saturated tuff drillcore (Davies, 1987). The drillcore (diameter of
6.4 cm and length of 12.99 cm), sealed along its length to preclude moisture,
vapor, and heat from escaping, was initially wetted to a saturation of 48% by
volume with a 875 ppm solution of potassium iodide. The drillcore was
orientated horizontally and subjected to a thermal gradient for 32 days.
Throughout the experiment a constant temperature of 5 °C was maintained at one
end of the drillcore while a constant temperature of 70 °C was maintained at
the other end.

During the course of the experiment, measurements of temperature and saturation
" were made using gamma-ray attenuation at I cm intervals along the length of the

drillcore. At the enO of the 32 day period the drillcore was cut into eight
sections of approximately equal length. Solute concentrations were determined

• in each section using high performance liquid chromatography.

The experimental results are presented in Figures 1 and 2. Following the
initial 12 hours of the experiment, the temperature gradient along the
drillcore was steady. The final moisture content was higher at the cold end
than at the warm end, while the solute distribution showed an opposite
relationship.
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SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF FLOW

The experiment was performed to investigate a phenomenon rather than to
validate a conceptual model, therefore, specific parametric values describing
hydrologic and thermal properties of the subject drillcore were not collected.
Due to the absence of parametric values specific to the drillcore, parametric
values obtained from analysing numerous similar drillcores from the same tuff
unit were used (Chuang, 1990). The use of these representative a'average"
values (see Table 1) served as a starting point with which to examine model
sensitivity, o

The TOUGHprogram (Pruess, 1987) was used to analyse model sensitivity to
parameters employed to characterize the hydrologic and thermal properties of
the drillcore. Local sensitivity (i.e., variation of a single parameter over
its perceived range of uncertainty while all other parameters remain at their
base case value) was examined for: permeability, binary diffusion coefficient,
thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and the shape of the characteristic
curves.

The findings of the sensitivity analysis were" 1) saturation in the drillcore
was sensitive to the permeability, diffusion coefficient, and the shape of the
characteristic curves; 2) saturation in the drillcore was insensitive to the
thermal properties (thermal conductivity and heat capacity); 3) temperature in
the drillcore was insensitive to all parametric variations attempted; and 4)
regardless of which parameter was varied, the simulations were generally
characterized by a sharp spatial transition from dry (<1% saturation) to wet
(>60% saturation) conditions within the drillcore in contrast to the gradual
transition observed in the experiment (see Figure 3). The most interesting
aspect of the simulation results was the sharp spatial transition from dry to
wet conditions. The reason for this sharp spatial transition is not well
understood and is being studied further, lt is worth noting that the effects
of heterogeneity and micro-fractures within the drillcore and osmotic forces
were not considered. These effects could drastically alter the characteristic
curves and thereby significantly affect the simulation results.

SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF TRANSPORT

Results of the two-phase flow simulations described above were used in this
analysis to calculate the transport and redistribution of the dissolved tracer
which was initially uniformly-distributed throughout the drillcore. A random-
walk particle-tracking algorithm (RWPTA) was developed to simulate the movement
of solute based on the liquid flux calculated by the TOUGHprogram. Briefly,
the RWPTAmodel consists of an advective component and a dispersive component
(i.e., the result of mechanical mixing and temperature dependent molecular
diffusion), lt was assumed that all particle movement occured in the liquid
phase and that 5,000 particles were sufficient to represent the solute mass.

a

Due to uncertainty in the parameters characterizing dispersion, three
simulations were conducted which included the following combinations of
transport phenomena' 1) advection, dispersion, and molecular diffusion, 2)
advection and molecular diffusion, and 3) advection. The results (see Figure
4) of the three different simulations were quite similar. Differences between
the simulations occur at the ends of the drillcore where the purely-advective
model predicts a larger number of particles as compared to the other two
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models, The effect of molecular diffusion significantly contributes to solute
motion at ends of the drillcore where there exist low velocity zones for liquid
water.

A comparison between experimental and simulation results was made of solute
concentration for the eight sections measured in the drillcore. Figure 5 shows
a comparison of solute amounts predicted with the "advective-dispersive" model
averaged over each section and the experimental results. Agreement is
qualitatively good, with modeled and measured peaks occurring in approximately
the sameplace. Quantitatively, the experimental values of solute amounts have
more pronounced changes than were predicted by the model, lt is most
interesting to note that the largest quantity of solute occurs 'in the section
adjacent to rather than in the section nearest the high temperature end. This
relationship could imply a drying out near the hot end of the drillcore and
thus no further movement of solute into the dry section. A drying of the hot
end of Lh_. drillcore was predicted in the TOUGHsimulation but was not observed
in the experiment (i.e., a 10 percent saturation was the lowest saturation
observed).

CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS

The TOUGHsimulation did not predict the somewhat-linear variation in
saturation along the drillcore (see Figure 3). The variation in solute along
the length of the drillcore was qualitatively represented using the
TOUGH-predicted fluid fluxes with a particle tracking algorithm. The reason
for this apparent discrepancy is unclear, although, the behavior at the hot end
of the drillcore may be linked to heterogeneity and micro-fractures in the
drillcore or osmotic forces. Further simulation based on representative
"average" parametric values is not considered useful. However, other
experiments being conducted at UAZ are designed to obtain parametric values for
the drillcore used in the experiment. Further experiments are also designed to
more frequently, in time, measure the saturation and attempt to
non-destructively measure solute movement during the experiment. These new
experiments should provide further information to reduce the uncertainty in the
current simulations and allow for a better understanding of flow and transport
phenomenaduring the thermal period of a high-level waste repository.
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Figure I. Initial and final saturations measured along Figure 2. Initial and final solute amounts per length
the length of a tuff drillcore subjected to as determined from the laboratory analysis

of a tuff drillcore subjected to temperature
a temperature gradient for 32 days. gradient for 32 days.

Table 1. Parametric values and their ranges used for simulating two-phase
flow using the TOUGHprogram and solute movement using a particle
tracking routine,

Parameter Units Base Case Value Range
l lltl

Permeability m2 4,0 E-16 4,0 E-14 to 4.0 E-17

van Genuchten fitting parameters;

1) alpha 1/kPa .046 .46 to .0046
2) n --- 1.3 1.45 to 1.15

Diffusion Coef. m2/s 2.13 E-5 2.13 E-4 to 2,13 E-6
(air/vapor)

Specific Heat J/kg°C 770 790 to 750

Thermal Cond. W/m°C 2.0 2.2 to 1.8

Porosity --- .19 ......

Dispersion Length m .002 ......

Diffusion Coef. m2/'s 3.6 E-lO ......
at 25 °C
(solute)
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Interpretation of Hydraulic Tests in a Two.Phase Flow System IJsing TOUGH

S. l:,'insterle I) and S, Mishra 2)

1) l,aboratory ¢)1Hydraulics, Hydrology alld Glaciology (VAW),
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (E'['I 1), Z_lrich, Switzerland

, 2) INTERA lhc., Austin, Texas, USA

1'his study presents an application of 7'()UGll.fi_r the interpretation of hydraulic tests conducted in a two-phase
environment at a potential site for the storage of low and interr,_,, !iate radioactive wastes in Central Switzerland,
Both, a water and a gas injection test was analyzed taking advantage of the two-phase capabilities of the numerical
simulator. 7'he parameters obtaPled by model calibration are compared to standard single-phase solutions,

77ze7'OUGll calculations indicate that single-phase evaluation methods are still applicable for determining the
absolute permeability provided an appropriate test sequence is available, Concerning the gas related parameters,
sensitivity studies show, that only an integrated mobility can be estimated due to the lack of parameter
ident(fiat_ility.

1. IN'I'I_()DUC'I'I()N

'l'he standard metl_od tbr determining in-situ hydraulic properties oi'a Ixmneable featt|re is to perfornl a series of
hydraulic tests, e,g, constant pressure, constant flow, or pulse tests, The analytical solutions commonly used for
alutlyziug such tc_stsasstmle that the formation is t'ully liquid saturated. The presence of a second (gas) ph,'lse may
affect the hydrogeologic measurements which may lead to errors in the estimation o1"the hydraulic parameters when
using siugle-phase evaluaticm metl)ods,

Na_.la, the Swiss Natiomd CooperalJve for the Storage of Radioactive Waste, is investigating the feasibility of
vari(_us I'ormatior|s as potential host rocks for a repository, At the Oberbauen-stock site which is known to have
tile I)(_tential lo coutain natural gas (mainly methane), a first phase of field investigations w_s conducted in 1987
inw_lviilg a detailed hydrattlic testiag program INT'B 88-031, In the context oi' hydrogeologic site characterization,
'I'OIJG 1-1is beiug use.ctfor the interpretation of these tests. Three aims are envisaged for the test interpretation:

C_t_Jl)arisou of lhc absoltitc, perm_abilities estimated by using either single-phase or two-phase evaluation

l)_.;leruliualioll ()f a net of gas relatt×l fornlation parameters, (e,g, tile initial gas saturation, relative permeability
autl capillary I)ressure l'uuctions), typical for the host rock
l((,,(_)ultJw.u(latiouson lt_ture testing all[l aualysis

Itr Ihis slu(ly we. describe the process of parameter estimation using TOUGtl as a wellbore simtllator. Two tests
arc analyze(l:

Water iujectiol_ test: coustaut pressure water iu.jetties followed by l)ressure recovery
Gas iujectio|_ tent: sequence of constant rate gas injections l'ollowed by I)ressure recoveries

2. WA'I'ER INJ E(71'I()N 'I'ES'I' IN'I'ERPRETA'I"ION

l'r_,hh'mSl)e_:i/i'_:ation

A countaill l)rensu|e water injection test has been selected for analysis because the calculated formation hexad
" iiidicaled an abn(:irrlial value, potentially restllting l'rolrl the presence oi" a free gas phase INIB 88-4811, A charige in

tttc.u_)bility alight Ix:,detected after havilig create.d a phase boundary by water injection.
Two packers isolated an interval of 19,1 m, 'Fhc flow regime was considered to be radially syminetric and

t_orizoutal. The foruialiorl was represented by 50 grid bl(x:ks with exponeiltially increasing radial distalicos til) to an
exler_lal racliun o1' 1()()Iu, The well was lrealed as a single grid block wifl_a raclius o1'0.48 iii and a volume of 0. II 0

3
l|l .

Wc.llbote Slt)rage does aet allect lhc, respouse of a co||slaiH-pressl|re tesi, but does inflt_ence tilt nature of the

sttl_:_eqttc,nl i)re_tue rec_vcry respo_se. The wellbore storage coefficient was calculated from the Ap vs, At

rc.luti()_shil_to bc 2.5 1()9 n_3 Pa 1, l:,'roi/i _.llle×trapolatio|_ of the iale-time pressure I'allolT data to infinite sht|l-.ir|
ti,_,c ()_ a I Ior_,t'x graph, the initial pressure was e.stiumted to be 2.8 bars,
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We assumed that the activities preceding the test sequence of interest have created a' composite system (Figure
1), The formation gas around the borehole has been displaced to residual saturation by drilling fluid invasion. The
permeability in this zone may have been altered due to clogging by mud particles. The system is thus
conceptualized as consisting of several radially symmetric concentric cylindrical zones, which include (a) the
borehole, (b) a skin zone with reduced permeability and at residual gas ,saturation, (c) an inner zone at residual gas
saturation, and (d) an outer zone at initial gas ,saturation, ,separated from the inner zone by a phase b_)undary. In this
case, we assumed the inner zone to be coincident with the skin.

Fluid parameters (density, viscosity, and internal energy of liquid water and vapor-air mixtures) are calculated
internally by TOUGH [Pruess, 1987; International Formulation Committee, 19671, Interval temperature is equal
19_'C.

Calibration

Although the first sequence of the test shows some variability oi" the injection pressure with time, it was
m(xleled as a period of water injection at a constant pressure of 60,0 bars, Borehole history effects were not included
in the analysis, as it was believed that the large pressure differential of approximately 55 bars imposed at the
borehole have dominated the effects of any background transient events. Instantaneous injection rate was not
continuously measured, but was reported as a twice-an-hour estimation obtained from fluid level changes in the
surface tank, lt was therefore decided to u_ the total cumulative injected volume as the time-dependent variable of
interest to be matched, Pressure data were matched during the recovery period. The following parameters were varied
in order to get a visual fit:

absolute permeability of the skin zone, absolute pcrrneability of the formation
residual gas ,saturation in the inner zone, initial gas ,saturation in the outer zone
relative permeability functions

After numerous calibration runs, the fit presented in Figures 2a and 2b was regarded as acceptable. In Table !,
the parameters of the 'I'OUGFt model are compared to the results of the single-phase interpretation presented in INIB
88-48}.

Parameter NIB 88-48 TOUGH
,,,,, ,, ,, ,, , , ,, ,,

-16 2
absolute permeability k 110 m I

skin zone 2,8 1.3

formation 100,0 5,0

radius of phase boundary r [rnl 5.0 4.0
porosity ¢_ [%1 3.0

' initial pressure P i [t_ir] 4,1 2.8
initial gas saturation S [%1 (0,0) 20,0
rela,tive permeability l'unction gi Grant

residual gas _turation S rg [%1 - 5.0
residual liquid ,,_turation S I%1 50,0

capillary pressure function rt - .

wellbore sm,rage ccmfficient G w [rr3/Pal 2,5E-9
...........

"lablc l' [test lit parameter sets for water injccuon test

lt is interesting to note that the values obtained lor the absc_ute permeability of"the inner zone are quite sirnilar,
regardless ot the approach used (i.e. single-phase vs. two-phase), tlowever, the agreement between the two
estimates can be attributed to the fact that the inner zxme is essentially liquid _turated with perhaps sorne gas at
re,,idual .',aturation. As far as the outer zone permeability is concerned, the're is subzstantial differer_ce by a tacu_r of
20 between the estimates obtained via single-phas, e and two.phase analysis, Theoretical considerations suggest that
the apparent permeability estimated using single-phase conditions can easily be an order of magnitude higher than
the actual ab_,olute permeability, ii the sy:,tem is two-phas.e. The simultaneous flow of liquid and gas can be
(les,crilxxl by a generalimd radial dil lu._dvityeq_tion:

!
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1 r r-.-O_-) *c t 0p

r 01" 0t') : (k/i.l,)t 0l (1)

where c t is the 'total system compressibility' approximattxl by:

ct cl.Sl +cg'sg (2)

,. azld (k/I.l)t is the total mobility, equal tc) the sum of the individual l_hase mobilities'

/al/'.. .iil t = k itri _ti- (3)

'l'lle ratio between the apparent 'single-phase liquid' pemltutbility of the outer zone and the absolute perm_lbility
n-mythen be estimattxt as:

k_'pl' .... '_/k : 111 gl.................,t'k- = k I + krg_ (4)

Thcsimlllatorinput Sg=20%, S1=80%, krg= 19,75%, kr1=80,25%, pg= 1.813 10.5 Pa,s,_t 1= 1,026 10.3
l:'a,s yiclcls

[ kapp =k +k r 2 12 (5)......k-/calc 1 g l-tg
• . . ,

Alth_ugh the actual lwrmeabilitics estimated using single-phase or two-phase flow concepts are quite different,
they can be easily related via two..phase flow parameters (e,g, relative permeability, viscosity ratio), as shown
at_wc..

'l'hus, the apparent permeability from single-phase analysis, when reinterpreted in terms of two-phase flow
properties, is consistent with the absolute permeability obtained from a two-phase analysis, Furthermore, use of a
two-phase analysis approach (with TOUGH as a wellbore simulator) allows the estimation of some gas related
fommtion paramelers.

As an example of a sensitivity study, Figure 3 shows the impact of an order.-of-.magnitude change; in the
l(m_mli(m permeability on the pressure recovery. As a result, the absolute permeability as a very sensitive
parameter can be confined within relatively narrow Ixotlnds.

tlased on our concept, a change of the irrczlucible gas _lturation is combined with a change of the initial gas
saturation in the inner zone. No significant differences occur t'or the injection period, since the upstream weightcxl
n_obility of the injecting fluid determines the systems behavior, On the other hand, the recovery period is more
scl_sitivc to the presence o1 residual gas (Figure 4), The lower the gas content in the inner zone and thus the lower
the system's compressibility, the faster the pressure recovers due to the higher diffusivity.

- 3 GAS INJECITION TtiiST IN'I'ERPRETATION

l)uring the ()bcrl_auenstock testing program, a series of constant flow gas (nitrogen) injection tests was
t_crlormeA in a isolated interval o1'6.6 m, consisting of the l'ollowing events:

(). l_,oreholc Ifistory
1, Constant tale gas injc.ction 1 Qc'rl (q =,:10 g/rain)
2. Pressure. rtw.overy 1 Prl
3. Co_lslant rate gas inj_x:tion 2 f,k'.r2 (q = 15 g/,nin)
4. Pwssure r(_'.overy2 Pr2
5, (?(mstanl rate gas injection 3 (Nr3 (tl _=15 g/rain)
6. (7.'.(,nsl;tlllrale gas injection 4 (,_N (q :_30 g/rain)
7. l-'resstHcn.'c_wery 3 F'r3
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lt is the aim of the calibration process to match the responses of ali seven events using a single set of
ti)rmation and fluid parametcrs,

i'roblem specification

The flow regime was considered to be radially symmetric and horizontal, The formation was represented by 50
grid blocks with exponentially increasing radial distances up to an external radius of 50 m, The well was treated as

a single grid block with a radius of 0,48 m and a volume of 0,1(_) m3 during injection, and 0,040 m3 during
recovery of which 80 % arc gas filled,

In general, the diagnostic plots (see [NIB 88-03L]) indicate that wellbore storage effects last for a long time,
The appropriate wellbore storage ctxffficient turns out to be very large and - ba_d on the ideal gas law - is most
likely indicative of a gas volume in the test interval of at least 128 lilers during injection and 32 liters during shut-
in recovery. In a log-log plot, a relatively short infinite acting radial flow perkxl is followed by boundary effects,
The borehole activities prior to the gas test (including drilling, screening tests and detailed tests) were not m_xteled
explicitly, Hence, the definition of the initial conditions for the gas test is based on the concept, that the preceding
test activities might have created a water saturated zone around the borehole leading to a composite model behavior
of the gas test responses (.see Figure 1), The actualradius of the water saturated zone as well as the gas saturation in
the inner and the outer zones are unknown and have to be determined during the calibration process.

Figure 5 presents the best fit between measured and calculated pressures that could be achieved by the variation
of the following parameters:

Absolute permeability of skin zone, absolute tx'rmeabilily of formation
Relative permeability functions

- Initial gas saturation in the inner zone, initial gas saturation in the outer zone
Radius of skin zone, radius of phase boundary

Calibration

'/'he maximum pressure during the injection perkx.l is controlled by the absolute permeability and the location of
the phase boundary, The transition from the wellbore storage dominated to the boundary dominated part of the curve
turned out to be difficult to reproduce, While it is relatively easy to obtain a go(xt match for the first injection -
falloff period, the modeling of the entire test sequence using one single parameter set turns out to be difficult. This
is a consequence of the fact that the gas saturation in the inner zone - which is a very sensitive parameter - is being
modified for each injection pcrkxt by the preceding one, The ratio of the gas saturations across the phase botmdary -
another sensitive characteristic - is complicated by the smearing of the phase boundary due to the preceding test
events, The simplifying moving boundary assumption is not valid. However, it is possible to simulate the
significant mech;misms taking place when injecting gas into a composite system.

In Table 2, the parameters oi"the TOUGH mcxlel are compared to the results of a single-phase gas interpretation
presentc.d in INIB 88-03L1.

Parameter NIB 88-03 TOUGH
,,,. ,, ,. ±J i i , , i i ,, ,

-16 2
absolute tx_rmeability k [10 m ]

skin zone included 0,2
formation 1.9 2,0

radius of phase beundary r Iml 1.0
porosity _ I%1 5,0

initial pressure P i II_l 2,3 2.2
initial gas saturation S I%1 (1(X).O) 20,0
relative permeability function gi Grant

residtml gas saturation S [%1 1.0rg
residual liquid saturation S [%1 50,0

capilhiry pressure function rl

wellbore storage coefficient Cw Iiri3/Pal _ 1.3E-6
, ,,,,, ,, ,,

Table 2: Best fit parameter sets for gas injection test
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Thc. l}resgure resl}{msc,during the first ir_jection period is very sensitive to the ratio c}l'the initial gas saturation
iri the inner zolie _lnctthe irreclucible gas saturation (F:igure 6). At the beginning of the injccticm perle}d, gas has to
{lisplac{'_til{',less mobile liquid phase. Due to the lower visccmity of gas, the displacement process is uvlstable
(simulate;el by using Grant's relative permeability functions) so that l}{}rtionsof the Iktuicl phase is t}yl}asse{t;the
simplifyillg moving boundary asst,Wl}tion is not valid (Figure 7). Because of the non-linearity cff the relative
i}crmeability I'uwctio,, even a small increase {}f'the gas saturation in the inner zone establishes a high contluctive
i1{}_,,'path tc} the outer zone and the system starts to resp{}nd to the t'onnation characteristics of the outer zone with
its higher t{}talmobility, and lower ditlusivity, leading to a pressure stabili;,'aition or even pressure decline,

w

4 DISCIJSSI{)N AND RIi,SUI.,TS

Illt{Bri}retalioll{}la water injection test using TOUGH indicated that tile absolute l}errneability could have been
(It'l{.',rrvlinc{tassurning single-phase liquid conditions provided an apl}ropriate test _quence is available (c,g. water
ivljecti{}nfollowed by shut-in recovery). Injecting water allows tile estirnation of the abs{}lute permeability {}fthe
irlner zone which is mainly liquid saturated. For the outer region, an estimation {}1"the total mobility can be
{}btaine{l,While it has been possible Ix}reproduce the observed cumulative injected volume and l}ressure recovery
data, gas related f{}rrnati{}r_parameters are i×}{}rlyidentified.

luterl}rCtati{}, {}1a gas irljecti{}, test using TOUGtt indicated that iRjccting gas into a c{}mp{,site system is net
v{..,r,,,_.t}pf{}l}riatc,f{}r{toter,lining gas related formati{}n l}arameters because too many sensitive parameters are
ulikJl{},,vn,llljt,cli{)n {}1a fluid {}flow viscosity (gas) into a high visc{}us fluid (water) Icacls to smeared saturation
l}r{}filcs.Irl ad{liti{}l,,vitri{}us t'cc{tback mechanisms are a c{}mI}licatirlg feature f(.}rthe interpretation {}fsuch a test.
t l{}wcvcr, the paranletcrs {}fi,tcrest can be estimated within r_monable bounds.

The rlunlc,licai simulation suggests an abs{}lute permeability between 1{}16 anti 1{}15 m2 and an initial gas
_;aturati{}nbetween 1{}and 4{}%for the host rock at the Otx'_rbauenstock site.

._ A(.?KN(-}WI,El)(.]EM I__,N'I'

'lhis stu{ly was supported by tilt; Swiss National Cooperative t'{}rthe Storage of Radi{}activc Waste, Nagra. The
aulluJ_'s wish t{}tharlk J.-M. Lavanchy for his c{}ntribution t{}this paper, and K.Prucss f{}r his introducti{}n tc}
_tlltil}ha.,.;c Ih}w l}r{}blen_san{t the use {}f TO{JGH.
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Making MUI, KOM/T(.)UGH faster an_l easier to use

l.)avid Bulltvant

l)epartlnent (_)fl)',ngil_eeriz_g Science, University of Auckland, New Zc,alal_cl,

I ll_trt_ctttctt(_la
#

MUI,KOM has been used at the Ulttverstty of Auckland for more than ten
years to m()del geothermal reservoirs, Two areas in which improvelnel_ts to
MtJI,KOM have been made are execution speed and input/()utput, These
chal_.ges and additions, that will be detailed in this talk, have recently been
trat_sh:rred tr) TOUGI I.

lt. r large problems, the original linear equation solvers, MA28, take a long
time tc_ execute and use large amounts of memory, MA28 has been replaced by
._',(.)I,VI",,a cc_njugate gradient solver developed by C,eorge Zyvol_ski (Los Alamos
Natic_nal l,aboratory), SOLVE is good because it remains fast for large pr_)blems,
tls_._sless n_emory than MA28 and uses a known amount of memory,

l,'c_r the input file, it is hard to make sure that everytl_ing is in the correct
c'_ltlmn, liven after MUI,KOM/TOUGH accepts the input file, it is still difficult to
check that the numbers (volumes, lengths and areas) are correct, For the output
file, ii is hard to interpret the huge quantity of numbers produced, ()ur graphical
il_t._tlt/otltp_lt program uses a geometry file which describes the blocks and the
c_._l_l_ecti(ms. This eases the preparation of the input file by allowing the grid to
l,_.,checked visually and then creating the input file automatically. The graphical
interfi_ce d_,:s the work of locating information in the output file and displaying
it,

In this tall<, the improvements to TOUGII will be illtlstvated using an
¢_:,:ample. Tl_e next section ctescribes the example prc,blem used. Details _f the
ge_iaetry file and creation of the input file are given in the third s¢:ction.
l,:xectlti¢_l_ speeds for TOUGtt with MA28 and TOUGII with SOl,VI! are compared
il_ th_, f¢_t_rth secti(_n. The ways in which output can be displayed are listed in
s_,cl.i¢)n five, The last section contains ideas for further iml)rovements.

. )_ _[_..x._it!i!i!t21__2_I_r_bl ern

'I'his example does not model any real situation. The aim in developing it
. was t_ create a compt_tationally intensive and numerically difficult problem in

_,,,t_i_l_ i_teresting things, such as the movement of b(_ili_g a_ci condensation
tl't.)ll tS, ( )C('I IF,

"I't_t: reservt)ir is a cube, witla side length 2(}()m,_,f uniform rock (prol:_erties
givet_ in 'f'able I). Gravity is inclt._cled. 'I'hc_ top ¢_t the cube is rnaintained at
;ltt_l{_st:_taer'icpressurt;_ and temt_erattlre (2(/°C and 101.3 kPa). q'here is _o fl(:_w(_f
l_e,_t _r l,labs tlar_ul.;h the ,_iclc,s of the cube. The heat flux entering the b(_tt¢,m of
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the cube is 2,8125 W/m 2 and there is no mass flow through the bottom of tile
cube,

Table I, Rock properties
density 2700 kg/m 3
porosity 0,1
permeability 10"14m 2
thermal conductivity 3 W/(m°C) '
heat capacity 1000 J/ (kg°C)
Corey relative permeability curves 0.3 residual liquid saturation

0,05 residual steam saturation

no capillary pressure

Initially the reservoir is at steady state and fully saturated, In this state all
the fluid is liquid with the fluid at the bottom of the reservoir at just below
boiling temperature, Pressure dependent production (wellbore pressure 1 MPa,
productivity index 10 .9 m3) begins from a bottom corner of the reservoir
(coordinates x=0, y=0, z=-200 m), Boiling starts near the production well and
spreads across the bottom of the reservoir, As cooler fluid is plalled down to the
production well a condensing front spreads across the bottom of the reservoir,
After a year and a half the water table begins to drawdown with the largest
drawdown being above the production well,

After two years, injection of cold water (rate 1 kg/s, enthalpy 0,85 MJ/kg)
begins halfway down the reservoir on an edge that is on the same side as the
production well (coordinates x=0, y=200 m, z=-100 m), This slows the drawdown
of the water table and produces mounding above the injection well, The
simulation is run for 20 years,

3 Input

A model of a geothermal reservoir is created by deciding on the horizontal
structure of the model (often with a mixture of block shapes) and then repeating
this in layers to achieve the necessary vertical discretization. This process is
mimicked for the geometry file. For the top layer, the following are specified -
the (x,y) coordinates of block corners, the verticies making up a block and the
c_)nnections between blocks, Then the number of layers and the layer thicknesses
are specified. As well as this general form of the geometry file there are two
simplified forms. The fir_,;t is for radial grids and uses cylindrical coordinates.
The second, used for the example problem, is a rectangular grid. Geometry files
for three discretizations - 5xSx5 (125 equal sized cubes, 5 in each direction), 7x7x7
and 9xgx9 - were created.

The grid described by the geometry file can be displayed and checked. The
input file can then be created. The block volumes, connection areas, connection
lengths and gravity cosines are calculated automatically and the program
prompts the user for the rest of the information required for the input file
(pt ltting the inf()rmation into the correct columns),
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'I'o model the constant prec_sure and temperature conditions at the surface, a
large atmosphere block was used, The heat flow through the base was modelled
using a HEAT well in each of the blocks in the bottom layer, The production was
represented by a DEI,V well and the injection by aMASS well with a table of
generation rate versus time, The initial time step was 8640 seconds,

° 4 Iixecu_r_l.

.. SC)I..,VE,developed by George Zyvoloski (Los Alamos National Laboratory),
:lses pre-conditioned conjugate gradients with GMRES (on Ax=b), Cortjugate
gradients was first developed for positive definite symmetric matricies, GMRES
(Saad and Schultz,'1986) extends cortjugate gradients to non-symmetric indefinite
matricies. Using exact arithmetic, conjugate gradiertts converges in a finite
n:::::ber of steps, but with computer round.-off it becomes an iterative method.
l':'e.-cc._:_ditioning improves the convergence rate. The pre-conditioner is a matrix
M chosen so that M -lA is easy to calculate and M -lA is closer to the identity than
A. S()IXE uses an incomplete LU factorization as the pre-conditioner, A
complete I,U factorization would be better, but this produces a full matrix from a
sparse one and takes a long tjme, An incomplete LU factorization restricts the
:.'tmottl:t of matrix fill-in,

In 'l"able II, TOUGH with MA28 and TOUGH with SOLVE are compared on
the basis of total execution time and solver executim_ time for the three

¢liscretizations of the example problem,

Table :[1: CPU times fox' the example problem
MA28 SOLVE

total solver total solver
5x5x5 11062,53 8800,37 1603,05 589,33
7x7x7 - - 6408,26 2898,95
9xOx9 - - 17943,15 10316,53

I',IB. C'["I_Jtimes are in seconds and were measured on a VAXstation 3100,

l/or the 5x5x5 problem, about 15 times longer was spent in MA28 than in
S(1)[,VE. The results for the two versions were similar, but the time steps they
to¢_k to get to twenty years differed, For the 7x7x7 problem MA28 was still on the
sixteenth time step (SOLVE took 93 time steps for the complete simulation) after

, over twelve hours of CPU time. MA28 was also paging to disk because there was
insufficient memory (MA28 needed LICN=300000 and LIICN=150000 for the 7x7x7
grid), The time spent in S()LVE increases more than linearly with problem size,

, but the increase is less than quadratic.

i

_i'his section describes the ways in which the output can be displayed. There
are two basic types of clisplay,
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The first type is a slice through the block layout. On this reservoir properties
such as temperature or pressure or flow through the upper surface of a layer can
be displayed as a number at the centre of the block or by shading the blocks
according to the value of the reservoir property. Reservoir properties such as
mass flow, can be displayed as arrows of differing lengths drawn at the
appropriate connections.

The _econd type of display isa graph of how a scalar reservoir property, such
as pressure, varies in a block with time or depth.

6 Future work

The linear equations can be solved faster by taking advantage of their
structure. In particular, the fact that there are three equations for each block -
conservation of heat, conservation of mass and conservation of air. Zyvoloski
(1989) shows how two processes can be decoupled, the dominant system (half the
ntlmlver of equations and unknowns) solved and a solution to the original
system found by back substitution and successive over-relaxation. This method
can be applied to geothermal systems, where mass flow dominates.

Displaying arrows tO show flows on slices through the reservoir is not
entirely satisfactory because there are usu,nlly flows into and out of the plane of
the slice that do not show up. A long term aim iis to "draw" the 3-D grid and
superimpose a stream surface to show the 3-D structure of the flows.
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Abstract

The TOUGH code developed at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) is being ex-
tensively used to numerically simulate the tllermal and hydrologic environment around
nucle,'u" waste packages ill the unsaturated zo.ue for the Yucca Mountain Project. At the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) we have rewritten approximately 80
percent of the TOUGH code to incre,7,se its speed and incorporate new options. The
geometry of many problems requires l,'trge numbers of computational element, s in order
to realistically model detailed physical phenomena, and, as a result, lm'ge amounts of
computer time are needed. In order to increase the speed of the code we have incorpo-
rated fast li:le,xr equation solvers, vectorization of substantial portions of code, improved
automatic time stepping, and implementation of table look-up for the sterun table prop-
erties. These enhancements have increased the speed of the code for typical problems
by a factor of 20 on the Cray 2 computer. In addition to the increase in computational
efficiency we have added several options: vapor pressure lowering; equivalent continuum
treatment of fractures; energy and material volumetric, mass and flux accounting; and
Stefan-Boltzmana radiative heat transfer.

1 Introduction

Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is currently being investigated by the Department of Energy

to determine its suitability for the disposal of high-level nuclear waste. Investigations at

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory include the numerical modelling of the thermal

and fluid environment around the waste package in conjunction with laboratory and field

experiments. The TOUGH code, which was originally developed at Lawrence Berkeley Lab-

oratory [Preuss,1987], is one of the codes being used to simulate the thermal and hydrologic

environment around the nuclear waste packages. These simulations involve the transport of

water, air, and heat in the porous fractured rock found at the site. The reader is referred toJ

a previous report [Nitao, 1988] for references rela#oed to the work in this area. In this report

we wish to describe the extensive modificaions that have made to the code. Overall, about

80 percent of the code has been rewritten, enough, we fcel, to justify calling it V-TOUGH,
which stands for Vectorized TOUGH.

The original LBL TOUGIt code is very modular and "cleanly" coded which is unusual

for a large simulation code. We have attempted to continue this practice in our enhanced

version. The new version runs about 20 t,imes fast, er than the original version for the

near-field nuclear waste sirnulatiol: problem described previously in [Nitao,1988].
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2 Vectorization

Most supercomputers, such as the Cray, Convex, and Alliant computers, have special hard-
ware that enables the very fast execution of arithmetic operations between arrays, or vectors,
of numbers. In order to take advantage of this capability the code must be vectorized: writ-

_- ten such that, as much as possible, the longest do loops are inner and no data dependencies

occur from one pass of the loop to the other passes. Optimizing the code in such a manner
may require the use of more physical memory since in vectorization there is an advantage

to storing quantities in arrays. Thus, there is some trade-off between memory usage and-

speed, which may be one of the reasons why the orieinal code was not highly vectorized.

The vectorization that we have performed may not have been feasible several years ago
when the added memory was not available

In this section we do not consider the vectorization involved in the linear equation

solver; this aspect will be covered in a later subsection devoted to that topic. The primary
areas where vectorization was performed is in the subroutine MULTI which generates the

Jacobian matrix, EOS which calls the PVT subroutines, and in the various PVT subroutines
themselves. These routines were all completely rewritten in order to vectorize as many loops
as possible. Vectorization often requires, as alluded to before, more physical memory usage

because of the need for temporary arrays, In order to reduce the amount of memory we
took advantage of the fact that most modern compilers re-use the memory of local variables

: (unless the variable is declared to b_ static by the FORTRAN SAVE command) by placing
it back onto to a "heap" after return from the _ubroutine. Thus, as much as possible, arrays
were not placed in COMMON but kept as local variables. Although much of the PVT and
constitutive type computations were higb.ly vectorized, with regards to the characteristic

curves, only the equivalent continuum characteristic curves are vectorized; but, with the
: new code structure it would not be difficult to vectorize the other characteristic curves as

weil.

3 Steam Table Look-up

The steam table properties include the mass density and specific internal energy of subcooled=

and superheated water as well as the saturation pressure. In _he formulation used by the
code, the density and internal energy are expressed as functions of pressure and teml_erature

- , while the saturation pressure is computed as a function of temperature. The original code
• used complex functional fits to compute the steam table values. The number of arithmetic

' operations required by these formulae are very large and can, therefore_' use a significant
amount of computer time. We have, therefore, replaced them by an efficien_ table look-up
scheme. Table look-up applied to steam tables is somewhat complicated by the fact that

range of interest for the pressure varies with temperature and the fact that the properties
of wat,er vary at different rates above and below the saturation line so that it is difficult to

-- maintain a constant pressure interval without generating an excessively large table. (The
advantage of using tables for the dependent, variable having constant intervals will be seen

later.) In the method that we used, we first generate the table for the saturation pressure=

function at every 2° C intervals from 5o to 501° C (these limits as well as others can easily
_

_
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be changed). The tables for the,' density and internal energy of subcooled water are then
generated for different pressures at these same temperature points. The pressure intervals
are constant and start from the saturation pressure at the temperature point and increase to

P a maximum pressure which we took _o be 24.7 MPa. It was found that only three pressure

intervals (four pressure points) were sufficient to give good accuracy due to the fact that
the properties of subcooled water are almost linear in temperature and pressure. A similar

procedure is used to generate the superheated steam properties with the pressure points

beginning at the saturation pressure and decreasing at constant intervals to a minimum

pressure of 100 Pa. (In the look-up stage, the ideal gas lag' is used for pressures below this

minimum.) Thirty pressure intervals a,!iZeused for the superheated water properties.
Tile table look-up algorithm is now described. Suppose we are interested in the de'

termining the internal energy u of superheated water at some temperature and pressure

(To, l_0). We first show how to find the saturation pressure Pacer(To) at To. If AT is the
temperature interval the table index i is defined by

i= To/AT (1)

and is used to linearly interpolated between the table values Ptabsat(i) and Ptab_a_(i + 1).
We now must find the table position j for the pressure given by

j = (Po-P,o,(To))/ZxP, (2)

where At)i is the constant preasure interval for the i-rh temperature position. The value of u

is now determined by a two dimensional interpolation between the table values of u at (i,j),
(i t 1,j), (i,j + 1), and (i + 1,j + 1). Linear interpolation is performed first with respect

to tile j index, first at i and then at i + 1. The two values that result are then linearly
interpolated. This procedvre can be performed very efficiently since the use of constant

intervals eliminates the need to search through the table and is very easily vectorized.
The arrays holding the tables must be initialized at the beginning of each run either

by computing tile values from subroutines that were in the original code or, if it exists, the
table is read in from an unformatted file called TABLE that was created from a previous
ruIl.

4 Linear Equation Solvers

At each time step the model needs to solve a set of non-linear equations for the primary
. vari;-,bles. The Newton-Raphson algorithm which is used to solve the equations is an itera-

tive procedure requiring the s_)lution of a system of linear equations at each iteration. There

can be several thousand computational elements and each element has associated with it

, tllree equations. Therefore, the linear equation solution can consume a significant amount,
of time.

The enhancc, d model has three separate user options for the linear equation solver to be

used: Option (0), block-banded gaussian elimination with no piw)ting; Option (1), standard

baJlded gaussian elimination with partial pivoting from the Linpack library; and Option (2),

a Cray 2 highly optimized banded gaussian elimination with partial pivoting [White,1988].
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Note that the MA28 solver used in the original code is not available. Option (0) was the

solver used to run the problem described in [Nitao,1988], The other two options were added
to the code later. On the Cray 2, option (1) with the Linpack routines optimized for the Cray

2 is about twice as fast as option (0) while option (2) is about 5 times foster. Thus, option (2)
is the preferred method on the Cray 2. Option (1) is included because optimized versions
of the Linpack routines are available on many machines including the Alliant computer.

Option (0) seems to be faster than option (1) when non-optimized Linpack routines are
used on such machines as the Sun Workstation. Note that portable FORTRAN source code

is available for option (0) and for the non-machine optimized version of option (1), but

portions of option (2) is not portable since they are in Cray 2 assembly language.

5 Automatic Time Stepping

The automatic time step option in the original version of TOUGH was based on cutting

back the time step when the Newton-Raphson iterations failed to converge. We found that
a better algorithm is to control the maximum change in the solution vector from one time

step to the next. This control can be accomplished by estimating the time step for the
solution to change by a specified amount based on the solution change that ocurred in the

previous two time steps. During an iteration, if the change in solution from the previous
time step is too large, a re-estimation is performed and the time step started over. This
method also controls to some extent the time discretization error.

We now describe the method in more detail. Let ui be the i-th component of the

solution vector at the current iteration of the Newton-Raphson method, and _ui be equal
to ui minus the i-th component of the solution vector at the end of the previous time step.

Now, let (6Ui)maz be the maximum allowed change in the solution. We define the new
reference time step _t by

5t = (1 + w)(bUl)ma_
_(_,)_o_ + _, (3)

Here, w is a "damping" factor [Grabowski et al., 1979] that is chosen between 0 to 1 in
order to prevent the time step from changing too rapidly. We used a value of 0.8. The value

of 6t is adjusted to stay within 0.5 to 4.0 times the time step size taken in the previous
time step. If the reference time step is less than the current time step because the solution
changed too much, then the current time step is replaced by 0.8 times the reference, and the

Newton-Raphson is restarted. The factor 0.8 is there to allow for some margin to prevent
too many restarts.

6 Other Enhancements
t

6.1 Equivalent Continuum

Description of and references to the equivalent contimlum method for model]ing fr_ture-
matrix flow are given in [Nitao,1988], and we assume that the reader is familiar with the

theory. Suppose that the the suction pressures for the matrix and fracture are known
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functions of the liquid saturation, pzm(sm) and p0m(sy), respectively, Since the model
computes the bulk saturation sb of the equivalent medium instead of the matrix and fracture

saturation, sm and s/, these quantities must be solved in terms of the the bulk saturation if
' we are to compute the characteristic curves of tile matrix and fracture, The bulk saturation

is defined in terms of Sm and s f through the relation

" s/¢/ .+sm(l --¢/)¢m
= ¢:+ (1 (4)

where Cm is the matrix porosity and ¢/is the fracture porosity defined in [Nitao,1988], The
equivalent continuum assumes that the suction pressures are equal

po,_(,_,_) = po/(S:) (5)

In our implementation we generate a table of suction head versus bulk saturation, The entry
for the suction head is tabulated at exponentially spaced intervals, For each value of suction

head we equate both the suction pressure of the matrix and fracture to the given value as

assumed by (5), By inverting the saturation vs, suction head relation we may find sm and
si in terms of tile current head value, Using (4) we compute the bulk saturation Sb, Tile
resulting table is then used during the model run to compute suction pressure as a function of

bulk saturation, The composite relative permeability of tile equivalent continuum is a linear
combination of the relative permeabilities for the matrix and fractures, This quantity is also

t_d._ula{;edfor each entry of suction head since tile relative permeabilities can be computed
using matrix and fracture saturations expressed us known function of suction head, Since
t,he bulk saturation is known at the same point, the result is a table for equivalent continuum

relative permeability versus bulk saturation.

6.:1 Vapor Pressure Lowering

Vapor pressure lowering is implemented by lowering the saturated vapor pressure through

t,lle Kelvin t;ype law [Marshall and Holmes, 197!)]

P,, = Psat(-T)exp - Pc (s)
wlmre

Po.t (T) saturation pressure of bulk water as function of temperature T
" Pl liquid molar densil;y

7' l,emperature in Kelvin
ti_ the gas constant

6.3 Radiative Heat Transfer

lt is use,fal in some situations to be able to model radiative heat transfer between compu-
l,at;i(mal elements, An example is the heat transfer across the air gap between the waste
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package and the wall of the borehole, The Stefan-Boltzmann law is used to cornpute the

flux qn between elements 1 and 2 by the equation

qR ==C(T24 - T14) (7) '

where 7'1 and T,_ are absolute temperatures and C is some user supplied and geometry

dependent constant.

7 Discussion

With the new enhancements to the TOUGH code we are able to extend the size and corn-

plexity of models describing the near-field thermal and hydrological impact of nuclear waste

packages. Large 2D problems with 2000 nodes, such as the one described in [Nitao,1988] can

be run in less than one hour on the Cray 2; whereas, it would have required 20 hours before.

Small 3D problems are also possible, Further work, will, however, be required to increase

the efficiency of the code to handle larger 3D problems, Such problems spend a significant

portion of their time solving the system of linear equations in the Newton-Raphson scheme.

Therefore, the focus of future work will be on more efficient linear equation solvers.
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Speeding up TOUGH

Stephen White

, 1 introduction
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l)rCJI)lellis l,lla,t (:a.ll be so,lied ohi <:<_nputers _va,ilM)le to us, Mu(:ll of t,llis ,,vc)rl<w_s ¢:a,rriecl

()li t II)icier ccJzltra.c:t Lc)(i, li;,IL I) a.lld the3' have l)rem_nte¢l a, ca,se study oil l,ll(_ iise of '1'()LIG I1

wit, li t.lwse I_l()(litica.t,i(_lls, 'l'liere a,re two fact, ors t,ha, t limit, t,lle size ()f l)rC)l)lellx t.lla,t, _:__r_i

r_,alisl, ic:a.lly lie s()lv¢:¢l tisillg 'r() l.I(;ll,

o Mel_l(,v'y v'e(l_il'_cl ['c)r a. l)rol)le_l.

\'\:(, I_a.ve (lev¢%l)(_l l_ew rolll, ines fc)r T()UC, tl l,t_;_t sig,l_ifica,nt,ly reduc:c' rc,cll_ire_l_ex_ts iii

I)()llt tilt'St, ;_rt!as t'_)r a lax'ge class of' l_roble,_lls.

2 Profiling
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I)in_et_siott 'l'it,_e/step (so,cs) (,-l_i,_el._t.tjl,.)t/19

1 1) ,1 4

2 1) 56 7..1

3 I) 150 5

ll:_tlg,llly Sl_eakill_ c,xo.cutiozl titn_:__lepends olt tile llttIllt_er of el¢;n_ettt,s l,o l,lte pow.r of l,ll¢!
_lilll_ttsioll t.,f the l_t'¢_blejll.

,i

3 Numerical Equations Solved by TOUGH

'l'lli_ socl,ioll .'¢lilllllla.risc'stile eClttaLic)lls,'-;c_lw_di)y "l'()(J(lll, 'l'lli,'-;is l)Vt_So.tkt,._lin 'tllove det,a.il

ii, l,lJt_'I'OU(;ll itlmtua.l a,lld a,II t,orlns a,re <lefille_l tllere, l:¢_ra,li a,rl_,il,ra.ry fl_:,v_lotz_;uiliX/,L
I,II_! III;LSS a.li(I (!ll(!l'g,y lr_;l.];l,ll(:O (_qtta,tif_nsin ilttegra, I l',.,t'lJ_a r.

cit :,,

(": )ft+at "- ft + At -f_lt+at (21

l".,¢lttatiot, 1 is discret, iz_d it. spa.c¢._using tl_e int,rrgra.l fi_lite difl'¢,re,tcc l_l¢;t.lto_l.'l'll¢!sc t,w¢_

;tl._l)r_xilila.l, iolts I'(_(]llC(_ ¢!rltlal, ioll 1 t,o a, set of llOlllillC,;.l_l' _-tlg(!bl'a,i(: (_flll;I,l,i¢_llS

II = l_,,''-'t =-_-M, ('_/_+_ - M,_('1_ At. ( /,,(,,.)k+_ _)_.;,\_ A.,,,_,,,,, + _,,:I,''/_+' (:_)III, j

k I.l,_,ls l.ll_, l.i.lll(_ Sl,_,l) _llld At -': /k+l _ lh'

I"_,r a systeI_l float I_as N gri(l I)loc.ks this is ;.i.s(_t, (.)f3N )_¢J)_li_(_re(It_a.l,io_s in Li,(r :IN

is

:_:'+_ --:: :c' - ,I- _17,_+ t(:,:,) ,1

t_r

:ci+_ ..... :ci -- A:c_ ,l_Xxi - lt _+t (z i 5 "_

f;

;:irk+
,] i,"; 1.]1¢: ,J;tcO[._i;-I.II lll_.ll.l'iX _)l' l,]lr' S_',";I,_'!III ']ij ........ __a....... 'l'l_¢rNr!wt,_lt ]'[.;ll)ll,'-;r_ll it,_!r;t.l,i¢_tt, -- :_j:j
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.....

....o + + o

I;'igux'e I: Sou,c, dlfferetlt, ***a,trl×_t,ruc,t,nru_

in,verb',oH l,lla,l, cl¢-_lt_itla.test,he c'.ot_ll_ul,ert, il_le for mc:ml,l._rc._bl¢,l_ls,'l'llis tlla,l,rix itlv¢,rsi¢_u

is Ii¢_rl_la.lly¢lune tLsit_ t,l_e k,lA2S suit,c: of the lln,rwull s_tl:_rout,ix_¢_Iil_rn.n'y, '1"1_ a.ru +_.

l,t_,'-,:',il_le_tsi_g t,l_e N'1,\28 m_t, iltes,

4 Alternative Inversion Methods

+,xa.l_ix_a,t,iol_ of _:¢lUa.l,i_ 3 sl_ows J ha,s a. 3 × 3 _lta.l,t'ix¢:_t_the dia,gc_x_a,lI'¢,re.a,ch ¢;l¢:_llel_l,

¢_1'1,1_,st,rt_¢,t,s_re¢_1',la,c¢_l_iax__l_+t.t.n'ict:sfor 1,2 a.n¢l 3 ¢lil_¢,x_,'-_i¢_nl_,ll_rc._l_l¢:ntlsa.r¢; gi,,,ull in_

ar¢_Sl_Uc'.ifio¢l,t,l_¢:x'<,az'¢__tl_t,l_,,,e¢luiva.l¢;_tt,sl,rtlc'.l,llros for a, lm,x'l,lct_la,r I_r+_l_letl_,\¥e Ila.v¢_

1,11¢,'l'l_u_as a.lgoril, l_xl_for t,ri-<lia._<_la,Ix_a.t,ri¢'.¢;n,in ullly a.l_l_li¢'a.l_h:1,¢_11) l_r¢_!_lt_s wl_el'_,

,,-;__1ve ,1,

4,1. Iterative Solution

,, II+_l,l_ert,l_a,tt solv++,i clir<+ct,ly _,,,,,¢+¢'a.t_p,<+_tera.t,eatr al+l++V¢JxiI_+_.t,¢_.,-;¢_It_l.ic_n_tn.+.-;itt_a Jv_¢J¢lili<_¢l
Stlu+¢'¢_,,,+..'.+ive()vet lh,l+t.×;.,,t,i¢,z_(S()1¢,)it,(+l'a.t,i<>ll,

' \"v'+_v.,,ri t,¢,

,/::: 1)- I/-.-/, (T)

,,vl_+,r¢tD i,'-++_,clia_;¢_al,IIa ,'.+l,n'i+:t,ly_tlJlJ_+rl,ri+u_K_tla+ra.l_¢lI,,,-+l,rict,lyl<_w<trl,ria_Kx_lar_+_,-
I,ri_"+_s,'1'l_¢t _:¢,_t_wtlll,ic_tla.I,";()1{,it,ltra,t,il_ l,¢>,'-;l_lw,t t,ll_tpt',_l_l_tl_l,l:_:-= 1: is _:l_,fi_l_l_,s

(I) ...._.uh ):,,_,,,-it =: (( I ---+..u)I) .-I+.col.]);,':'"I h') (,'_)
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C)l'

k.- 1 3N

.... ,. 111 "[- [ : _ nl ,., hl

dkk " i.= I i=k+l

,'ks il. sl,an(Is (;(iLna.l.ic)nlS is lie}t, slltt.a,I)lc,I'c)x't,ll_:01ac,ol)la,vlInla.l,rir(,,_ _c_nl_,ra.t.c,(IILY'l'()[l(;ll ,,
_._I.Ii(,re in n_()_lla, l'allt, e(, t.h,.t at ali t.l_(_(ILa_,l_a.I(_h,n_(_,_t,na,r_:_(_,_z(_r(,, 'l'lLc,re at(; t,_,v()

v_al.ricesc_l":1× :l _,_at,rir.(_sa_l t,lwt, hre(_i)ri_ax'y w_.ria.blc_sa.l,_.:a.cl_n_(_sl_l)()iult,are sol,.,c_(II'c,r

l)y l,l_c,li_v(,x's(,(,I' i,l,(, l)lock clia_(_,a.lv,_a.trl×rc)ri,l(,(l h,c)n_lt,l_(::I ×3 _,la.tvi(:(_(_iltil(: (liagc,n_al

(1 - wl,/)X '''+_ = (( l --.o.,)l -t..wl/_)x ''_ + R/) (!))

, '1'1_('_,_;_tri×

L',,,,= (/ -, w//)-l((l -w)! -t-wl//) (1{))

i.'-.;c'_ll(,(l 1,1_,I)(_illl,s_¢'c'essiv¢,o,,,¢,rr(,la.xa.l.i()_al_atrix,

4,2 (.',l_oice of _,

l)X'_l)l(,x_n,_,l'::,;l.(,_i,_iv(,l,l_(_()r¢,t.i('a.lv,,c)rke×i,_t,sc)n_(:al('ula.ti_; a.n_()l)t,in,_i_ va.lu_,_oi'w, Y()_n_,_;
in _,I__,x('(,ll_,n,l.r(,l'(,r(_v_('(,,k'l_,('l_()f tl,ls wc._rkr(!(lllll'eS t,lla.l, t,l_(,l,l_d.x'ixI,ave wl,a.t Yc)_,g

r(,h,rs t.()as l*r()l)('rl.y A, A il_a.l,rix wil,l_ l.l_is l)r(_l)¢,rt,y('.a._lI)(, l.ra_isr()r_ll(,(ll,y a.l)er_l,'a,l,i(:)_
l,_a,l.ri× 1' inll,()t,l_e,I'()n'_l

I'L:,.'P-'"'( !)_ l ):-- l, l),_ (11)

v,'ll,,r_,t,l_¢_n_a.tric'(,sl)l a._(l I.)_ar(, (ll_)n_al, N,laki_ t,l_ist,ra_src)x'_la.t.ic.)_als¢)Sl)(,(,(Is_I) t,l_(,
('(_nl_,'c,n'/_(,nlc'_(.,(,1'l.ll(, SOil. _(_l,llc,(l, 'l'llis t,ra.nlsl'(irtlla.l,i()_is e(lt_iva,l(!l_l, t,() r(,la.l_(_li_ l,ll(_ t,ll_,
i_,sll I)lc,('k: al_(I l,llllS C.llallg;illg; til(! (_l'cl(_l' iii WlliCll l, ll(! ,_()il il,(.:l'a,l,i()l) Ill)llal,('s varial)lc,s, As

I_llll, l'iX all(I l, ll(' l'(,l_ll)(_li_lg;c_l'I.I1(__ri(l, Wil, ll 1,11(.!g;(_ll('l'a.l I|al, lll'(! ()1' ('(_llll(!('.l,i(:)llS I)(:l,w(.!('li

('ll'lll(!lll, S a,ll()W('(I ILV'I'()LI(III ii, Ilia,y llCJl,I)(! l)()ssil)h_1,(_t,I'_IIISI()I'Ill l)r(:)lilc_l_lsi_l l,his way,
I"()r (,×al_l)l(, , _'i,ls l,llal, [la.V(! fill (_)Ol_)(_lll, v,'it,l_ a ¢'(lllll(!(',l,i()ll 1,() l,v.,,(i (ii' iIl(.)r(_ (_.l(!l]l(!lll, S l, lla,l,

;irt, ('()lllio('l,(!(I 1,()(!a(,)l c)l, ll(_l' (',hlll'l()l, I)(, l.l'_tllsl'c)l'lll(_(I iii l,l_is way, ()l'l,i',ll [)()llll(la.ry (_](.:111o111,8

_lay I)(, ('(._t(,('l.(_(l t,(_a. siu_gl(,la.rge (,l(,tn_(,_ll,I,(._l_io(l(_l l,ll(_ (_ll'(wl.()r a, (:()ll,_l, alll, l)l'('SSlll'(!

l)(_Inul,!,i.x'y,II, is w()rt,l_ wllil(, _al()(lll',vivi_t,llis l,yl)(, ()I' gri(l t,c) l_a,,,'(_()ni(! ('.(._ulst,a._ll,l)a'(,_,_i_r(,
_,l(,vnl(,vll,t'(.)r(m('ll I)(_llxlclary(,l(,_,l(_ll,, '1'1_(,i_l)r(,v(,(I ('.()_v(_r_(,_('(_(,r t,l_(,_()1{.il,(,x,;i,t,i(_x__nl()z,(_

:\s,,;_inllillpL',_.l,a_ I)r()l)i_rl,y tX t,ll(,_l til(, ()l)l,i_lllinl/ valll(, I'()r co is _iv('l_ I)y

'2
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• 4 • in • la • a.4 •au • xi • 4 • 1.4 • ii •,.,u

li -_ • 't • a.t li a.n •iu • i • a.4 • a • .ta •:tu

O t •ii •u • :ts glll-t •x • x_ on • a'o • u

i,'igun'(_,2: Ih:_l'tlltlt,ilt,lc_tlsc)f IIl(_,lllcrc_bli_tl1Vllliri×

tl i,'-;I,lio I_t.l'_;(,sl,(;ig(_tlv;i.Iti(_c:)f//-t- l ./_, lt ('.ll.nibc;(lc:t(,_t'x_lil_(,(Iby _,xll.illillillg I,ll(; ¢'.c:)l_V(_l'g_,ll('._'

d,''*t_ = /-',t (:l:l)t)711

\\'l, t'_II'Iii

A,,I :- lilill fljL''t" 1
<i,?

.._ i.lji"'t' 1
t\.l :'- llllI, X "

</'7'
Lli('li

lilll ,,\,,< .---- _,,,-- /z_
I I l "-'* rr(,

(lr,)

'l'lii,'-i i/erli, l,ic)ii IliliV I,likt! ,'-;Cilli(; I,iili(! l,cl i'llllVi!l'g,(!, Iii t'_lx'l, l,li_! (!lP(ii'l, i'(!_lliil'l,cl I,_l (Ji;I,(!l'lliill(!ii

ii,li _l_l, iliiUili ll(,('_'l(_l'a,t,lf_li ]ilil';i, lll(!l,(!l ' i,q Iii' l, li(' ,'-;iilil(! oi'(ler li,_ l,cl ,<t()lv(, l, li(, Wlif)ll_ lll'()l)l(l_ii,

l"(_i' l, lii_ i'(ql.,-;(lli w(! (Iii illll, d(,l,c_riliill(, _l, vli,iu(; I'oi' w ill (!ii,i'll l,illi(, _I,_I) lllll, c)lil7 r(w.ll, lc,lilll, l,l!

, m \vile'li t,ll(' I,illl(i sl_,l_('ll;I,llg('_, A¢l_ilit, lii g i,l_is ,'-it,l'ill,(!gy lil(!iill,q W(_ liiI,V(' ii, (',l(_,<s(;t,c_()lll, illlillil
viiliit, I'()1'_.o ii.l, lliiliilliillli c¢),,;1,,
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......................................... 4

I,lttlu sl,01_ A_×, w,,pt
, ,, ,q,, ,qI , t u,. t:u. l ,{10"/2

1(1 ,,173188 1,1588

I()_ ,7,18l 1,3',.I1(I

I0 :_ ,90(159 1,,IO(H

I 0 'l ,95872 I ,5,153

l0 n ,9719',) 1,(t19,'1 "

10° ,c)826 1,(;869

l,'iglirc, 3: Va.rla.l,lc_tlof w,,t,l with tlulc,.sl, el,

5 M(_III ory I'(-_q li ir t_Iii ¢_I1|; s

tl,,;iu_ tile direct illt;tllod I'c_rillal, rix luw,,rslc_tl re¢lulres a. wclt'ksp_w,t_ of 2-,1 t,ltlle,q the llttlll-

Iitsr t_['tIOllZet't_S IU tilt,, Ja,ct_bla.ll Ilia.ii'ix, For la,rge prol_letu,s t,hls c/aJi a.ulounl, l,o seve,ra.l

tllt,gal:lyl,e.S, Itr coIll, l'aSl, tile ,q()t{ ttlel, htl¢l l't!tllllr,us nollt! of I,Ills work,,.;l)a,t'.e, II, d(ms rc,(lllire

,'-;t_ltit,itll,egc_r wtlrk arrays bill, these re(luiru i1o lrlt._re, siva,ce tlla.ll the lul,t;gt:r work a.rray,'-;

ll,s_'_lIO' t,l_eflirt,ct, t_t,l,l_c_l,

6 Thermodynamic Routines

'l'()[l(llI tis(,s a. lltl_lll(;l' til stlllroltl, ilies t,(_c_l_ll_Ul,e l,ll_ l,lierl_l(l(lylia.l_lic, a.iitl I_ltysic.a,I l_rOl;-

(_rl.i(,,,.;(li' wa.l,t'l'/sl.t!a, lll/ga.s tllixl,_lr_','-;, l"¢n' statue l_rol)h,_l_s Ul_ I,¢_75 % (ii' tll¢_ l,_:_LalC.I_II

I,i_l_, was Sl)V,_tl,¢_x¢w.t_l,it_g l.ll(:s_, rc_tll,l_e.s, Most of l,hls l,lI]_e ',,va,s Slmlll, [II jt_,'-;l,l;wo rotll, i_(;s

,qlll'S'l' ('()\VA'I', _,',,l_i(,l_ctltlll)t_l,e 1,1_¢:¢lt_usll,y a.ll¢l itll,c,.r_;d el_ergy o[' sl,eall_ ;u_d wa,t,er,

'l'l_t, I'(_rtril,ll ('(_(lt,s f_r ,q111',q'l' a.t_(I ('.()WA'I' were I)¢)I.1_rt,wril, l,etl I.t) l'e_(w(_ a.ll _ec.es,,sary

array refi,rt, t_c_,s a._(l tidally til t,l_¢_large eXl)_r_t_t_l.ia.tio_s, wil, h I,l_t,,st:c l_a,t_ge,'s,,ql!l',q'l' a,_tl

('()WA'I' ru_ ;qlllrt_xitl_;tl,_'ly 70% alt(I ,l()(_, I_l(_l'(, (lllickly res_l_el'.l,iw:ly,

7 Problems and Restrictions

,'\l_¢_st, ;til 1,1_¢,I.t,st,illp, a,l_llliecl I_a.s h¢!¢,_ _l' g,e¢_tl_er_tal t,yl_c, l_l'ol_lt:_s, '1'11¢_tt:ch_iqut_s

(l_,scril_¢,_l l_,l'(' _l_;_._,'I_l al_l)lY as wt,li 1,(_cll,l_¢!rl,yp(,s ¢_t"l'()(l(',ll l)rol_let_, 'l'he ¢:lgellva, lt_¢_s

(;III(I l.llllS I,II(! l'a.l,i' ¢)1'('.()IIV('I'_(!II('.(!(If tilt! ,q()l{ ll_(!t,l_(_(l)tlf L:_.,.,(l(,ll_l_(l (l,I tilt! l,illlO,gl,('_l),Very

l;tr_,_:,l,iIl_t_,'-_l,_,l_S_llay (';t_tsc,I,I_, t_,l,l_itl I,¢i ['all t,c_ct,_w_rg¢:, 'l'l_i,,.;is l_;U'l,ict_lu,rly a, l_r(._l:_lt,_l

I,I_, l:i_, ,'.;l,t,ll Ill_t,;l. I,,, lit_,il,,,_l.
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l'rol)lenl [)lr(mt SOil, I 'l:honlas

Inversion Algortthllll

sa 2s, ' 24,i -I
v SAM:) )14,1 52,,1 I 47,8

SAM4 37,6 57,5 ] 20
m

• ) i'I OI_ test l)robh.,m 72 ,19,6
, (21) flow to 39,t 66,2 I

geot hc,,rniM well

',1t) flow to 900 36 I

gt,.c)therma.lwell

l:igure ,1: 'l'lmtng for some.test prot)Je.lns(1)(,,c'.5,t00 C.I)U sec'.()lLcls)

8 Conclusions

'l'he Sell. lllethocl clt_scrll)ecl inkthis l)_q)er I)rovicle,,__ul altern_tive inethod for ma,trlx l_l-
v(:,rsioll tlla,t extellcls the ra,nge of 1)rol)h_'ms theft c:_ullm solved I)y TOUCIII, In l)a,i'tic.ula,r
w(,,ca.n ,low solve 31) problems, this wa.s not previously possible on CC)llll)tll, CH'S ;_wdla,I)le

t,t, us, Use of t,h(.''.l'homas Algorlthinl a,ncl rewritten thc;rnmclyn;u_lic, rtJut,ill(,_sha,s ,recluce(I
t,lle C,I'[I recluire_lent for 11) problems, Some sa,nll)le tilniltgs a,re given in figure ,1,
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Appendix

TOUGH Questions*

, 1. What do you use TOUGH for'?

v

2. What do you like most about TOUGH?

3. What do you like least about TOUGH?

4. Wlaat enhancements to TOUGH would you like to see? (list three)

5. What enhancements to TOIJGH have you produced?

6. Hov,, often would you like to have a TOUGH workshop'?

7. How would you like to have information about TOUGH and TOUGH

modifications distributed?

(i) Newsletter and software distributed froln TOUGH central (LBl_,'?)
(ii) Software distributed around informally

(iii) Commercial deals
(iv) Other--add comnlents

i

' 8. What name would you like for TOLIGIt?

9. Any other comments?

*Formulated by M. J. O'Sullivan; distributed at TOUGH Workshop, September 13-14,
1990, to solicit input for the open discussion seasion.






